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ABSTRACT

Social bookmarking has gained popularity since the advent of Web 2.0. Keywords known
as tags are created to annotate web content, and the resulting tag space composed of the
tags, the resources, and the users arises as a new platform for web content discovery.
Useful and interesting web resources can be located through searching and browsing
based on tags, as well as following the user-user connections formed in the social
bookmarking community. However, the effectiveness of tag-based search is limited due
to the lack of explicitly represented semantics in the tag space. In addition, social
connections between users are underused for web content discovery because of the
inadequate social functions. In this research, we propose a comprehensive framework to
reorganize the flat tag space into a hierarchical faceted model. We also studied the
structure and properties of various networks emerging from the tag space for the purpose
of more efficient web content discovery.
The major research approach used in this research is social network analysis
(SNA), together with methodologies employed in design science research. The
contribution of our research includes: (i) a faceted model to categorize social
bookmarking tags; (ii) a relationship ontology to represent the semantics of relationships
between tags; (iii) heuristics to reorganize the flat tag space into a hierarchical faceted
model using analysis of tag-tag co-occurrence networks; (iv) an implemented prototype
system as proof-of-concept to validate the feasibility of the reorganization approach; (v) a
set of evaluations of the social functions of the current networking features of social
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bookmarking and a series of recommendations as to how to improve the social functions
to facilitate web content discovery.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Web 2.0 [245] has brought us a wide collection of social applications and services over
the Internet including social networking [54], media sharing [202], wikis [100, 115], and
blogging [22]. Social bookmarking [149], also known as collaborative tagging, is a Web
2.0 enabled service for users to create and share a “web accessible library” of their
favorite web resources. More importantly, social bookmarking applications allow users to
annotate resources with tags, which can be used to organize, browse, and search web
contents. Despite the differences in service focus [220], current popular social
bookmarking tools1234567 share one feature in common, i.e., tagging is easy to do and has
no rules to follow, which has motivated a massive scale of taggers [102, 268, 271] to
create web contents metadata.
The “social” aspect of tagging is not fulfilled until this metadata can be harnessed
effectively for web content search and retrieval. Research has been conducted to
investigate the value of tags in web content searches [62, 171, 337, 346]. The general
conclusion is that tag-based search utilizing user-generated metadata does not outperform
conventional search engines. In addition, tag-based search often encounters problems
caused by the ease of tagging. First of all, taggers choose or create their own/individual

1
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terms as tags. Second, the resulting tag space, also known as ‘Folksonomy’ [316], has no
hierarchy or structure because tagging systems do not reinforce them. As a result, though
the meaning of a tag may stay clear to its creator, what each tag really represents as well
as why certain tags are used together to annotate certain resources remains obscure to
metadata users and machines. Therefore, current bookmarked resource search is just tagsyntax-based with low precision and recall. Searchers often end up with a large unranked
result set that is impractical to go through to locate desired resources, especially when the
search domain happens to be popular. In summary, the semantics, including the meaning
of the tags and the nature of the relationships between tags, are not explicitly represented.
This deficiency seriously hinders tag reuse.
In addition to tags, social bookmarking tag space also provides other information
on the taggers as well as the bookmarked resources. Tags, users, and resources are the
three types of entities that form a complex network through tagging. Hidden in this
implicit network is data of tag-tag, user-user, and resource-resource co-occurrence. Indepth analysis of the co-occurrence data can help reveal many interesting details about
social bookmarking practice including which taggers share common interests, what
resources have similar or related contents, and which tags have close meanings. Answers
to these questions, if available, can greatly facilitate service users in finding desired
resources.
Social bookmarking services often also provide social networking functions, i.e.,
a service user can choose to include other users of her choice into her personal network.
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Within her network, the user will be able to track bookmarks from all of her network
members.

The dynamics and mechanism behind the construction of such explicit

networks remain unknown. We do not know if these networks are formed on “shared
interests” or “previous established relationships,” therefore, to what degree social
bookmarking service users are using networking functions for more efficient web content
discovery is unclear.
The objective of this research is to better understand the dynamics behind social
bookmarking service usages taking a social network analysis approach, and based on
these findings we propose a framework to organize and add structure to the flat tag space
by utilizing relationship semantics, thus facilitating tag-based web content search and
enhancing the “social” function of social bookmarking services with the goal of
facilitating web content discovery. We first develop and validate a faceted model of tags
in which tags can be classified into three major categories. We then propose a
comprehensive framework to reorganize the tag space. The tag space can be augmented
with relationship semantics defined and summarized in the relationship ontology we
created. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, we implemented a
prototype system called FASTS (FAcets Structured Tag Space), which allows users to
browse and search annotated resources by facets. In addition, we also studied the implicit
and explicit networks existing in the tag space. Social network analysis results on these
networks provide insight into tagging and networking practice and therefore improve the
service.
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1.1

CHALLENGES

The surge of social software attests to the validity of several Web 2.0 principles proposed
in [9]: (i) active participation of user is enabled and facilitated; (ii) diverse data is created
on an epic scale; (iii) data and functionality are made accessible; (iv) a wide range of
clients can access the data; (v) the long tail effect is often observed. Social bookmarking
services are no exception. Low entry barriers and easy access make tagging a common
practice which generates a massive amount of metadata of annotated resources. Regular
social bookmarking services enable users to utilize the metadata for information search
and retrieval. More sophisticated and technically enabled users can access and distribute
this pool of data by using service APIs or feeds such as RSS. Interesting and popular
resources get disseminated quickly through constant annotation. However, another Web
2.0 principle has yet to be reinforced—a service should enable harnessing the “wisdom of
the crowds.” The value of a Web 2.0 service increases as more people use it. The usage
can be implicit and explicit. In the case of social bookmarking, use of the service not only
includes creating tags to annotate things; it also refers to using the tags to find things,
which currently is far from ideal, as well as socialize with others. The ever increasing
volume of tag data provides us with great opportunities and also calls for solutions to
effective metadata reuse and social function enhancement. Many challenges must be met
before such a solution is provided.
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1.1.1

An Imperative Task: Bridging the Semantic Gap

As shown in Figure 1-1, Lux [212] describes the semantic gap that needs to be bridged
from the human domain to the machine’s end along the data-to-intelligence hierarchy,
which is also applicable to the reuse of user-generated metadata in various Web 2.0
applications including social bookmarking.

Figure 1-1: Semantic Gap
From the human’s side, a user, as an intelligent entity, locates a piece of interesting web
content and comes up with a set of tags to apply as annotation using the uncontrolled
system. To the tagger herself, the precise meaning of the tags and the associations among
the tags are clear and straightforward. The choice of tags is naturally based partially on
the annotated content; furthermore, it depends on the tagger’s social or cultural
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background, expertise, and perception of the world [32, 126, 254, 334]. On the machine’s
side, the system will take and store the tags, retrieve them, and return qualifying web
content based upon tag-based search requests. But often there is a difference between the
tag creator and the user as to how they perceive the content and the tags. As a result, tag
users could receive many irrelevant resources. The fundamental problem here is that
semantics is missing because there are no mechanisms to instill and represent it, as
described in [312]. In order to bridge this gap, what we need is a semantic infrastructure
consisting of ontologies, knowledge bases, and agents along with inference, proof, and
sophisticated semantic query capability. Until then, what we can glean from Web 2.0 is
only ‘collected intelligence’ waiting to be transformed into ‘collective intelligence’ [131].

1.1.2

Overcoming the Side Effect: the Untidy Tag Space

User participation is the driving force of Web 2.0. A prerequisite to active user
participation is the ease of use, which is implemented in various aspects in social
bookmarking services: the service is free, no expertise or training is required to use the
service, the cognitive load is minimal, and there are no rules or forms to understand or to
follow. One of the undesired effects of this easiness is the untidy tag space and imprecise
tags. Tags carry inherent ambiguity caused by polysemy, homonymy, synonymy, and
basic level variation [127, 222, 273, 306]. These types of ambiguities pose a serious
threat to the effective reuse of tags. Because tag creators are not required to give more
thought to the way they tag, sloppy tags are often generated [144], including misspelt tags,
badly encoded tags such as word concatenation and compounding, tags in singular versus
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plural form, personal tags with no meaning to the community, tags that contain special
symbols, and tags in languages other than English. These problems are called “formalism
problems” in [30]. Though studies [222] have shown that tag distribution follows the
power law pattern and tags tend to converge, which suggests the negative effect of
“irregular” tags might be reduced to minimal, little or no synonym or homonym control
still substantially compounds the problem.

1.1.3

Flat vs. Structured Space: Should Tags Be Organized?

A very important aspect of the ease of tagging is that taggers are not required to indicate
relationships between tags created for annotation rather than dumping a set of terms
together; as suggested in [30], “Multiple tags are called a tag set since the order of tags is
usually not important and means all the tags are relevant.” In a well-debated article [291],
Shirky argued that hierarchical, centrally controlled taxonomic categorization schemes
are limited, and free-form, massively distributed tagging is resilient against several of
these limitations. It seems that the “control” implanted in taxonomy/ontology is opposite
of the “freedom” that tagging advocates, therefore, efforts to apply any structure to the
“Social Web” may be detrimental. Therefore, a natural question we ask is “Do we need
central taxonomy/ontology for the tagging systems?” Gruber in [132] used case studies to
state that it is not justified to consider the Semantic Web and folksonomies as two
opposite ends, instead, there is increasing value in applying Semantic Web technologies
to the Social Web data. Ontology, as specified conceptualization other than just
taxonomic classification and centrally controlled categorization, is necessary to solve
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some urgent problems with reusing user-generated metadata such as tags: (i) more
powerful computation other than keyword-based search on the metadata cannot be
implemented; (ii) data sharing and computation across independent, heterogeneous
applications are not permitted.

1.1.4

Augmenting User-Generated Metadata with Structure: Who Takes the Task?

Distinctive from the classic Web, in the Semantic Web structured data is exposed in a
structured way. While Social Web services are generating an unprecedented amount of
potentially useful data, the data is often structure-depleted. Taking tagging as an example,
tags are submitted by the tagger to the system, while the inherent relationships and
structure stay in the tagger’s own mind, because the system does not provide a
mechanism for the tagger to express them. As summarized in [131], there are three basic
approaches to augment user-generated data with structured data: (i) To expose the
structured data that already underlies the unstructured web pages. This often requires
compliance of the site builder, which means that it will not likely happen without a
business motivation that benefits the site. (ii) To extract structured data from unstructured
user contributions. Techniques [60, 68, 73, 81, 232, 240, 249, 250, 283, 294, 319] have
been developed and some of them seem promising, but there is still a long way to go
before such a mechanism is robust and mature enough for real-world application. (iii) To
capture structured data on the way into the system. The straightforward technique is to
give users tools for structuring their data, such as ways of adding structured fields and
making class hierarchies. A concern is whether people will actually use such mechanisms
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if they are available. If it is mandatory, will the extra work deter a large pool of tagging
service users?

1.1.5

Understand the Social Dynamics and Enhance the Social Function

Distinct from the bookmarking function in any web browsers we use on our personal
computers, social bookmarking, like many other Social Web applications, makes it
possible for its users to form communities on the Internet. For example, one of the most
popular social bookmarking services, Delicious, lets users network with each other by
establishing networks. Bookmark data, including the tags, the users, and the resources of
all members in a network, are grouped together and become available to all network
members. Forming a network with some other users is a convenient way to follow their
bookmarking activities, which is a much more efficient way to discover interesting
resources than just browsing, assuming that users join a network based on common
interests. Studying the networking behavior on social bookmarking services helps us
understand the mechanism behind community formation. Furthermore, the insights could
give us hints how to make full use of the social function to facilitate users with content
search and retrieval, which is the ultimate purpose of using social bookmarking services
for most users.
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1.2

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The discussion in the previous section highlights two important issues in effective web
content discovery from tag space, i.e., how to utilize social bookmarking user-generated
resource metadata—tags and the emergent co-occurrence networks—to facilitate locating
desired web content. In terms of the metadata reuse, analysis of the current situation
motivates the need for a comprehensive framework to utilize the implicitly denoted
semantics in tag space for the purpose of browsing, navigating, and searching for web
contents. This framework should consist of a solution to extract and represent semantics
of tags and their relationships to each other, a mechanism to represent the identified
semantics, and methods to organize tags into a structured space within which
relationships are understood by machine to facilitate more powerful functionalities. On
the other hand, understanding the networking mechanism can add tremendous value to
the services by promoting the “common-interests-oriented” networking function, i.e.,
groups of users with common interests form communities. These communities will
become refined venues for users to seek information in a much more efficient manner
than using the general and tedious search and browsing function.
The first part of this research focuses on the general problem of “How do we
augment the tag space with semantics to facilitate web content discovery?” The first
research question addressed by this dissertation is “What semantics are embedded
implicitly in the tag space of social bookmarking services and how do we extract
these semantics?” To answer this question, we focus on two distinctive types of
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semantics—semantics of tags and semantics of relationships between tags. At a very
preliminary level, the exact meaning of a tag needs to be disambiguated, which has
attracted a lot of research interest. In addition, from a metadata user’s perspective,
knowing why certain resources were bookmarked by others can help her refine the search
scope. It will be interesting to find out whether there exist tags whose semantics can
reveal such information. Furthermore, successful tag meaning disambiguation should
take into account the context a tag is in, which makes capturing the semantics of
relationships between tags an essential task. If these types of semantics can be extracted
and made explicit, then the flat tag space can be enriched and become understandable to
machines. Therefore, functionalities can be implemented to allow users to formulate
complex ad hoc queries. With the hidden semantics of tags and relationships extracted,
the next step in the research is “How can we use the extracted semantics to reorganize
the flat tag space into a structure that enables and promotes efficient search on
social bookmarking services?” In order to answer this question, we reconstructed
collected actual tagging data from Delicious and implemented a proof-of-concept faceted
system of the annotated web resources. This system: (i) runs on actual tag data; (ii) has an
easy-to-use search interface that allows users to explore tag space; (iii) reinforces
utilization of captured semantics to facilitate search.
The second part of this research studies the structure and properties of the useruser network formed implicitly and explicitly on social bookmarking services in order to
understand “What is the nature of networking and sharing on social bookmarking
services?” For a social bookmarking user, there are potentially three different groups of
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people she can network with: (i) other users who they know in real life; (ii) other users
who they know from other online social networks; (iii) other users who they discover
through the social bookmarking services, usually through searching and browsing of
bookmarks. While connecting with users from “previous relationships” makes it easier to
share bookmarks, networking with “unknown users” is what we are interested in. One
reason why a user chooses to network with another who is not previously known could be
shared interests. If this is indeed the case, then the user-user network path provides an
efficient means of web content discovery. Hidden in the tag space is a large tripartite
graph consisting of tags, resources, and users. Simple graphs can be extracted from it
indicating the co-occurrence between tags, resources, and users. The implicit user-user
co-occurrence networks reveal how users are associated with each other through
annotating common resources and using common tags. On the other hand, users have the
choice to network with others so that an explicit user-user network is formed. We are
interested in finding out “How are the implicit and explicit user-user networks in
social bookmarking services similar to or different from each other?” If the answer
reveals difference between implicit and explicit user-user networks, then we need to
figure out “How can the implicit user-user network be used to develop and enhance
users’ networking in social bookmarking sites?” since the implicit association of users
to each other through common tags or common resources can be exploited for more
efficient content discovery. In order to provide solutions to the above question, we
conducted studies on the structure, network properties, and network evolving dynamics
of the explicit user-user network in order to understand the underlying networking
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mechanisms of social bookmarking services to find out “How social is the networking
on social bookmarking services as compared to conventional social networking
sites?”
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1.3

RESEARCH APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

In this dissertation, we develop a theoretical framework and methodology to facilitate
web content search using user-generated metadata in social bookmarking applications.
We adopt a multi-methodological approach with a combination of design science
research and Social Network Analysis (SNA).
Hevner et al. in [170] described two paradigms that characterize much of the
information systems research: behavioral science and design science. The behavioral
paradigm “seeks to develop and verify theories that explain or predict human or
organizational behavior,” while the design paradigm “seeks to create new and innovative
artifacts.” Researchers argue that truth (i.e., justified theory) and utility (i.e., effective
artifacts) are inseparable in IS research, and IS research should be driven by both utility
and truth and be evaluated in light of their practical implications. In this dissertation, we
have taken a distinctive design science research approach to develop a comprehensive
framework to reorganize the tag space into a hierarchical and faceted structure for more
effective web content discovery using Social Web user-generated metadata.
Social Network Analysis (SNA) is conventionally widely used in the social and
behavior sciences, as well as some other domains such as economics, marketing, and
some scientific and engineering fields [322]. In recent years, the emergence of the
Internet generated a large pool of network data, including Internet-accessible contents,
Internet users, and various presentation formats of real people on the Internet. Research
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efforts using this data required effective data mining techniques, and social network
analysis came in handy. One of the distinctive features of Web 2.0, compared to other
Internet applications, is the “social” aspect. Web 2.0 application users can be data
consumers and data creators. Through the exchanging, publishing, and sharing of data,
users have the opportunity to create and present their identities on the web, and
furthermore, to network. Understanding these networks can help explain some usage
pattern of Web 2.0 applications, and social network analysis is the perfect candidate for
studying these networks. Social bookmarking service usage is no exception; conventional
social network analysis techniques can be applied naturally to the domain.
First, we study popular social bookmarking applications to diagnose problems
that prevent effective tag reuse. Understanding that semantics not being explicit is the
core problem, we explore current tag space in various domains to understand the whole
tagging practice, especially why tags are created and assigned to web contents, which
helps us identify important tag space semantics and classify tags into several major
categories, i.e., facets. Based on relevant theoretical work, together with results from our
large-scale tag data analysis, we propose an ontology to formally represent the semantics
of relationships existing in tag space. Empirical study on actual tag data proves the
comprehensiveness of the ontology and feasibility of organizing the tag space using
relationships from the ontology. The organization is facet-based but it is “more than”
facets in the sense that relationships other than hierarchy are captured and utilized. This
approach of adding structure to flat tag space is implemented in a prototype system.
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As an integrative part of this research, we studied the networks emerging from the
social bookmarking data. We dealt with two major categories of networks. First of all,
hidden in the tag space are networks that associate taggers, tags, and resources with each
other, and they can be extracted using certain mathematic techniques. These networks do
not explicitly present themselves either to the users or the machines, but thorough
understanding of their properties can help reveal interesting facets of tagging activities.
Second, users of social bookmarking services who choose to “socialize” on the platform
create explicit “communities,” and the formation and development dynamics of these
explicit networks can provide insights as to how contents disseminate over the web.
Based on our findings in this part of the research, we make recommendations to current
social bookmarking services as to how to improve their services in order to facilitate
users’ web content discovery.
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1.4

ORGANIZATION OF DISSERTATION

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we provide a summary
of related research areas and approaches that contribute to this research. In Chapter 3 we
present the overall framework to reorganize the tag space. We explain each of the major
components of the framework in detail from its theoretical foundation to justifications
provided by real data, as well as the techniques and heuristics that can be applied to real
data to create a new tag space using our framework. Benefits of this new framework will
be illustrated through case analysis. In Chapter 4 we focus on extracting networks from
the tag space and conduct network analysis on them as well as the explicit networks.
Results of the network analysis are interpreted, the implications are discussed and
recommendations are made to improve the service user experience. In Chapter 5, we
summarize our research and reiterate the answers we found to the proposed research
questions.

Future

research
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in
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter, we review several major research areas that contribute to our research: (i)
social bookmarking service usage, tagging practice and tag patterns, characteristics of
current tag space; (ii) classic work in data semantics including relationship semantics,
and current state of utilizing data semantics in social bookmarking applications; (iii)
principles, methods, and applications of ontological framework; (iv) forms of structure
such as classification and hierarchy for knowledge organization and the feasibility of
using them to structure metadata; (v) social network analysis methods and techniques
relevant to information system research.

2.1

SOCIAL BOOKMARKING AND TAG SPACE

The overall objective of this dissertation is to provide a framework to organize currently
flat tag space to facilitate annotated web contents discovery, therefore, thorough
understanding of general social bookmarking practice is necessary. This requires us to
understand issues such as why and how people tag? What kind of features can be
identified from common tag space? Whether tags have been reused effectively and what
are the associated problems?
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2.1.1

Social Bookmarking Service Usage

Similar to its desktop countertops, a social bookmarking service allows users to store
information of interesting web contents for future reference. Meanwhile, users can create
tags to further describe the contents from various aspects. Distinctive from regular
bookmark services embedded into web browsers, social bookmarking services make it
possible for users to publicize their collections to the whole user community or to a
restricted group for the purpose of sharing and communicating. This willingness to share
generates a huge tag space that includes information like: (i) What popular tags people
are using? (ii) What are the contents most people find useful and who have bookmarked
them with what tags? (iii) If a user chooses to networking, who are the “friends” in her
network?
There exists a range of different social bookmarking services [220]. The variation
exist in: (i) Tagging rights, i.e., if taggers other than the content creator is allowed to tag
it; (ii) Tagging support, if functions such as tag suggestions, auto tag check and
correction are provided; (iii) Tag aggregation, when tags around a common theme such as
a specific resource are grouped together; (iv) Tagging objects, photos, web sites,
bibliographic material and videos are various formats of web contents that can be
bookmarked; (v) Social connectivity, whether the service allows its users to networking.
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Noll et al. in [241] explores and studies tagging with its usefulness for web
document classification. The objective is to find out which kinds of documents are
annotated more by end users than others, how users tend to annotate these documents,
and in particular how this user-generated folksonomy compares with a top-down
taxonomy maintained by classification experts for the same set of documents. The data
analysis results suggest that: (i) Users tend to bookmark and tag top-level URLs rather
than those documents located deeply in a website’s content hierarchy; (ii) Users tend to
prefer broader categories to more specific ones; (iii) the consensus of end users with
regard to classification via tagging increases with a web document’s popularity in the
Internet (measured by PageRank) and its popularity in the tagging community.

2.1.2

Tagging Motivation

Marlow, Naaman, and Boyd conduct a study in the effort of providing a
taxonomy [220]. It is believed that users are motivated to tag both by personal needs and
sociable interests. The motivations to tag can be categorized into two high-level practices:
organizational and social. The first arises from the use of tagging as an alternative to
structured filing; users motivated by this task may attempt to develop a personal standard
and use common tags created by others. The latter expresses the communicative nature of
tagging, wherein users attempt to express themselves, their opinions, and specific
qualities of the resources through the tags they choose. More specifically, the set of
incentives to tag include: (i) Future retrieval; (ii) Contribution and sharing; (iii) Attract
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attention; (iv) Play and competition: (v) Self presentation; and (vi) Opinion expression. In
another relevant work by Gruber [134], it is stated that when people tag, they are
intending for one or more functions: (i) Identifying what (or who) it is about; (ii)
Identifying what it is; (iii) Identifying who owns it; (iv) Refining categories; (v)
Identifying qualities or characteristics; (vi) Self reference; and (vii) Task organizing.
Another interesting work concerning the motivation to tag is by Ames and
Naaman [8]. This study focuses on tagging of images/photos—service provided by Flickr.
The observation is that people are not very motivated to annotate their pictures despite
the many potential uses for annotations. The fundamental reason is that the perceived
benefits of annotation do not overcome the investment. The authors of this study
proposed taxonomy for the revealed set of annotation motivations as shown in Figure 2-1.
“Sociality” as the first dimension, relates to whether the tag’s intended usage is by the
image creator or others. The social category of the “sociality” dimension is where tagging
incentives that are not part of traditional personal media management are introduced. The
second dimension “function” refers to a tag’s intended uses. This dimension focuses on
the motivation for adding tags. Based on an empirical study of in-depth interview with
sophisticated picture annotation service users, the authors analyzed the tagging
motivations using the proposed taxonomy. The results of the empirical study suggests
that most of participants were motivated to tag by organization for the general public,
with self-organization and social communication tied for second. Furthermore,
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organization for oneself is a more common motivation than communication for oneself.
Communication with friends and family is a more common motivation than organization
for friends and family. Organization for the general public is a much more common
motivation than communication.

Figure 2-1: Taxonomy of Tagging Motivation
Thom-Santelli et al. tackle the question of why and how people tag from a
different viewpoint [310]. In their empirical study, they employ the concept of social
roles to describe audience-oriented tagging, including roles of community-seeker,
community-builder, evangelist, publisher, and team-leader. Based on the study results,
the authors delineated a set of emergent social roles suggestive of a pattern of tagging
behaviors that were motivated by the formation of community, the awareness of one’s
audience and a perceived need to communicate with a small group: (i) Attempt to remain
consistent within their own tag usage within and across systems; (ii) The distinction
between audience and community was a key factor in creating the distinction between the
social roles that emerged. While the community builder and the evangelist used tagging
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to manage group membership, the publisher employed tagging as a broadcasting
mechanism.
Work in [6, 285] analyzes folksonomy and classifies tags into 3 categories:
Personal, Subjective, and Factual. Factual tags account for more than half of all tags
(63%) and personal tags only occupy a very small portion (3%). Based on the motivation
behind tagging, the studies classify tagging user tasks into self-expression, organization,
learning, finding, and decision support. Factual tags are best for learning and finding,
subjective tags are best for self-expression, and personal tags are best for organizing.
Further studies [4, 5] explore the value of the folksonomy tags as a potential source of
keyword metadata by examining the relationship between folksonomies, community
produced annotations, and keywords extracted by machines. Experiment results suggest
that folksonomy tags agree more closely with the human generated keywords than those
automatically generated, which can be considered as evidence for strong relationship of
folksonomies to the human indexer’s mindset, demonstrating that folksonomies used in
the social bookmarking service are a potential source for generating semantic metadata to
annotate web resources.

2.1.3

Modeling Social Bookmarking Systems

Marlow et al. in [220] propose to model the social bookmarking system as in Figure 2-2.
This model consists of three major components: Resources, Tags, and Users. The authors
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suggest that taking a holistic approach in analyzing the tagging systems described as such
can bring huge potential benefits: “for example, tag semantics and synonyms could
potentially be inferred by analyzing the structure of the social network, and identifying
certain portions of the network that use certain tags for the same resource, or related
resources, interchangeably.”

Figure 2-2: Social Bookmarking System Model
In a more rigorous approach, Mika [228] extends the traditional bipartite model of
ontologies with social dimension into a tripartite model of actors, concepts, and instances.
At the abstract level, actors are the users of folksonomy, concepts are the tags, and
instances are the annotated objects. This tripartite model can be reduced into three
bipartite graphs to model the associations between actors and concepts, concepts and
objects, actors and instances. These bipartite graphs can also be viewed as affiliation
network which can be further used in social network analysis and such.
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2.1.4

Patterns of Tag Space

Real tag data has been used to investigate the pattern of tagging [84] and the resulting tag
space. Biddulph in his article [40] presents his findings in analyzing tag data from
Delicious as follows: (i) The choice of tags approximately follows Zipf power law; (ii)
Post gets the most links immediately after it is discovered by the community; (iii) The
rich get richer and the poor stay poor via the popular list, here “rich” refers to
“popularity”. In addition, long tail caused by power law are suggested to be utilized to
understand the pattern of social bookmarking better [189, 296, 297].
Still using Delicious tag data but on a larger scale, study described in [127]
provides more in-depth analysis. It is proposed that tags exhibit rapid growth may due to
several reasons including a new found interest or a change in tagging practice, or the user
has chosen to draw a new distinction among their bookmarks. Many URLs reach the peak
of their popularity over a very short period of time and stay rather still. The combined
tags of many users’ bookmarks give rise to a stable pattern in which the proportions of
each tag are nearly fixed. This stability implicates that after a relatively small number of
bookmarks, a nascent consensus seems to form, one that is not affected by the addition of
further tags. Users may continually add bookmarks, but the stability of the overall system
is not significantly changed. The commonly used tags, which are more general, have
higher proportions, and the varied, personally oriented tags that users may use can coexist
with them. The reasons given for this stability are imitation and shared knowledge.
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In the case study discussed in [220], it is discovered that tag usage pattern on
Flickr varies quite drastically from that of Delicious. The difference can partially
attributes to the variation in tagging rights since in Flickr, content creator is often the
content tagger. The results also show that there is a relationship between social affiliation
and tag vocabulary formation and use. The commonalities among tags may arise from
similar descriptive tags, similar content, or similar subjects.
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2.2

DATA SEMANTICS: EXTRACTION, REPRESENTATION, AND USAGE

The vision of Semantic Web [38, 39] requires that the web data is linked and welldefined so that it can be understood by machine for the purpose of automation,
integration, and reuse across applications. To make this vision come true, it is necessary
to represent and reason with semantic metadata and providing semantic markup in the
information resources. Fundamental to the semantic infrastructure are ontologies,
knowledge bases, and agents along with inference, proof, and sophisticated semantic
querying capability.

2.2.1

What Is Semantics?

Sheth summarized a panel discussion on semantics in [290], he posits that data semantics
are embedded in data, metadata and ontology.
“In the information systems context, semantics can be viewed as a
mapping between an object modeled, represented and/or stored in an
information system and the real-world object(s) it represents. This
mapping represents the semantics of the modeled object by describing or
identifying the meaning and the use perspectives.”
Semantics always exists and is all pervasive, it covers the interpretation and the use of
data, or the interaction of people to convert data into information. Interpretation agents
are needed to determine/derive the “meaning”. The existence of semantics relies on some
forms of agreement between the agents, as well as on humans through their interaction
with the agents in various forms.
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Despite the importance of semantics, the progress in this area has been relatively
slow due to several limitations: (i) Semantics cannot be captured completely; (ii)
Capturing semantics cannot be done programmatically along or fully automated; (iii)
Semantics does not have a purely mathematical or formal model; (iv) Capturing and
using semantics require humans to participate with as much support from the computer
systems as possible. As a result, we are far from adequately capturing the semantics that
could be derived using all the senses, cognition, perceptions, and interactions between
multiple agents [147, 184].

2.2.2

Semantics of Relationships

2.2.2.1 Importance of relationship semantics
Semantics, especially semantics of relationships has always been an important but
difficult research subject in IS. The entity-relationship (ER) model, originally proposed
by Chen [75], has been used widely for conceptual design. In the ER model, real-world
objects are represented as entities, and associations among entities are captured by
relationships. Woods defined “Semantics” as “the meaning and the use of data” [332].
Moreover, he believes that semantics is “the scientific study of the relations between
signs or symbols and what they denote or mean”; semantics does not refer to the things
denoted or the meanings, but to the relations between these things and the linguistic
expressions which denote them.
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2.2.2.2 Modeling relationships
At conceptual level, modeling relationships is often problematic, Wand et al. in [320]
provide precise definition of relationship constructs and derive rules as to how to use
these constructs, what are the common mistakes in modeling practices and how to avoid
the pitfalls.
A relationship is usually defined as an association between two or more entities
and expressed in the form of A verb phrase B. Semantic associations are meaningful and
relevant complex relationships between entities, events and concepts. They lend meaning
to information, making it understandable and actionable, and provide new and possibly
unexpected insights. Sheth et al. [288] define that there are two broad types of semantic
associations: one is Semantic Connectivity, and the other one is Semantic Similarity.
Furthermore, two entities are semantically associated if they are either semantically
connected or semantically similar. Siau discusses the application of Relation Element
Theory [70] in identifying relationships—to unambiguously define relationship
constructs when model information systems [292].
Chaffin conducted an empirical taxonomy of relations [71] and the study
suggested that relations fall into five major groups: Contrast, Similar, Class inclusion,
Case, and Part-whole. The Contrast family consists of relations in which the meaning of
one term contrasts, opposes, or contradicts the other term. The Similar family consists of
terms that overlap in denotative meaning, connotative meaning, or both. Relations in the
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Class inclusion family involve one term whose denotative meaning subsumes that of the
other term. In the Case family, the relations are between arguments in the complex
knowledge structure called “frames” or “scripts” that have been postulated to account for
knowledge of everyday world. Relations in the Part-Whole family involve inclusion that
is pragmatic rather than necessary, as is the case with class inclusion. In these five
families of relations, the last three are used in information system modeling, while the
first two are more commonly used in human speech, but not utilized in modeling
information systems.
Authors of [289] provide a taxonomy of relationships based on the information
content: (i) Content independent relationships: relationships independent of the content
and are an artifact of the organization of content on a computer system due to reasons of
organization, performance, scalability etc.; (ii) Content dependent relationships:
relationships between two entities based on either the information content they refer to in
the real world or based on some representation of it thereof. This set of relationships can
be further divided into direct content dependent relationships, content descriptive
relationships.
The difficulties in classifying the relationship phrases lie in the facts that [301]: (i)
Generic verb phrases may represent different concepts; (ii) Semantics of commonly used
relationships are subject to interpretation and thus cause ambiguity; (iii) Meanings of
verb phrases are application domain and context dependent. Understanding the semantics
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of relationships requires an explicit characterization of the meaning underlying the
descriptive verb phrase that is part of each relationship. In short, the semantics of
relationship, usually represented by using verbs, are very complicated.
2.2.2.3 IS-A relationships
The super-sub type structure can be represented by the IS-A relationship, ability to
represent this type of relationship is fundamental to all semantic models [175]. Intuitively,
an IS-A relationship from a type SUB to a type SUPER indicates that each object
associated with SUB is associated with the type SUPER. In most semantic models each
attribute defined on the type SUPER is automatically defined on SUB; that is, attributes
of SUPER are inherited by SUB. It is also generally true that a subtype may have
attributes not shared by the parent type, or participate in relationships that are not shared
by the parent type. The family of IS-A relationships in a schema forms a directed graph.
IS-A relationships might be used in a semantic schema for two closely related
purposes. The first is to represent one or more possibly overlapping subtypes of a type.
The second purpose is to form a type that contains the union of types already present in a
schema. When using IS-A for forming a union, it is common to include a covering
constraint, which states that the supertype is contained in the union of the subtypes. Also,
the semantics of update propagation varies for the different kinds of IS-A relationships.
Historically, semantic models have used a single kind of IS-A relationships for both of
these purposes. Later research on semantic modeling like [309] has differentiated several
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kinds of IS-A relationship such as subset and generalization IS-A relationships. A subset
IS-A relationship arises when one type is contained in another; Generalization IS-A
relationships arise when one type is partitioned by its subtypes; that is, when the subtypes
are disjoint and together cover the supertype.
With the wide use of IS-A relationship in information systems modeling and
implementation, ambiguities start to emerge. Study in [55] takes an action to clarify what
exactly is the meaning of IS-A as links in semantic networks as in Figure 2-3. In a
semantic network, consider the two nodes connected by IS-A relationship, they can both
be generic nodes, or one generic and the other one is individual. In the first case, the uses
of IS-A can be further subcategorized in terms of if IS-A represent taxonomy or not.

Figure 2-3: Classification of IS-A Relationships
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2.2.2.4 Part-whole relationships
Part-whole hierarchies are a natural way for humans to organize and represent entities in
order to manage and reason about the world [201], which makes it important to represent
and capture part-whole relations in various domains such as conceptual modeling, and
knowledge representation. Part-whole relations are also fundamental from a cognitive
perspective, i.e., for the realization of many important cognitive tasks [311], and as a
foundation for the formalization of other entities that compose an ontology.
In a seminal work of studying the semantics of Part-whole relationships [72, 331],
researchers propose six types of meronymic relations: (i) component-integral object
(pedal-bike); (ii) member-collection (ship-fleet); (iii) portion-mass (slice-pie); (iv) stuffobject (steel-car); (v) feature-activity (paying-shopping): and (vi) place-area (EvergladesFlorida). Meronymic relations are usually understood to express strict partial ordering
relations. Strict

partial

ordering

relationships

are

transitive,

irreflexive, and

antisymmetrical. However, at a closer look, it is not hard to find that the transitivity does
not apply to all meronymic relations. Meronymic relations differ in three main ways:
whether the relation of part to the whole is functional or not, whether the parts are
homogenous or not, and whether the part and whole are separable or not. The authors
also provide a classification of semantic relations as in Figure 2-4.
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Figure 2-4: Classification of Semantic Relations
Kuczora and Cosby in [196] adopted Winston’s work on meronymic relations and
emphasize that anomalies between meronymic and other semantic relations such as Class
Inclusion, Spatial Inclusion, Attribution, Attachment, and Ownership, can often lead to
confusion during the knowledge elicitation process.
In [183], the authors emphasize that “It is an imperative to be able to identify and
use the appropriate part-whole relation that is closest to the real world it is supposed to
represent.” Reasoning over conceptual models (and domain ontologies) including partwhole relations can be used for tasks such as classifying hierarchies, checking concept
satisfiability, and discovering new sub-super relations. This article describes a basic
formal taxonomy of part-whole relations including both mereological and meronymic
part-whole relations. Mereology is a sub-discipline in philosophy that concerns the
formal ontological investigation of the part-whole relations. Meronymy studies partwhole relations from a linguistics and cognitive science perspective. There are
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meronymic relations that are not mereological. The main semantic difference revolves
around the (in)transitivity of the part-whole relation—meronymic part-whole relations
are not necessarily transitive. Odell in [246] note that only component-integral object and
place-area meet mereological parthood criteria, portion-object and member-bunch are
meronymic. Motschnig-Pitrik et al. in [233] introduce an informal part whole taxonomy
in which all relations are subsumed by a generic “meronymic relationship” that subsumes
“(core) part-of”. This taxonomy groups together mereological parthood with portion/mass,
process/subprocess and place/area, member_of, made_of, participates_in. Barbier in [19]
distinguish between three kinds of properties of “whole-part relationships” as follows: (i)
Primary: asymmetry, antisymmetry, and emergent property; (ii) Secondary: transitivity or
intransitivity, shareability, mutability and separability; (iii) Consequent: ownership,
propagation of operations and abstraction. A comprehensive taxonomy of part-whole
relations is summarized as in Figure 2-5.

Figure 2-5: Taxonomy of Basic Mereological and Meronymic Part-of Relations
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Saksena et al. in [277] characterize aggregation, the characterization different
aggregation from regular association and divide aggregation into primary and secondary.
Primary properties focus on the static structure of aggregates, lifetime and behavioral
relationships between parts and whole. While secondary properties focus on sharing of
parts, homeomerousity of parts, and the propagation of properties from whole to its parts.
Civello in [82] presents a method for the definition and use of Whole-Part
Association (WPA), hence composite objects in object-oriented analysis (OOA) and
object-oriented design (OOD). In discussion of the semantics of object composition, this
paper divides WPAs into functional and non-functional categories. In a functional WPA
the part is conceptually included in the whole because of structural and functional
connections that make it possible for it to contribute to the function of the whole. In this
case, the part is called component (e.g., the engine in a car). Non-functional WPAs have
two categories: tuple-element (e.g., Marrige(Husband, Wife)) and group-member (HotelRoom).
2.2.2.5 Generic relationships and verbs
In WordNet [111, 229], the verb lexicon is divided into semantic fields. The higher level
cut is between verbs denoting actions and verbs denoting states. Most verbs are from the
action domain and can be further divided into subfields. The work in [66] adapts
WordNet concepts, and includes other types of verb phrases into user-classified and
standard including generalization, aggregation, possession, and instantiation. Purao and
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Storey in [262] suggest using a multi-layered ontology as in Figure 2-6 for classifying the
semantics of relationships. This ontology is meant to accommodate relationships that
occur in real-world databases, these relationships may represent entities and their
association reasonably, but not accurately or parsimoniously.

Figure 2-6: An Ontology of Relationships
Work on relationship verb phrase classification by Bergholtz and Johannesson is
conducted from conceptual modeling viewpoint [35]. They propose an ontology for
classifying and analyzing relationships to identify their similarities and differences. Their
ontology is represented as: <Common, Speech Act, Organization, Activity, RoleLabel,
RoleCat>. “Common” refers to data abstractions. Speech-act relationships consider the
roles of the entities based upon three speech-act classes: comissives, directives, and
declaratives. Organization relationship exists between an actor and another object within
an organization. Activity relationships have a predetermined extension in time. RoleLabel
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and RoleCat provide classifications of the roles and relationships. The ontology has been
applied to a few relationships, but not tested rigorously.
Beeferman in [31] discuss Lexical FreeNet, which is a semantic network that
leverages WordNet and other knowledge and data sources to facilitate the discovery of
nontrivial lexical connections between words and concepts. Lexical FreeNet includes
seven semantic relations, two phonetic relations and one orthographic relation: (i)
Synonym of; (iii) Triggers; (iii) Specializes; (iv) Generalizes; (v) Comprises; (vi) Part of;
(vii) Antonym of; (viii) Rhymes with; (ix) Phonetically similar to; (x) Anagram of.
ArchiWordNet is a specialized WordNet for the architecture and construction
domain [33]. It is discussed in the article that when analyzing the actual data source in the
domain, often sources are not compatible with the intended model in the way that either
they are not structured on the basis of the IS-A relation or they present mixed hierarchies
where different levels are not homogeneous and relations between concepts are
underspecified and ambiguous. On the contrary, relations in WordNet are explicit and
information is encoded in a homogeneous way.
[193] is a study focusing on a method for semi-automatic classification of verbs to
Levin classes [207] via the semantic network of WordNet. Researches have suggested
that verbs fall into classes distinctive in terms of their syntactic and semantic properties.
In Levin’s taxonomy of verbs, classes of verbs are based on the ability of a verb to occur
in specific diathesis alternations, i.e. specific pairs of syntactic frames which are assumed
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to be meaning retentive. More specifically, verbs which display the same or similar set of
diathesis alternations in the realization of their argument structure are assumed to share
certain meaning components and are organized into a semantically coherent class. The
study described in this article tried to combine the merits of manual and automatic
classification of verbs. The method involves classifying verbs semantically via the
semantic network of WordNet. In contrast to Levin’s classification, WordNet organizes
words on a purely semantic basis without regard to their syntactic properties. Its
organization is that of a network of interlinked nodes representing word meanings. While
synonymy links individual words within synsets, the super-subordinate relation links
entire synsets, resulting in hierarchical structures.
“English Verbs as a Semantic Net” by Fellbaum [110] describes the semantic
network of English verbs in WordNet. Compared to nouns, there is much smaller number
of verbs in the English language. However, verbs are much more polysemous. The most
frequently used verbs are also the most polysemous ones. In WordNet, verbs are divided
into 15 files, with 14 of them based on semantic criteria as follows: verbs of bodily care
and functions, change, cognition, communication, competition, consumption, contact,
creation, emotion, motion, perception, possession, social interaction, and weather verbs.
The one that does not constitute a semantic domain refers to states.
Based on previous relevant research on database design, linguistics, business
applications, study in [301] proposes an ontology as in Figure 2-7 from classifying verb
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phrases of relationships for comparison purposes that can be used in the automatic
integration of databases. The common verb phrases are based on WordNet’s list of
common verbs: have, be, run, make, set, go, take and get. Data abstractions are wellaccepted in conceptual modeling and can be used for relationship classification. “Cause”
is used to bring the causal relationship into the ontology. In addition, parts of the
WordNet verb files are adopted into this ontology of verb phrases: change,
communication, competition, consumption, contact, cognition, perception, creation,
motion, possession, social interaction, and static. Also, categories are also introduced to
capture the common business activities [71]. Temporal representation is a necessary part
because it enables the relationship like “before” and “after” to be represented and
implemented. “Associated with” is used here to define connection or association between
entities that cannot be captured by the other categories.

Figure 2-7: Ontology Verb Phrase Classification Categories
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2.2.3

Semantics Extraction and Representation

Navathe in a discussion took place in the Sixth Conference on Data Semantics (DS-6),
presents his observations on the types of semantics and where to look for semantics: (i)
Semantics lie in the way people interact with, communicate, interpret, and use data or the
information implicitly presented in the data; (ii) Semantics can be found from data
structure or knowledge representation schemas, programs, communication protocols, and
encoding; (iii) Semantics can be observed/found in hard-copy forms; (iv) Semantics can
be observed in or obtained from programmed procedures, social protocols, and law. In
the same conference, Rosenthal also propose norms to follow in representing semantics:
(i) One should consider the issues of reuse, evolution, and merging with the tool that may
use the data; (ii) Modularity is crucial for meta-database; (iii) Human insight should be
used as the key ingredient in deriving semantics, followed by the use of tools supported
by human confirmation of the findings.
Relation learning is concerned with mining and extracting relations and it has
been an interesting research area. Works have be done in mining IS-A relation [276] from
text [294], World Wide Web [60, 303], Semantic Web [11, 177, 295], and in specific
domains such as scientific [269] including biology [77, 270]. Cimiano et al. in [79]
makes effort to combine thee different relation learning paradigm approaches. These
paradigms are based on: (i) Pattern matching [158]; (ii) Harris’ distributional hypothesis
(words or terms are semantically similar to the extent to which they share similar
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syntactic contexts); and (iii) Document-based notion of term subsumption. Another
approach to obtain relations and their semantics is through mapping to various ontologies
[7, 315]. Suppose a tag can be mapped to semantic terms in certain ontology, then we
have access to the tag’s hierarchical structure in the ontology. Swoogle [92, 93] is a
semantic web search and metadata engine. It is a crawler-based indexing and retrieval
system for the Semantic Web. Swoogle can be used as follows: (i) Swoogle allows users
to query for ontologies that contain specified terms anywhere in the document; for
ontologies that contain specified terms as Classes or Properties; or for ontologies that are
about a specified term; (ii) Swoogle enables querying Semantic Web Documents with
constraints on what classes and properties being used/defined by them; (iii) Swoogle can
help reveal structural properties. The approach described in [10] find relevant Semantic
Web Entities using WATSON [86], which gives access to all online ontologies.

2.2.4

Tag Space Semantics

The process of marking the web data with explicit semantics is semantic annotation.
Semantic annotation can take various approaches from different perspectives. From the
annotator’s point of view, this task can be performed by machine or humans or both. In
terms of the formalism of annotation, it can make use of predefined vocabulary and
hierarchy, or be generated on the fly with no norms and structures to follow. On the two
ends of this continuum from formally predefined ontology to tag-it-as-you-like, are two
distinct approaches based on established ontology or collective knowledge from all
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taggers. The latter approach follows the spirit of “Social Web”, low entry barrier; easy to
use social bookmarking services (collaborative annotation) enable laymen users to
annotate interesting web contents with any terms they like with no norms to follow. The
popularity of this kind of services is an indicator of its usability and usefulness to the
taggers, however, the fact that the annotations (tags) remain unreadable or ambiguous to
machines makes reuse of the metadata impractical, which directly contribute to the loss
of the “social” aspects. Without the abilities to efficiently reuse the metadata, social
bookmarking is just a web-accessible personal “Favorite” list.
2.2.4.1 Problems with tag space semantics
Semantic problems associated with tagging terms are described as “formalism problems”
in [30], such as mixing types of things, names of things, genres, made up things,
ambiguity, synonyms and such. This “formalism problems” are made more specific in
[144] where major flaws of current tagging systems are stated as: tagging terms are
ambiguous, overly personalized, and inexact. There is little or no synonym or homonym
control. Unambiguous meaning of tags is one level of semantics, and there are several
available technologies and tools can be used to resolve it such as WordNet. On a higher
level, a more important aspect of semantics is the relationships between tags. Set of tags
are assigned to a resource for a reason, knowing the relationships among these tags can
add a much higher level of the meaning and usefulness to the bookmarks. In general
tagging practices, users are allowed to annotate web contents with words separated by
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space. The expressiveness of this annotation process is very limited, and the users are
expected to use a set of keywords to come up with a way to categorize, describe, archive,
organize, and manage web contents on the fly. To escape from this inconvenience,
taggers have created innovative ways to tag. For example, “/” is used to concatenate two
words into one to represent hierarchy and more. As a result, “ProgrammingLanguage/C#”
is a tag created to describe and categorize a resource as: this web page is about C#, C# is
a programming language.
2.2.4.2 Extract semantics from tag space post hoc
There have been works on studying and how to extract the tag space semantics including
relationships between tags. Broadly speaking, the approaches can be categorized on two
different dimensions: (i) Whether the semantics is elucidated when tags are created or
post hoc; (ii) Whether the agent who makes the semantics explicit is human or machine.
In the efforts of enriching folksonomies with semantics post hoc, there are two
general approaches: (i) Using statistical analysis based on tag co-occurrence to identify
clusters of related tags; (ii) Using knowledge-intensive approach where a semantic
definition of tags is obtained by aligning them to a knowledge source. There have been
studies that use a combination of both methods.
Researches on how to extract the relationship semantics after the tagging
activities by machine usually use technologies such as co-occurrence analysis and
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clustering [32]. Schmitz uses a subsumption-based model [279, 280], derived from the
co-occurrence of tags, to find groups or related tags. In [32], tag space is organized as an
undirected graph, representing co-occurring tags as vertices, weighting the edges between
them according to their co-occurrence frequency, and applying a spectral clustering
algorithm to refine the resulting groups. Wu et al. [335] uses a probabilistic model to
generate groups of semantically related tags based on the co-occurrence of tags, resources,
and users. These groups are represented as a multi-dimensional vector, where each
dimension refers to a category of knowledge. Both the number of dimensions and the
relation values of entities to each dimension are determined using log-likelihood
estimates. Mika [228] uses co-occurrence information to build graphs relating tags with
users and tags with resources, and applies techniques of network analysis to discover sets
of clusters of semantically related tags. Specia [294, 295] groups tags according to their
co-occurrence using a clustering algorithm similar to clustering by committee. Despite
the different methods they take, these studies share several things in common: (i) The
relation semantics of the tags are generated and/or identified afterwards by machine; (ii)
The works focus on finding groups of related tags, but still not the exact meanings of the
identified relation, i.e. the semantics; (iii) The accuracy of this approach depends on the
precondition that the meaning of tag used for analysis is indeed what it meant, which is
out of control.
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Knowledge intensive approaches have also been used to disambiguate tag
meaning post hoc. In tag space, the exact and intended meaning of a tag term is often
ambiguous. There are several resources that can be used for the disambiguation purpose,
WordNet [229] is one of them. WordNet can be used as a repository of senses and their
corresponding hierarchy. Using WordNet as source for disambiguation is not simply
matching terms or looking up senses. Approaches using WordNet often employ some
types of statistical and/or clustering [32, 280, 335], co-occurrence analysis to identify the
most reasonable meanings [10, 336]. Disambiguation based on WordNet using similarity
formula relies heavily on the semantic environment especially the subsumption relations
provided by WordNet. Relations beyond WordNet will be missed and result in inaccurate
result. Other services such as Google has been used with WordNet [191] with an
unsupervised methodology for automatic disambiguation of noun terms found in domain
specific unrestricted corpora. Cimiano and Staab propose a methodology that acquires
collective knowledge from the World Wide Web using the Google API [80]. This
approach is instantiated into PANKOW (Pattern-based Annotation through Knowledge
on the Web) [78] whose principal method originated from [163] and [79], the underlying
idea is that certain lexico-syntactic patterns matched in texts convey a specific semantic
relations. There also have been work on using pattern match to find part-whole relations
[37]. PANKOW generates instances of lexico-syntactic patterns indicating a certain
semantic or ontological relation and counts their occurrences in the World Wide Web
using the Google API. The statistical distribution of instances of these patterns then
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constitutes the collective knowledge which is taken into account by the annotator to
decide with which concept to annotate the instance in the particular context.
Angeletou et al. in [11] identified one of the shortcomings of folksonomies—
missing relationships among tags and propose an algorithm to make the relationship
between tags explicit for the purpose of content retrieval. The algorithm takes a cluster of
implicitly related tags as input and return: (i) A knowledge structure obtained by making
explicit the semantic relations among them, and (ii) A set of tags which could not be
semantically related to any other tag in their cluster or were not covered by the Semantic
Web. The semantic enrichment method is composed of two phases: (i) Concept
identification: explicitly define the meaning of each tag by extracting all SWT (semantic
web terms) whose label or localname matches the tag, potential candidates senses are
from online ontologies; (ii) Relation Discovery—either within single ontology or crossontology, and the relations include: Subsumption relation, i.e., super-sub class
relationship; Disjointness relations; Generic relations; Sibling relations; and Instance of
relations. This approach has its inherent limitations: (i) Ontologies used in the concept
identification have their limitations for various reasons; (ii) Terminology used in
folksonomy differ greatly from existing ontologies; (iii) Tagging habit makes the terms
not correspond to any ontology, for example, concatenated tags; (iv) Most concepts in
ontologies model nouns, and attributes are often modeled as properties, which makes
identifying the generic relations difficult; (v) To cover the wide range of tag contents
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generated massively, there may be need for multiple/many different ontologies. But this
has an inherent problem with it—different ontologies may reflect different views which
can lead to contradictory bits of knowledge, and this potential set of contradictions can
make the problem worse; (vi) Another problem is from human cognitive perspective, the
“basic level” problem makes people tend to tag resources at different level of abstraction,
which is determined by the people’s expertise, social context etc., and this makes the
identification of instance difficult.
While most of the work stay at the level of how to make the semantics in
folksonomy explicit for information retrieval and data reuse purposes, Wu et al. [334]
talk about employing folksonomies to obtain social knowledge. The authors borrowed
ideas from [174] in which Huberman states that there are two key challenges in
harvesting social knowledge: identifying communities of common interest, and
identifying information leaders or domain experts. In the scenario of social bookmarking,
communities of common interest can be identified from the two sources—people who use
the same or similar set of tags, and people who annotate same or similar set of web
contents. With the communication tools and channels provided by social bookmarking
tools such as comments, groups, certain authority figures in specific fields might emerge
and their followers will choose to pursue the contents they annotated for reference.
Existing community identification techniques [114] are discussed and evaluated, and the
spectral method is used to for identifying global communities utilizing authorships and
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usage of tags and resources, more specifically, singular value decomposition to the
adjacency matrix based on the tag-resource-tagger-tag usage network is used to generate
information like major topics of user interests. Harvested social knowledge in turn can
help with meeting the semantics challenge in tag space.
2.2.4.3 Generate semantics during tagging
Yang et al. in [338-340] proposed a metadata priority methods to annotate web contents.
The motivation behind this study is to make the relations among tags given by the tagger
explicit. More specifically, in stead of using single-word tags, taggers will be able to tag
web contents using triples in the form of (subject, predict, object). The concept of using
triple sounds feasible because a triple is meaningful to humans and triple is also a
building block of knowledge representation techniques such as semantic net, frame and
the Semantic Web. All the triple tags form tag graph in which nodes are the subjects and
objects, and edges are the predicate labels. A triple tagging ontology in OWL is also
given. In addition, the authors see the needs of allowing users to annotate part of the web
content, i.e., the necessity to lower the granularity of tagging from URI to its components
such as a paragraph or a sentence. However, an inherent problem with this approach is
that letting the taggers freely pick the syntax for relations introduce another level of
ambiguity, which to some extent, is even more difficult for machines to sort them out.
Tanasescu et al. also emphasize that Semantic Web requires a large amount of
structured knowledge in the form of triples to allow machine reasoning [307]. The study
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presents the idea of “tagging the tags and their relations” as a solution to the problem that
tags are either depleted of accurate meanings, or they have meanings but without proper
information about their contexts. In this “Extreme Tagging” system (ETS), users have the
choice of tagging relations, not only among her collection of tags, but also on any other
tags by any other users to make the meaning and context clear as she see fits. This kind of
tagging behavior can help to create Semantic Associations, which may lead to discovery
of previous hidden or implicit relation paths among tags and/or resources. However, it
seems that the problem of ambiguities of tag meanings can be deteriorated in this “youcan-tag-my-tags” system, but the authors argue that if ETS triple can be represented as
RDF, then the use of namespaces can guarantee the uniqueness of tags of different
meanings. There are two problems associated with this approach: (i) Tagging of tags by
others can be inaccurate and out of context, which will cause problem in later derivation
of knowledge paths based on the tagging network; (ii) The systems’ capability of
deriving the knowledge path depends largely on its ability to resolve ambiguities in both
semantics of concepts/entities and relations, and this has to be achieved through certain
level of ontology.
The research motivation behind the study in [302] is that “The terms that are used
by users during tagging have been found to be different from the terms that are used
when searching for resources, which represents a fundamental problem for search in
tagging based systems”. The solution provided in this work is to capture aspects of intent
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rather than content, in addition to common tagging practice, the users will have to
indicate why they are tagging certain web content. In another word, how they find the
annotated resource useful. It is stated that by capturing the different purposes a given
resource can serve, purpose tags are useful to mediate between the vocabulary of user
intent on one hand, and the vocabulary of contents and tags provided by social software
applications on the other. Though an experimental study has shown that users are capable
of assigning purpose tags, how feasible and practical it is to use these purpose tags for
search is still in question.
Another line of research in this direction is to allow metadata creators add
semantics using other services. The SemKey system proposed in [219] allows user to
state semantic assertions. Resources available over the Web such as WordNet and
Wikipedia are exploited to disambiguate the meaning of a lexical form in order to
identify a specific concept. However, the fact that the content of Wikipedia is barely
machine-interpretable and only weakly structured prevent its utilities to be fully realized.
In [194], Semantic MediaWiki (SMW) is proposed as a semantically enhanced wiki
engine that enables users to annotate the wiki’s contents with explicit, machine-readable
information. SMW introduced ways of adding further structure to MediaWiki by means
of annotating textual content of the wiki centered on the concept of “namespaces”.
Different namespaces are used to distinguish the semantics roles that wiki pages may
play: individual elements, categories, properties, and types. In MediaWiki, every page
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can be assigned to one or many categories, and each category is associated with a page in
the “Category”:namespace. Properties in SMW are used to express binary relationships
between one semantic entity and some other such entity or data value. The formal
semantics of annotations in SMW is given via a mapping to the OWL DL ontology
language: normal pages correspond to abstract individuals, properties correspond to
OWL properties, categories correspond to OWL classes, and property values can be
abstract individuals or typed literals.
Study in [203] use Delicious data and tries to develop an alternative tool for
suggesting related tags, based on the WordNet hierarchy of concepts. The data from this
study suggests that the most popular tags have a much higher probability of belonging to
WordNet. The pattern between popularity of a tag and its probability belonging to
WordNet follows power law distribution. The problems with this approach is that there is
a substantial portion of tags that are not recognizable to WordNet, and WordNet can only
handle hierarchy of nouns.
2.2.4.4 Some special social bookmarking systems
In addition to the studies discussed above, there are some social bookmarking systems are
implemented to facilitate the taggers clarifying semantics during the process of tagging.
Zigtag is a new sidebar-based plugin which introduce a semantic dictionary of
over two million tags as in Figure 2-8. Each assigned tag can be defined using the
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concepts denoted in the dictionary; synonymous tags will be linked together
automatically. Terms that are not in the dictionary can be added to it.

Figure 2-8: Zigtag.com
Another social bookmarking service very similar to Zigtag is faviki.com [253],
which also focuses on the semantics of terms by giving suggestions of tags when users
are typing tags. The difference is that Faviki's suggestions don't just come from a
community of users and their tagging history, but from structured information extracted
straight out of the Wikipedia database.
Fuzzzy is a new social bookmarking system which has a focus on the semantics of
the tags, and the collaborative and democratic nature of the process of giving meanings to
tags. The basic mechanism is that tags are assigned a meaning using a standard like the
ISO 13250 Topic Map by the users. The way of assigning meanings to the tag is
collaborative and helps to build a consensus language. The resulting tag space consists of
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a set of interrelated tags where each tag has a list of synonyms or aliases, a short
description and a list of associations to other tags as in Figure 2-9. The center piece of
Fuzzzy is “Tag Mapper” which can be used by taggers to denote relations between tags.
Users are free to create any association, the community will vote on the validity of the
associations. The voting results will move the added association up or down on the list.
The associations are in two general categories: vertical or horizontal. From the list of
associations under each dimension, vertical dimension seems to denote hierarchical
relationships, while horizontal dimension represents generic associations. Though the
democracy in this community-generating-association has the potential of help ontologies,
classifications of relationships emerge, it fails to provide a mechanism to convey the
semantics to machine, which is essential to the metadata reuse.

Figure 2-9: Fuzzzy Tag Space
Entity Describer8 (ED) is a mechanism for intersecting the Semantic Web with the
normal Web. It lets Connotea users tag resources on the Web with terms from structured
8

http://www.entitydescriber.org
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knowledge representation and organization systems. A term database called Freebase is
used as the terminology source; many of the topics in Freebase are based on
automatically imported Wikipedia articles. The topics from Freebase can be associated
with ‘Type’. By associating tags with URIs in computationally accessible knowledge
representation/organization systems such as Freebase or the ontologies of the semantic
web, ED allows people to very easily inform their computers what they are thinking
when they add tags to resources on the Web. It is explained using Figure 2-10 that
semantic tagging promoted be ED connects the tagged resource to a richly interconnected
set of concepts while free tagging simple connects that tagged resource to a set of
unattached terms.

Figure 2-10: Semantic Tagging in Entity Describer

2.2.5

Emergent Semantics

Also relevant is Emergent Semantics [1, 85], which refers to a set of principles and
techniques analyzing the evolution of decentralized semantic structure in large scale
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distributed information systems. Emergent semantics approaches model the semantics of
a distributed system as an ensemble of relationships between syntactic structures. They
consider both the representation of semantics and the discovery of the proper
interpretation of symbols as the result of a self-organizing process performed by
distributed agents exchanging symbols and having utilities dependent on the proper
interpretation of the symbols. Syntax is classically considered as the study of the rules of
symbol formation and manipulation. Semantics can be characterized as a relationship or
mapping established between a syntactic structure and some domain. The syntactic
structure is a set of symbols that can be combined following syntactic rules. Emergent
semantics expresses semantics through purely syntactic, recursive domains. Emergent
semantics applies the conception of a closed correspondence continuum to the analysis of
semantics in distributed information systems, by promoting recursive analyses of
syntactic constructs—such as schemas, ontologies or mappings—in order to capture
semantics. Programs, database schemas, models, or ontologies have no capacity (yet) to
refer to reality. However, they have various mechanisms at their disposal for establishing
relationships between internal symbols and external artifacts. In the settings where
humans provide semantics, relationships among symbols—such as constraints in
relational databases—are means to express semantics. In order to rectify some of the
problem related to the implicit representation of semantics relying on human cognition,
some have proposed the use of an explicit reference system for relating sets of symbols in
a software system. Ontologies serve this purpose: an ontology vocabulary consists of
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formal, explicit but partial definitions of the intended meaning of a domain of discourse.
In addition, formal constraints (e.g., on the mandatoriness or cardinality of relationships
between concepts) are added to reduce the fuzziness of the informal definitions. Specific
formal languages (such as OWL) allow defining complex notions and supporting
inference capabilities. In that way, explicitly represented semantics of syntactic structures
in an information system consist of relationships between those syntactic structures and
some generally agreed-upon syntactic structure. Thus, the semantics is itself represented
by a syntactic structure. Example of applying the notion of emergent semantics to tags is
the study by Zhang and Wu [347] in which they use probabilistic generative model to
model the user’s annotation behavior and to automatically derive the emergent semantics
of the tags.
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2.3

ONTOLOGIES AND SOCIAL BOOKMARKING

People has been using the term “Ontology’ to refer to various things including glossaries,
data dictionaries, thesauri, taxonomies, schemas, data models, and formal ontologies and
inference. According to [313], a computer ontology is said to be an “agreement about a
shared, formal, explicit and partial account of a conceptualization”. In addition, authors
of this paper [299] retain that an ontology contains the vocabulary (terms or labels) and
the definition of the concepts and their relationships for a given domain. The widely cited
definition of “Ontology” [135] in information systems is “A specification of
representational vocabulary for a shared domain of discourse” among others [74]. A
formal ontology is a controlled vocabulary expressed in an ontology representation
language. Ontology representation language has a grammar for using vocabulary terms to
express something meaningful within a specified domain of interests. The grammar
contains formal constraints (e.g., specifies what it means to be a well-formed statement,
assertion, query, etc.) on how terms in the ontology’s controlled vocabulary can be used
together [220]. Formal ontology has its applications in a wide range of fields [136, 313]
including knowledge engineering [120, 128, 135, 313], knowledge representation [13,
137, 293], qualitative modeling [44, 129], language engineering [28], database design [65,
314], conceptual modeling [139-143, 179], data modeling [299], information retrieval
and extraction [34, 226], knowledge management and organization [138, 223, 326].
Though it is important that we can differentiate among controlled vocabularies,
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taxonomies, thesauri, and full-blown ontologies [105], the discussion of their relevance to
our research are organized together in this section due to their relatedness.

2.3.1

Ontologies and the Web

2.3.1.1 Spectrum of web ontologies
Despite its origin, ontologies have moved beyond the domains of philosophy and
knowledge representation. We started to see more and more usages of ontologies on the
web, for example, ontologies sometime are used as central controlled vocabularies
integrated into search and e-commerce applications. Within the line of thought where an
ontology is a specification of the conceptualization of a term, web ontologies may be
viewed as a spectrum of detail in their specification [224] as described in Figure 2-11.
Along this spectrum, the simplest notion of ontology is controlled vocabulary such as
“Catalog/ID” and “Terms/glossary”. From controlled vocabulary to the other end of the
spectrum, the richness of semantics, the ontology expressiveness, and the ontology
complexity increase. Simple ontologies like taxonomies can be used on the web in
various ways: (i) They provide a controlled vocabulary9; (ii) A simple taxonomy can be
used for site organization and navigation support; (iii) Taxonomies may be used to
support expectation setting; (iv) Taxonomies may be used as “umbrella” structure from

9

DMOZ (www.dmoz.com)
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which to extend content

10

; (v) Taxonomies may provide browsing support; (vi)

taxonomies may be used to provide search support [223]; (vii) Taxonomies may be used
to sense disambiguation support.

Figure 2-11: Spectrum of Web Ontologies
Different from taxonomies, more complex ontologies usually have more structure
which can provide more power in applications in many forms [224]: (i) They can be used
for simple kinds of consistency checking; (ii) They can be used to provide completion;
(iii) Ontologies may be able to provide interoperability support; (iv) Ontologies may be
used to support validation and verification testing; (v) Ontologies containing markup
information may encode entire test suites; (vi) Ontologies can provide the foundation for
configuration support; (vii) Ontologies can support structured, comparative, and
customized search; (viii) Ontologies may be used to exploit generalization/specialization
information.
10
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This spectrum helps us expand our horizon in terms of the definition of
“Ontology” and ontology application on the Web, which will help us to avoid some
pitfalls. In [291], Shirky concludes that we are falsely amplifying the usefulness of
previous categorization strategies like ontology. However, in response to this viewpoint,
authors of [127, 132, 133, 192, 227] argue that Shirky’s arguments are falsified because
he confused hierarchy, general classification, library classification and he has a limited
and biased understanding of classification. Furthermore, he ignored the application and
importance of ontologies in the interpretabilities between systems and machines.
2.3.1.2 Semantic Web and ontology
In the large environment of Semantic Web, ontologies are essential for knowledge
sharing and interoperation among programs based on a shared conceptualization. How to
design ontologies [134], acquire ontologies, implement ontologies [17, 29, 58, 112, 156,
168, 180, 204, 218, 225] have become interesting research topics.
SHOE [166, 167, 210], which represents Simple HTML Ontology Extensions, is
developed with the attempt to solve—“A major problem with searching on the Web
today is that data available on the Web has little semantic organization beyond simple
structural arrangement of text, declared keywords, titles, and abstracts.”

SHOE is

intended to provide user agents with easy access to machine-readable semantic
knowledge on the Web. It does this by adding to HTML a simple knowledgerepresentation language. SHOE provides the ability to: (i) Define ontologies using HTML,
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which lay out classifications and entity relationship rules; (ii) Create new ontologies
which extend existing ontologies; (iii) Declare entities for both whole documents and for
document subsections; (iv) Declare relationships between entities; (v) Declare entity
attributes; (vi) Classify entities under an “is a” classification scheme. SHOE has been
used in case studies [165] in which it is observed that complex upper web ontologies are
not necessary, and in most of the cases, rules that identify the symmetric, inverse, and
transitive relationships will provide sufficient inference since most pages with SHOE
annotations tend to have tags that categorize the concepts.
Ontobroker [88] is developed to use formal ontologies to extract, reason, and
generate metadata in the form of RDF in the WWW. It provides a notation for embedding
attribute-value pairs within an HTML hyperlink tag. These tags may be used by the
documents’ author to delimit an element. The ontology includes axioms for specifying
relationships between concepts. Ontobroker approach deals with domain-specific
metadata that is content-descriptive and utilizes a domain specific ontology. Among the
ontology modeling primitives used for the ontology, there are subclass, instance of, and
part-of. In order to provide formal representation of unstructured information, there are
different approaches that can be used. If the resources have stable structure, then
automatic creation of the knowledge base will be feasible. For cases where resources are
unstructured, certain level of manual annotation will be necessary. Realizing some
drawbacks associated with Ontobroker, e.g., Ontobroker is too basic and hard to read and
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the terms used in the knowledge statements cannot be defined in the same document,
WebKB [221] proposes a more terminologically oriented ontology created by merging
other top-level ontologies used in knowledge acquisition, knowledge representation, and
cooperation-oriented hypertext tools.

2.3.2

Does Tagging Need Control and Structure?

As we have described so far, the biggest attractiveness of social bookmarking is the
freedom enjoyed in tagging, there is no control and structure. It is natural to believe that
added layer of control and structure will diminish the popularity of tagging if the burden
is on taggers’ side. But does this suggest we should completely refrain from any form of
control and structure in tagging?
There has been suggestion [255] that hierarchy should be inferred from tags,
something we can learn from professionals in classification. In two of his posts [344,
345], Yin listed his opinions as to what is good and bad about hierarchy. The central
point is that “Hierarchies can't please all the people, all of the time, but we think it's
actually great for a lot of things. It's a powerful tool and needs to be wielded selectively
and with great care.” Flatland and Hierarchies are not two incompatible enemies, but on
the contrary, they should be considered good compliment to each other in a “perfect
solution” to organizing things. Considering the importance of reusing tags as content
metadata, organize tags around hierarchy can help to achieve the goal in several ways: (i)
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Provide a high level narrative of the scope and shape of their stuff; (ii) Provide a guided
navigation system to explore a particular topic; (iii) Provide means for targeted search
and retrieval of individual items.
Noruzi in [242] tries to answer the question: what can a thesaurus do for a
folksonomy-based system by clarifying the roles a thesaurus can play: (i) It can be a
separate tool to which both folksonomy users and searchers refer in deciding how to tag
documents and queries for indexing and retrieval; (ii) It can function behind a search
interface, facilitating searches without requiring users to interact with it as a separate
operation; (iii) It can be used to improve the retrieval results from a search engine. In
addition to the usages of thesaurus to solve syntax problems such as spelling, singular vs.
plural form, synonym, other possible ways to use thesaurus go beyond the syntax as in: (i)
Thesaurus can help locate new concepts in a way which makes sense to users of the
system; (ii) Thesaurus can provide classified hierarchies so that a search can be narrowed
or broadened systematically; (iii) Thesaurus can provide guides to terms which are
related to any tag in ways other than “related terms” such as: hierarchical relationships,
associative relationships, and equivalence relationships.

2.3.3

Ontology Acquisition

Ontology acquisition, i.e., the capture of ontology is usually composed of three steps: (i)
Identification of the key concepts and relationships in the domain of interest; (ii)
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Production of precise unambiguous text definitions for such concept and relationships;
(iii) Identification of terms to refer to such concepts and relationships.
[169] by Heller et al. talks about General Ontological Language (GOL), which is
a formal framework for representing and building ontologies. The purpose of GOL is to
provide a system of top-level ontologies which can be used as a basis for building
domain-specific ontologies. In this article, the term “Formal Ontology” is used in the
sense to designate a research area in theoretical computer science which is aimed at the
systematic development of formalized axiomatic theories of all forms and modes of being,
and at the elaboration and design of formal specification tools to support the modeling of
complex structures of the real world.
Gangemi et al. in [122] present a systematic methodology for selecting general
ontological categories to be used for multiple practical purposes. In this article, the
concept of “formal relation” is proposed to be relations involving entities in all “material
spheres”, so that they are understandable per se as universal notions; while “material
relations” are specific to one or more material spheres. Formal relations establish the
connections and the differences between primitive subdomains; while material relations
characterize, in a more detailed way, the properties of a specific subdomain. The key
steps of the methodology include: (i) Select from the classical philosophical repertoire a
set of formal relations (neutral with respect to the domain choice) which shall play a
foundational role in our ontology; (ii) Select and adapt from the literature the ground
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axioms for these relations, such as those concerning their algebraic properties; (iii) Add
non-ground axioms, which establish constraints across basic relation; (iv) Define a set of
formal properties induced by the formal relations; (v) Analyze systematically the allowed
combinations of formal properties, introducing a set of basic categories; (vi) Classify the
relevant kinds of domain entities according to the basic categories. The result will help to
understand the minimal domain structure; (vii) Study the dependencies/inter-relationships
among basic categories, introducing intercategorial relations; (viii) Increase the depth
level of ontological analysis, by iterating this methodology within each basic category.
As to the set of formal relations to choose from in Step1, this paper focuses on
“Instantiation and membership”, “Parthood”, “Connection”, “Location and extension”,
and “Dependence”.
In knowledge-intensive areas like the Semantic Web [38], knowledge
management, and electronic commerce, the role of ontologies has become essential. The
pervasive use of ontologies calls for efficient and effective approaches to ontology
development for various domains. The construction of domain ontologies relies on
domain modelers and knowledge engineers, which are typically overwhelmed by the
potential size, complexity and dynamicity of a specific domain. As a result, knowledge
acquisition has become the bottleneck in the construction of domain ontologies. To
alleviate the depletion of ontologies, people have developed methods, methodologies,
tools, and algorithms to integrate existing ontologies for reuse [243, 244]. Another
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solution is ontology learning. Ontology learning seeks to extract ontological elements
(conceptual knowledge) from various forms of data either automatically or semiautomatically. Ontology learning uses methods from a wide range of fields including
machine learning, knowledge acquisition, natural-language process, information retrieval,
artificial intelligence, reasoning, and database management. Methodologies of ontology
learning have been reviewed and summarized nicely in [214, 286, 349]. Relevant to our
research, there are researches on learning ontological elements such as concepts [146,
349] and relations [3, 16, 52, 69, 215]. The data source of ontology learning could be
document collection [15, 178], Web [185, 350], dictionary [96], and user interaction
[300].

The ontology learning approach may be statistical [76, 215] or symbolic.

Symbolic approach can further be classified as logical [53], linguistic-based [16] and
template-driven [121, 158]. There are also some hybrid approaches [216].

2.3.4

Ontology-based Resource Annotation

Social bookmarking in its nature is a type of resource annotation system. It is different
from conventional resource annotation system in the fact that the target resources are
from the Web, and the annotators are not professionals like trained indexers.
Kiryakov et al. in [190] propose their vision of a holistic system allowing
automatic annotation, indexing, and retrieval of documents with respect to real-world
entities. The belief underneath this vision is that a system for semantic annotation should
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be based upon specific knowledge about the world, rather than indifferent to any
ontological commitments and general knowledge. In terms of the complexity of the
ontology, it is argued that a light-weight ontology is sufficient for simple definition of the
entity classes, their appropriate attributes, and relations.
Kahan and Koivunen talk about Annotea11 in [179], which is a Web-based shared
annotation system based on a general-purpose open RDF infrastructure. In this work, an
annotation is a user-created statement that consists of several main parts illustrated as in
Figure 2-12:

Figure 2-12: The RDF Model of an Annotation
Schreiber et al. studies semantic annotation to index photographs facilitated by
ontology in [281, 282]. The approach utilizes an ontology which is domain independent
to provide a description template for annotation construction, together with a domain
ontology based on art standards. Usability studies suggest that using an ontology and a

11

http://www.annotea.org/
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structured description change the annotation and query process in several ways: (i) It
guides the annotation process using restrictions and default information; (ii) It makes the
relation between property values and agents explicit; (iii) The ontology provides relations
between the terms.
Work in [304] proposes a structure for natural language descriptions of the
semantic content of visual materials that requires descriptions to be keywords, phrases, or
simple sentences, with components that are grammatical relations common to many
languages. This structure makes it easy to implement a collection’s descriptions as a
relational database, enabling efficient search via the application of well-developed
database-indexing methods. Description components may be elements from external
resources (thesaurus, ontology, database, or knowledge base). Despite the research
content is on visual materials, the focus is common, i.e., for all the potential useful
resources, what aspects are significant and how can these aspects be encoded for efficient
search?
Authors of [182] talk about a problem which is also our concern that using
ontology to support social bookmarking by end users may not be effective considering
the normal users’ limited ability of understanding and using ontological terms that are
meant to be machine readable and understandable. Study in [298] has suggested that
common users have problems even with the simplest Boolean expressions. The use of the
logic formalism underlying the Semantic Web is beyond their understanding. Therefore,
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it becomes necessary to bridge the gap between the logic-based Semantic Web and realworld users. As a middle ground between Natural language interfaces and formal query
approaches, the study propose to impose some structure on the user’s input to guide the
entry but not overly restrict the user with an excessively formalistic language.
In a series of work by Handschuh et al [150-155], a system called CREAM is
designed for web resource annotation. The name “CREAM” originated from “CREAting
Metadata” for the semantic web. The annotation system is ontology-based. One of the
key components of the system is an interface composed of the ontology browser and the
web content browser coexisting in the same larger window. The users have the choice to
select (highlight) text section from the web page to create instances of certain classes, and
then drag and drop the instances onto the corresponding ontology part to create new
relationship instances. Experimental study concludes that subjects have more problems
with creating relationship instances than with creating attribute instances; without the
ontology they would miss even more cues for assigning relationships between class
instances. CREAM allows for the posteriori annotation of existing resources. A posteriori
creation of metadata involves the consideration of an item (e.g., a document) by an agent
and its description with metadata. A-posteriori annotation system should meet some
requirements: (i)Semantic structures should adhere to a given ontology in order to allow
for better sharing of knowledge; (ii) There should be a way to uniquely identify instances;
(iii) Collaborative annotation should have a mechanism to identify sources that have
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already been annotated and to reuse previously captured knowledge in order to avoid
redundant annotations; (iv) Annotation environment should be easy to use and annotation
should be done in an efficient manner; (v) Annotation framework should cater for
concurrent annotation with multiple ontologies.

2.3.5

Social Web Ontologies and Tagging Ontologies

A complete social bookmarking activity consists of several key pieces of information, i.e.,
the annotated resource referred to by a URL; the person who makes the annotation with a
unique tagger identifier within the community; the set of tags used for annotation; and the
specific time and date when the annotation is made. As an integral part of the “Social
Web”, social bookmarking often shares these key elements in common with other
services. To realize the vision of Semantic Web, we need ways to represent these
elements together with the social structures in which they exist to enable system
integration and interoperability. The center of the solution is ontology. The focus of
Semantic Web ontology research has been the representation, development and use of
ontologies with little attention to the social and structural relationships involved. Among
the large number of ontologies published on the web, only a few has been widely
populated and used. Except for the meta-level ontologies such as RDF 12 , RDFS 13 ,

12
13

Resource Description Framework, http://www.w3.org/RDF/
RDF Schema, http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
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DAML14 and OWL15, the other three most populated ontologies are FOAF16 [59, 195],
Dublin Core [172], and RSS [148]. In this section, we are going to briefly discuss
existing and relevant Semantic Web ontologies and their connection to social
bookmarking.
The Dublin Core metadata element set is a standard for cross-domain information
resource description. It provides a simple and standardized set of conventions for
describing things online in ways that make them easier to find. Dublin Core is widely
used to describe digital materials such as video, sound, image, text, and composite media
like web pages.
FOAF (Friend Of A Friend) provides a basic “dictionary” of terms for talking
about people and the things they make and do around the Semantic Web. FOAF allows
the expression of personal information and relationships, and is a useful building block
for creating information systems that support online communities [99]. FOAF is simply
an RDF vocabulary. You create one or more FOAF files on your Web server and share
the URLs so software can use the information inside the file. Like creating your own web
pages, the creation of your FOAF data is decentralized and within your control. In an
empirical investigation conducted on FOAF [94], it is discovered that relationships
represented in FOAF has the potential to enable identification of online communities and

14

The DARPA Agent Markup Language, http://www.daml.org/
OWL Web Ontology Language, http://www.w3.org/TR/owl/
16
http://www.foaf-project.org/
15
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even the emergent new communities. The major classes in the ontology include: Agent,
Document, Group, Image, OnlineAccount, organization, and Person. The SemanticallyInterlinked Online Communities 17 initiative (SIOC) aims to enable the integration of
online community information. SIOC provides a Semantic Web ontology for representing
rich data from the Social Web in RDF. It has recently achieved significant adoption
through its usage in a variety of commercial and open-source software applications, and
is commonly used in conjunction with the FOAF vocabulary for expressing personal
profile and social networking information. By becoming a standard way for expressing
user-generated content from such sites, SIOC enables new kinds of usage scenarios for
online community site data, and allows innovative semantic applications to be built on
top of the existing Social Web.
SKOS

18

(Simple Knowledge Organization System) provides a model for

expressing the basic structure and content of concept schemes such as thesauri,
classification schemes, subject heading lists, taxonomies, folksonomies, and other types
of controlled vocabulary. As an application of the RDF, SKOS allows concepts to be
documented, linked and merged with other data, while still being composed, integrated
and published on the World Wide Web. In basic SKOS, conceptual resources (concepts)
can be identified using URIs, labeled with strings in one or more natural languages,
documented with various types of notes, semantically related to each other in informal
17
18

http://sioc-project.org/
http://scot-project.org/about
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hierarchies and association networks, and aggregated into distinct concept schemes. The
fundamental element of the SKOS vocabulary is the concept. Concepts denote ideas or
meanings that are the units of thought which underlie the KOSs used in a number of
applications.
The goal of Tag Ontology [239] is to model the relationship between an agent, an
arbitrary resource, and one or more tags. This relationship is embodied in one or more
taggings, which are temporal events associating the actors. In Tag Ontology, the
fundamental design decisions are: taggers are foaf: Agents; tagging reify the n-ary
relationship between a tagger, a tag, a resource, and a date, relationships exist for each of
these roles; Tags are members of a Tag class. Tags have names.
The SCOT19 (Social Semantic Cloud of Tags) [186, 188] ontology is used to semantically
represent the structure and semantics of a collection of tags and to represent social
networks among users based on the tags as seen in Figure 2-13. The SCOT ontology
consists of two main features. The First is social features of people who are participating
tagging activities. The rest is semantics which consists of relationships among tags in
given domain. SCOT tries to represent both using Tagcloud class and Tag class. SCOT
uses other RDF vocabularies such as SIOC, SKOS and FOAF etc. In some studies [186,
188], SCOT ontologies have been used to implement social bookmarking services by

19

http://scot-project.org/
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representing the structure and semantics for social tagging data and provide methods for
sharing and reusing them.

Figure 2-13: SCOT Ontology
MOAT20 (Meaning Of A Tag) [251] provides a Semantic Web framework to publish
semantically-annotated content from free-tagging. With the goal of defining the tag meaning

with and without context, it uses quadripartite model—Tagging(User, Resource, Tag,
Meaning). MOAT also addresses the problem of lack of cardinality by putting cardinality
constraint on tag. MOAT uses an open-source client-server approach to let users define
meanings for their tags and share them within a community, but with no automation. The
20

http://moat-project.org/ontology
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MOAT architecture as in Figure 2-14 consists of: (i) A lightweight ontology to represent
different objects and let services exchange information with each other; (ii) A MOAT
server that stored the different meanings: (iii) MOAT clients that interact with a server to
let users easily annotate their content with those URLs.

Figure 2-14: MOAT Architecture
Other works include Tagging Ontology [192] which consists of time, user,
domain, visibility, tag, resource, and type. This largely overlaps with Tag Ontology. In
[187], authors propose a solution for tag data representation to allow data reuse across
different tagging systems. Based on the fact that each of the various ontologies is
designed with specific use case, it is proposed to align these ontologies to maximize the
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usefulness of tagging data. In this approach, extensive RDF vocabularies such as SIOC,
FOAF, SKOS, or DC are used.
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2.4

FACETED CLASSIFICATION

Classification is the act of grouping like things together. Members in a group, i.e., a class,
of certain classification possess one or more characteristics that is not shared with
members from other classes [64]. The entities that can be classified include concrete
entities or abstract concepts based on shared properties of the entities, or operations and
activities performed by entities or on entities. In a classification scheme, relationships
between entities and classes are displayed. The result of classification is the display of a
network or structure of relationships which is used for many purposes unconsciously or
consciously. Human minds have the ability of recognizing likeness and shared
characteristics which can lead to classification and in turn classification can help simplify
the process of thought.

2.4.1

Library Classification

The theory of classification [41, 42] originated from library science for the needs to
access and retrieve library document collections in a non-arbitrary way. In its early stage
of development, library classification scheme used to be the only subject access to library
document collections. In the setting of a library, large amount of documents need to be
collected and organized for easy access and retrieval. Classification scheme is a tool for
such desired organization. Using certain classification scheme, documents can be ordered
systematically based on a controlled and structured index vocabulary. Simply put, a
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classification scheme is a structured index vocabulary and the list of all classes in a
prescribed systematic order. This specific order is called the classification schedule. The
process of classification is to discover and display the relationships in some systematic
order. The set of names or symbols that are used to represent concepts is called the index
vocabulary. This vocabulary is controlled and is used as means to find documents on the
represented concepts. The relationships between different concepts generate the structure
of the vocabularies.
There are five major general classification schemes: Dewey Decimal
Classification (DDC) [90], Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) [278], Library of
Congress (LC) [118], Colon Classification (CC) [266], and Bibliographic Classification
(BC) [43]. However, with the availabilities of effective indexing or searching over very
large databases, some of the drawbacks of the traditional library classification scheme
cause its unpopularity in the digital era [63].
Taylor [308] identified three approaches to classification: enumerative,
hierarchical, and analytico-synthetic. Enumerative classification attempts to assign
headings for every subject and alphabetically enumerates them. Hierarchical
classification uses a more philosophical approach based on the inherent organization of
the subject being classified, and establishes logical rules for dividing topics into classes,
divisions, and subdivisions. Analytico-synthetic classification assigns terms to individual
concepts and provides rules for the local cataloger to use in constructing headings for
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composite subjects. The name of analytic-synthetic actually describes facet analysis—a
process involves the analysis of compound subjects into terms, the organization of those
terms into facets, the display of relationships between the terms, and the synthesis of
terms into compound subject headings.

2.4.2

Relationships in Classification Scheme

There are two kinds of relationships a classification scheme should be able to express:
syntactical and hierarchical [260]. Syntactical relationships are those between classes
which occur together in statements which represent the subjects of documents. There are
four kinds of syntactical relationships: (i) elemental (e.g., Birds); (ii) superimposed (e.g.,
Migratory Birds); (iii) compound (e.g., The Migration of Birds); and (iv) complex (e.g.,
Comparison between Migratory and Hibernating Animals). Hierarchical relationships are
based upon the principle of subordination or inclusion. A classification scheme must
display when a class wholly includes another or if two classes are included by a third.
This kind of hierarchical relationship is called generic because it is an absolute
relationship which does not depend on the existence of documents on the related subjects.
There also exists a kind of hierarchical relationship that is not generic and only exists
because an author has produced a work involving it. This type of hierarchical relationship
displays a broader-narrower relationship between a thing and its activities or between a
thing and its properties. In hierarchical relationships, a class that contains another is said
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to be superordinate to that class and the contained class is said to be subordinate to the
containing class. This is equivalent to a parent-child relationship.
A similar discussion on relationships in classification can be found in [63], where
semantic and syntactic relationships are differentiated. Semantic relationships are
between terms which deal with meaning and content, and include relationships such as
those of containment, equivalence, near equivalence super- and sub- ordination. On the
other hand, syntactic relationships are not significant in terms of hierarchy or meaning.
They do not state a necessary, continuing, or dependent relationship between the
component terms; the relationship only exists when the concepts are brought together
within the compound notion.

2.4.3

Faceted Classification

Ranganathan [266] was the first to introduce

the word “facet” into library and

information science, and the first to consistently develop the theory of facet analysis. A
facet is simply put, a category. Or as defined in [308] as “clearly defined, mutually
exclusive, and collectively exhaustive aspects, properties, or characteristics of a class or
specific subject.” Ranganathan [265, 266] organized the individual terms into five broad
categories or facets (PMEST): (i) Personality: the most significant group of terms in each
discipline e.g. substances in chemistry, plants in botany, nations in history; (ii) Matter:
materials and physical constituents of things; (iii) Energy: action or activity terms; (iv)
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Space: where things occur; (v) Time: when they occur. Terms from each category are
then combined to provide for the description and location of documents with compound
subject content [63]. This basic faceted categorization lays foundation for Colon
Classification [264]. However, this basic categorization contains too few categories to
manage the complexities of relationships existing in modern documentation.
The method of facet analysis was conceived by Ranganathan [265, 266]. It is a
methodology which involves creating classificatory structures ‘from the bottom up’, that
is, starting with the individual terms or concepts of a subject, rather than working ‘from
the top down’. Works have been conducted [116] to demonstrate that facet analysis,
which is the process of breaking down subjects into their elemental concepts, and
synthesis, the process of recombining those concepts into subject strings, could be
applied to all subjects, and demonstrated that this process could be systematized.

2.4.4

Facets-Facilitated Search

Faceted classification and search systems were firstly investigated in early 60’s in Library
Science research [47]. Before the emergence of the World Wide Web, studies have been
focused on how facet techniques can be used for storage and retrieval on-line databases
such as searching using Boolean operators [125]. In an investigation of the application of
Ranganathan’s principles to a range of information retrieval problems, Ingwersen and
Wormell [176] stated that
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“…the discussion demonstrates the suitability of the faceted categorization,
not only for textual documents but also with other forms of carriers of
information. Faceted categorization may provide multi-dimensional and
hence structured entry points to document contents, and thus give
intellectual access to generated and stored knowledge”
This pointed the way ahead for the application of facet analysis to digital libraries and to
the World Wide Web.
Facet classification regains popularity in this era of “web” because it provides an
effective approach to manage the overwhelming amount of information and data
generated and consumed on the web on daily basis. The features of facet classification
that contribute to this popularity can be summarized as follows [63]: (i) Facet analysis
generates mathematically regular, predictable and efficiently searchable structures
displaying rigorous relationships; (ii) Faceted structure has the capability of
accommodating previously unspecified complexes; (iii) It is possible to place new
compounds and complexes into the inherently logical faceted structure; (iv) New
individual concepts or terms can be assimilated.
Compared to traditional keyword-based search tools, faceted classification makes
it possible to assign multiple classifications to the same web object, therefore, more ways
to access the targeted piece of information. The benefits of faceted search over keyword
search or at least used together with keyword search become more distinctive with Web
2.0 applications. In Web 2.0 applications, technologies have enabled the service users to
create data other than just consuming the data, especially in social web tools and services.
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This user-created data often annotate web contents with metadata. Due to the number and
diversity of the users of these services, the metadata created is often free-of-control, not
clean, but yet provides niche opportunities. Very often, metadata has several facets, i.e.,
attributes in various orthogonal sets of categories. Facets metadata is superior to single
set of hierarchical subject labels in cases where there is no single way to provides
navigation for everyone: users have such disparate needs. Single- or multi- field keyword
based search requires the user has extensive knowledge of the values from which to
choose from, or search dead end will occur. Full-text search seems more powerful, but it
makes the value of the metadata diminish. Faceted metadata based search provides a
good solution by provide the users options of switching easily between searching and
browsing, using their own terminology for search while recognizing the organization and
vocabulary of the data. The features include: (i) Displaying aspects of the current results
set in multiple categorization schemes; (ii) Showing only populated categories, no deadends (links leading to empty lists); (iii) Displaying a count of the contents of each
category, warning the user how many more choices they will see; (iv) Generating
groupings on the fly, such as size, price or date; (v) Drill down or expand by facet; (vi)
Adding special facets within categories. Therefore, applying faceted metadata approaches
to unstructured text is a good way to facilitate information search and knowledge
discovery from such resources. Search functionality and tools based on faceted metadata
has been used in several domains including Library Catalog [87, 267], Images/Artifacts
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Search [103, 104, 234, 341], Reusable Software Component Search [259, 260], online
store catalogs etc.
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2.5

SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS

A social network is a set of people (or organizations or other social entities) connected by
a set of relationships, such as friendship, kinship, co-authorship or information exchange.
Social Network Analysis (SNA) is a broad strategy for investigating social structures.

2.5.1

Social Network Analysis and Its Applications

In traditional social science theories, the focus of research and data analysis has been the
individual actors. This individualistic approach considers individual actors making
choices without taking the behavior of others into considerations and ignores the social
context of the actor. However, in SNA, there is a shift of focus from the individual actors
to the relations. Social network analysis, as described by Wetherell et al. in [327],
conceptualizes social structure as a network with ties connecting members and
channeling resources; focuses on the characteristics of ties rather than on the
characteristics of the individual members; views communities as ‘personal communities’,
that is, as network of individual relations that people foster, maintain, and use in the
course of their daily lives. Therefore, in SNA, the relationships between actors become
the top priority and the relational data are the focus of the investigation. Another
important aspect of SNA is the study of how structural regularities influence actors’
behavior [247].
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There are two main forms of SNA: the ego network analysis and the global
network analysis. In ego network analysis, the studies subject is one person’s network
[106]. Only the relations reported by a focal individual are considered in the analysis.
Members of the network are defined by their specific relations with ego. This approach is
particularly useful when the population is large, or the boundaries of the population are
hard to define. In global network analysis, the study covers all relations between the
participants in the network. This approach considers both the occurrence and nonoccurrence of relations among all members of a population. A whole network describes
the ties that all members of a population maintain with all others in that group. Ideally,
this approach requires responses from all members on their relations with all others in the
same environment. Ego network analysis can show the range and breadth of connectivity
for individual and identify those who have access to diverse pools of information and
resources. Whole network analysis can identify those members of the network who are
less connected through certain relations and those who emerge as central figures or who
act as bridge between different groups.
SNA is applicable to any domains where network structure exists. For example, it
has been used on many social science related topics such as occupational mobility [57],
the world political and economic system [235], community [323, 325], diffusion and
adoption of innovations [272], markets [36, 328, 329], consensus and social influence
[119]. In addition, SNA has been used as study approach in fields such as computer
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science and artificial intelligence [108, 157], geography [261], and transportation [89].
Underlying any concrete network lies a graph, which has been well studies in graph
theory [20, 21, 91]. Methods to formally define and represent social networks can vary,
but they are all different forms of the center concept of a graph which consists of nodes
(vertices) and links. Nodes in a graph are the entities that have been networked; links
represent the relations through which two nodes are connected. There are also variants of
nodes and links depends on specifics of the graph.

2.5.2

Social Network Analysis and the Internet

Internet itself is one large network [213], though communication mediated by computers,
people, organization or other entities form social networks. The networks formed over the
Internet has scale unprecedented in history [14, 109, 263, 348] and provides huge
opportunities for exciting research. In recent years, online social networking sites have
gained tremendous popularity and are among the most popular sites on the Web. Among
these sites, just to name a few, are LinkedIn21 (over 75 million users), hi522 (80 million
users) MySpace 23 (66 million accounts), Twitter 24 (over 100 million users), Flickr
( hosting more than 5 billion images), YouTube25 (serves more than two million videos a

21

http://www.linkedin.com, LinkedIn Corporation © 2010
http://hi5.com, © 2003-2010 hi5Networks
23
http://www.myspace.com, © 2003-2010 MySpace, Inc.
24
http://twitter.com, © Twitter
25
http://youtube.com, © 2010 YouTube, LLC
22
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day) and Facebook26 (more than 500 million active users) based on which a movie is
made and immediately becomes the box office hit.
When using a social networking site, users can join a network, publish and update
their profile and other contents, and create links to any other users with whom they
associate. The resulting social network helps users maintain their social relationships, or
finding other users with same interests, or for locating content and knowledge that has
been contributed or annotated by other users. Thoroughly understanding of the structure
of online social network is required to evaluate current systems, to design better future
systems and to evaluate the impact of online social networks on the Internet. Examples of
such research include studies finding a strong correlation between friendship and
geographic location in social networks [208], identifying strongly connected component
from online social networks [199], discovering users in online social networks tend to
form tightly knit groups [124].

2.5.3

Social Network Measurements

Comprehensive overview of social network analysis techniques and the measurement
they are responsible for can be found in [322]. Many of the conventional social network
measurements are applicable to online social networks, while online social network often
display some distinctive features.

26

http://www.facebook.com, Facebook © 2010
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2.5.3.1 Network characteristics
Characteristics we often use to label social networks including range, centrality, and roles.
When talking about range of a social network, we are concerned with its size and
heterogeneity. Traditional work groups and village communities are usually small and
homogeneous networks which are good for maintaining existing resources. But social
network formed online such as those formed using social bookmarking services are large
and heterogeneous [324]. In social network analysis, it is important to find out who is
center of the network and who are isolated from the rest of the network. Several
measurements of centrality in social networks have been developed over the years [45, 46,
117]; these methods can be used to identify network members who have the most
connections to the others, or in another word, cutting off these members could cause the
network to fall apart into many isolated smaller parts. In social network, if there exists a
set of members who have similar behavior, then their functions in the network form a role
[330]. Regularities in the patterns of relations, know as structure equivalence [23, 24],
across networks or across behaviors within a network allow the empirical identification
of network roles.
2.5.3.2 Network partition
In addition to the characteristics of a network, SNA is often interested in finding inherent
structures within a network. During the examination of the pattern of relationships among
network members, groups may be discovered based on the findings that members with a
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group are tightly connected to each other. The connection between members of a group is
denser than the connections to members outside the group. SNA often routinely apply
clustering techniques to identify groups within a network and who belongs to which
group, as well as the types and patterns of relations that define and sustain a group.
Several measures can be used for group-identifying purposes including network density
for small and dense networks and centrality for large and sparse networks. Network
members can be partitioned by groups they belong to, and can also be partitioned by
similarities in the set of relations they participate. Members share similar relations are
very likely to occupy similar positions within the network [67]. The implication of
network positions is that members who share positions may also share access to
information resources. It is natural to reach the conclusion that members who has the
central position enjoy greater access to larger amount of and more diversified information
and take the responsibility to disseminate the information or use the information to make
decisions, which are important functions in collaboration [123, 258]. Based on the groups
identified in a network, a higher level of relationships can be established between groups
instead of network members. If we consider the groups smaller network, then the original
large network can be viewed as “network of networks” based on different types of
relationships or different communication media. Network members who belong to more
than one group have multiple “identities” and are keys to the mechanism how the original
large network is formed and maintained.
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CHAPTER 3

REORGAZING SOCIAL BOOKMARKING TAG
SPACE

Social bookmarking services such as Delicious, Connotea, and CiteULike are rapidly
rising in popularity. Delicious is a general purpose social bookmarking site which has
over 6 million registered users. Connotea is designed for online reference management
service for scientists, researchers, and clinicians [211]. CiteULike [102] is a free service
for managing and discovering scholarly references. It currently stores bookmarks of over
4 million scholarly articles and about 4,000 more are added to the collection on a daily
basis.

3.1

USING TAGS FOR WEB CONTENT DISCOVERY

In addition to letting service users easily bookmark an interesting resource, another
important feature of social bookmarking is that users can browse and search bookmarks
in the hope of finding useful resources. The question that arises is why use social
bookmarking services for web content search and retrieval when there are search engines?
The key difference is that searching on social bookmarking sites is facilitated by
metadata generated by peer web content consumers, while search engines are utilizing
data from web content creators and publishers. Social bookmarking sites like Delicious
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can be used as a new kind of search engine in the sense that the content you are looking
for will probably be tagged by a number of people on the web that found it useful enough
to bookmark it. This is a great tool for at least three types of people—information seekers,
early adopters, and marketers who want to know what’s hot on a particular keyword [256,
257]. As a matter of fact, Yahoo! tried to integrate Delicious user-generated bookmarks
into Yahoo! search results after it acquired Delicious [12]. When using such a search tool,
in addition to conventional search engine results, each of the results will have an extra
line indicating how many Delicious users have bookmarked this resource and, if
applicable, what tags they have used. In one of his blog articles [113], Rand Fishkin,
CEO and founder of SEOmoz, which is a leader in the field of search engine optimization
tools, described results from his simple search comparison between Google and Delicious.
He claims that Delicious consistently gives better content than Google except
that/although Delicious has substantially smaller coverage of topics than Google. Results
returned by Delicious have the following features: (i) Delicious results are more timely;
(ii) Delicious results can be more focused on what someone in my demographic might
want; (iii) Delicious offers more high quality results; (iv) Delicious provides a greater
variety of results; (v) Delicious does not always rank results by goodness; on the other
hand, “goodness” of result can be a very personal matter; (vi) Delicious results do have
some accuracy and relevance problems; (vii) Compared to Google results, overall quality
of Delicious can be either much better or much worse than that of Google depending on
the search themes. A notation made by Fishkin is that “Delicious is not really a search
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engine, probably a ‘discovery engine’”. Serendipity is what makes Delicious stand out.
Gwizdka and Cole performed repeated searches over a 9-month period on Google and
Delicious for web pages related to three topics selected to have different dynamic
characteristics [145]. The results suggest that there is very little overlap between
Delicious and Google results. Delicious results appear to capture transient events and
evolving developments in certain domains that are not reflected in Google’s top results.
In summary, social bookmarking services such as Delicious do have significant
value in web content search and retrieval by utilizing user-created metadata. Though they
are not in a position to challenge conventional search engines, they do have specialties
that search engines do not possess. Therefore, they can act as very good complements to
search engines and they have the potential to outperform search engines depending on the
search domains and topics.
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3.2

FACING CHALLENGES IN REUSING TAGS

Fueled by Web 2.0 technologies, social bookmarking services are used by individuals to
bookmark interesting web resources via a web-accessible “Favorites” list. More
importantly, each bookmarked resource can be annotated with a set of tags. A tag is a
keyword or term assigned to a resource mainly for categorization purposes. Tags help
describe a resource and allow it to be located again by browsing, searching, and
navigating. Through tagging, web information consumers collaboratively create a tag
space, a web resource taxonomy also known as folksonomy. From a social and
collaboration viewpoint, tags are useful if they are shared and reused to help locate items
of interest. This requires software systems that can effectively facilitate the reuse process
based on the meaning of the tags, i.e., the semantics of the tags and the structure of the
tag space. Currently, reuse of tags is at a very primitive level, i.e., using keyword-based
search. However, linguistic phenomena such as homonyms, synonyms, different lexical
forms or alternate spellings, and misspellings of tags make tag-based content retrieval
difficult [48]. There are some techniques to create tag clouds that provide a visual
depiction of tags based on their popularity. These can be used to find collections of web
resources. However, tag clouds have been found to be suboptimal when used for
searching. It is still not feasible to locate relevant and specific web resources by
formulating meaningful ad hoc queries on the tag space [171]. Contributing to this
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deficiency are the facts that folksonomy lacks inherent structure and hierarchy, and there
are no explicitly represented tag semantics and relationships among tags.
Social bookmarking tools are readily available and easy to use. These low entry
barriers directly contribute to the challenges in reusing tags. Tags generated using these
tools are untidy and imprecise [30, 144], which contributes to the inherent ambiguity of
tags. Tags often have linguistic problems [127] such as inherent ambiguity caused by
polysemy, homonymy, synonymy, and basic level variation [127]. Polysemy happens
when one word has many related senses; this could dilute query results by returning
potentially inapplicable items. Homonymy means a word has multiple but unrelated
meanings; this also has a negative effect on search precision but it is easier to detect and
rule out than polysemy. Synonymy is the situation when multiple words have the same or
closely related meanings. This poses a serious threat to search effectiveness because the
inconsistency among the terms used makes it impossible to know if all the related terms
are found. This problem is even worse in tagging because no universal convention exists
for word meanings. Basic level variation occurs because related terms that describe an
item vary along a continuum of specificity ranging from very general to very specific.
Depending on various backgrounds aspects such as education level and domain expertise,
different people may consider terms at different levels of specificity to be most useful or
appropriate for describing the item in question. For example, many Flickr users looking
for images of dogs may search the service with the keyword “dog”; this search will miss
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many images tagged only with specific breeds of dogs such as “mudi”. Taggers are often
not careful enough and therefore create misspelt tags; for example, 40% of Flickr and
28% of Delicious tags are misspelt, meaning they are not recognizable by dictionary
software [144] and cannot be located if other users are searching using the correctly spelled
terms. Tags are often overly personalized and not machine interpretable; we often observe

tags that are badly encoded such as using some special symbols (i.e., /, $, &, etc.) as
compound separators. Taggers do not use any tag wording conventions in terms of letter
case, formats of numbers, and singular versus plural forms.
In addition, the inability to annotate relationships between tags greatly restricts
the expressiveness of tags and places them out of their contexts. The fact that human
taggers need a way to represent relationships and hierarchies is evident in some novel
forms of concatenated tags created by many users. For example, “java/programming
languages” as a tag, though syntactically counted as one word, actually implies a web
resource referring to Java as a type of programming language. Therefore, we as humans
know that here “java” does not refer to a type of coffee; it can be classified under
“Programming Languages.” Unfortunately, none of this is understandable to a machine
and as a result has minimal value in tag reuse. Adding hierarchy and structure consisting
of relationships to the flat tag space seems to be a plausible solution. However, this
creates a conflict between the “freedom” advocated by the Social Web and the “control”
that can be achieved by using taxonomies and ontologies. Gruber in [132] argues that we
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cannot really consider the Semantic Web and folksonomy as two opposite ends of a
spectrum, rather, there is increasing value in applying Semantic Web technologies to the
data from the Social Web. Ontologies are necessary to solve problems associated with
reusing user-generated metadata such as tags. Based on this argument, a major question
that arises is, “What approach may be used to augment the tag space with semantics and
how feasible and valid is it to operationalize this approach?” We attempt to answer this
question in our research.
In this research, we take a data-driven approach to meet the challenges in tag
reuse. The ultimate goal is to propose a comprehensive tag space organizing framework
in which the various types of hidden semantics can be extracted and represented to
facilitate tag-based content discovery and retrieval. Reaching this goal relies heavily on a
thorough understanding of current tag systems usage and in-depth analysis of real tagging
data. Therefore, the analysis conducted in the research uses real tagging data collected
from Delicious. The collected data is processed and then used to construct the tag space
into network models based on works in graph theory. Social network analysis techniques
are applied on the constructed networks to obtain various network measurements and
features such as partition. These social network analysis results are interpreted in the
context of social bookmarking and provide insights into how to augment tag space with
semantics. The contribution of this research is to bridging the gap between current
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tagging practice and the desired benefits that can be brought through utilizing usergenerated metadata.
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3.3

3.3.1

MODELING TAG SPACE AS GRAPHS

Graph Theory Basics

A graph is a pair G = (V , E ) of sets satisfying E ⊆ [V ]2 . The elements of E are 2-

element subsets of V. The elements of V are the vertices (or nodes, or points) of the
graph G, the elements of E are its edges (or lines), and we assume that V I E = ∅ . Let

r ≥ 2 be an integer. A graph G = (V , E ) is called r-partite if V admits a partition into r
classes such that every edge has its ends in different classes; vertices in the same partition
class must not be adjacent. If r = 2 , the graph is bipartite; if r = 3 , the graph is tripartite
[91].
In a simple graph, there is at most one line between a pair of nodes. A hypergraph
is a generalization of a graph where an edge can connect any number of vertices.
Hypergraphs are often used to represent affiliation networks which require considering
subsets of nodes in a graph. A hypergraph H is a pair H = (V , E ) where V is a set of
elements, and E is a set of non-empty subsets of V, E ⊆ Ρ(V ) \ ∅ , which are called
hyperedges or links. Hyperedges can be arbitrary sets of nodes. Hypergraphs are
appropriate for modeling networks containing relations with higher than binary degrees.
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3.3.2

Modeling the Tag Space as Graph

A typical tagging system can be depicted as in Figure 3-1. In this model, there are three
distinctive types of networked actors, i.e., the taggers, the tags used for annotation, and
the annotated objects. The model shows three explicit types of relations, each of which
involve two different types of actors. These relations are: (i) Taggers annotate resources;
(ii) Taggers use tags; and (iii) Tags are used on resources. Therefore, a tagging system
can be modeled as a tripartite graph consisting of three classes of vertices, and the three
types of relations form the set of hyperlinks.

Figure 3-1: Model of Tagging Systems
A hypergraph is a good tool to conceptualize complex networks but it has little
practical usage in actual network analysis. Techniques can be applied to a hypergraph to
reduce its complexity to the level when conventional network analysis can be applied.
Similarly, hidden in the tripartite graph of a tagging system are some simpler networks
which can help reveal implicit affiliations between the actors as seen in Figure 2-2. In this
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section, we use graph theory terms to define the tagging system and then illustrate how
the simpler implicit networks can be extracted, as well as what research implications
these networks can provide.
In a tagging system, the three types of actors are defined as follows:
U = {u1 , u2 , u3 ,........uk } : the taggers, which can be represented by their unique tagger
identifiers.

T = {t1 , t2 , t3 ,........tl } : the tags (terms) used in annotation.
R = {r1 , r2 , r3 ,........rm } : the resources, represented by unique URLs, that have been
annotated.
Therefore, the resulting tag space can be defined as, i.e., each tagging activity creates a
ternary association between the tagger, the tags, and the resource. A tagging system can
be defined using a tripartite hypergraph H ( F ) = 〈V , E 〉, where V = U ∪ T ∪ R and

E = {(u , t , r ) | (u, t , r ) ∈ F } . This tripartite hypergraph can be reduced into 3 bipartite
graphs, i.e., UT, TR, and UR. The definition and interpretation of these bipartite graphs
are as follows:
(i) The UT graph:
UT = 〈U × T , Eut 〉 ,

Eut = {(u , t ) | ∃r ∈ R : (u, t , r ) ∈ E},
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w : E → Ν,

∀e = (u, t ) ∈ Eut ,

w(e) :=| {r : (u , t , r ) ∈ E )} | , where w is the link value

function in the sense that given a link e between a user u and a tag t, w(e) is the number
of resources that t has been used by u for annotation. This bipartite graph models the
association between users and the tags. The vertices in this graph are tagging system
users and tags. The edges in the graph link the users to the tags that they have used for
tagging at least one resource. The value on the link denotes the number of times that user
has used that tag for annotation across all resources. This kind of graph is known in social
network analysis literature as an affiliation network [322], linking people to affiliations
with weights corresponding to the strength of the affiliation.
(ii) The TR graph:
TR = 〈T × R, Etr 〉 ,
z : E → Ν,

E tr = {(t , r ) | ∃u ∈ U : (u , t , r ) ∈ E},

∀e = (t , r ) ∈ Etr ,

z (e) :=| {u : (u, t , r ) ∈ E )} | , where z is the link value

function in the sense that given a link e between a tag t and a resource r, z(e) is the
number of users who have used t to annotate r. This bipartite graph models the
association between tags and resources. The vertices in this graph are tags and resources.
The edges in the graph link the tags to the resources on which they have been used for
annotation. The value on the link denotes the number of times (assuming a user only tags
the same resource once) that tag has been used on that resource by all users.
(iii) The UR graph:
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UR = 〈U × R, Eur 〉 ,
v : E → Ν,

Eur = {(u , r ) | ∃t ∈ T : (u, t , r ) ∈ E},

∀e = (u, r ) ∈ Eur ,

v(e) :=| {t : (u, t , r ) ∈ E )} | , where v is the link value

function in the sense that given a link e between a user u and a resource r, v(e) is the
number of tags that u used to annotate r. This bipartite graph models the association
between users and resources. The vertices in this graph are users and resources. The
edges in the graph link the users to the resources that they have annotated. The value on
the link denotes the number of tags used for that annotation by the user on the resource.
Each of these three bipartite graphs can further be reduced into two simple graphs in
which there is only one type of vertex through folding. The folding process can be
explained and illustrated using matrix forms of networks as follows:
(i) Folding of the UT bipartite graph
Let’s denote the matrix form of the UT bipartite graph as A = {aij }

A=
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aij = 1 if user i is affiliated with tag j, i.e., the user has used that tag.
m

An affiliation matrix is defined as X = AA' , X = {xij } and xij = ∑ ain a jn .
n =1
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This affiliation matrix is one-mode, symmetric, and valued indicating the number of
tags two users both used. The values on the diagonal of this matrix count the total
number of tags used by each user. From graph theory perspective, this affiliation
matrix depicts a one-mode graph in which the nodes are the tagging system users.
The links between the users suggest that both users have used the same tag, and the
value of the links denotes that number of common tags.
l

The dual matrix is defined as Y = A' A, Y = { y ij } and y ij = ∑ a ni a nj .
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This affiliation matrix is one-mode, symmetric, and valued indicating the number of
users that have used both tags. The values on the diagonal of this matrix count the
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total number of users who have used each tag. From graph theory perspective, this
affiliation matrix depicts a one-mode graph in which the nodes are the tags. The links
between the tags suggest that both tags have been used by the same user, and the
value of the links denotes that number of common users. The values on the diagonal
of the affiliation matrix can be used to normalize the association value.
(ii) Folding of the TR bipartite graph
Let’s denote the matrix form of the TR bipartite graph as B = {bij }
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bij = 1 if tag i is affiliated with the resource j, i.e., that resource has been tagged with
m

that tag. An affiliation matrix is defined as X = BB' , X = {xij } and xij = ∑ bin b jn .
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This affiliation matrix is one-mode, symmetric, and valued indicating the number of
resources both tags have been used for tagging. The values on the diagonal of this
matrix count the total number of resources the tag has been used to annotate. From
graph theory perspective, this affiliation matrix depicts a one-mode graph in which
the nodes are the tags. The links between the tags suggest that they both have been
used for annotation of a resource, and the value of the link denotes the number of
common resources.
l

The dual matrix is defined as Y = B' B, Y = { y ij } and y ij = ∑ bni bnj .
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This affiliation matrix is one-mode, symmetric, and valued indicating the number of
tags both resources share in common. The values on the diagonal of this matrix count
the total number of tags the resource has been tagged with. From graph theory
perspective, this affiliation matrix depicts a one-mode graph in which the nodes are
the resources. The links between resources suggest that they share some tags in
common, and the value of the link denotes the number of tags they share in common.
(iii) Folding of the UR bipartite graph
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Let’s denote the matrix form of the UR bipartite graph as C = {cij }
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cij = 1 if user i is affiliated with the resource j, i.e., the user has annotated that
m

resource. An affiliation matrix is defined as X = CC ' , X = {xij } and xij = ∑ cin c jn .
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This affiliation matrix is one-mode, symmetric, and valued indicating the number of
resources both users have annotated. The values on the diagonal of this matrix count
the total number of resources the user has annotated. From graph theory perspective,
this affiliation matrix depicts a one-mode graph in which the nodes are the users. The
links between the users suggest that they have both annotated the same resources, and
the value of the link denotes the number of common resources.
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The dual matrix is defined as Y = C 'C , Y = { y ij } and y ij = ∑ c ni c nj .
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This affiliation matrix is one-mode, symmetric, and valued indicating the number of
users who have annotated the resource. The values on the diagonal of this matrix
count the total number of times the resource has been annotated. From graph theory
perspective, this affiliation matrix depicts a one-mode graph in which the nodes are
the resources. The links between the resources suggest that they have been annotated
by the same user, and the value of the link denotes the number of common users a
resource has.
As a result of the complex graph reduction, we end up with 6 simple graphs/networks
listed in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1: Definition of the 6 Simple Graphs Generated from Tag Space
Notation
UUt
UUr
TTu
TTr
RRu
RRt

Node
Users
Users
Tags
Tags
Resources
Resources

Edge/Association
User-User
User-User
Tag-Tag
Tag-Tag
Resource-Resource
Resource-Resource

Edge Weight
# of tags used by both users
# of resources annotated by both users
# of users who use both tags
# of resources annotated with both tags
# of users who annotated both resources
# of tags used for annotating both resources
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Each of the 6 simple networks can be formally defined as follows:
(i) UUt

UU t = 〈U × U , Euut 〉,
Euut == {(ui , u j ) | ∃rm ∈ R, ∃r n ∈ R, ∃t ∈ T : (ui , t , rm ) ∈ E, (u j , t , rn ) ∈ E}
The edge weight of the UUt network is defined as:
w : E uut → Ν ,
∀ e = (u i , u j ) ∈ E uut , w ( e ) :=| {t : (u i , t , rm ) ∈ E , (u j , t , rn ) ∈ E , rm ∈ R , rn ∈ R} |

(ii) UUr

UU r = 〈U × U , Euur 〉,
Euur == {(ui , u j ) | ∃tm ∈ T , ∃t n ∈ T , ∃r ∈ R : (ui , tm , r ) ∈ E, (u j , tn , r ) ∈ E}
The edge weight of the UUr network is defined as:
w : E uur → Ν ,
∀ e = (u i , u j ) ∈ E uur , w( e ) :=| {r : (u i , t m , r ) ∈ E , (u j , t n , r ) ∈ E , t m ∈ T , t n ∈ T } |

(iii) TTu

TTu = 〈T × T , Ettu 〉,
Ettu == {(t i , t j ) | ∃rm ∈ R, ∃r n ∈ R, ∃u ∈ U : (u, t i , rm ) ∈ E, (u, t j , rn ) ∈ E}

.

The edge weight of the TTu network is defined as:
w : E ttu → Ν ,
∀e = (t i , t j ) ∈ E ttu , w(e ) :=| {u : (u , t i , rm ) ∈ E , (u , t j , rn ) ∈ E , rm ∈ R , rn ∈ R} |

(iv) TTr

TTr = 〈T × T , Ettr 〉,
Ettr == {(ti , t j ) | ∃u m ∈ U , ∃u n ∈ U , ∃r ∈ R : (u m , t i , r ) ∈ E, (u n , t j , r ) ∈ E}

.
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The edge weight of the TTr network is defined as:
w : E ttr → Ν ,
∀e = (t i , t j ) ∈ E ttr , w( e ) :=| {r : (u m , t i , r ) ∈ E , (u n , t j , r ) ∈ E , u m ∈ U , u n ∈ U } |

.

(v) RRu

RRu = 〈 R × R, E rru 〉,
E rru == {(ri , r j ) | ∃t m ∈ T , ∃t n ∈ T , ∃u ∈ U : (u, t m , ri ) ∈ E , (u, t n , r j ) ∈ E}

.

The edge weight of the RRu network is defined as:
w : E rru → Ν ,
∀e = ( ri , r j ) ∈ E rru , w(e ) :=| {u : (u , t m , ri ) ∈ E , (u , t n , r j ) ∈ E , t m ∈ T , t n ∈ T } |

(vi) RRt

RRt = 〈 R × R, E rrt 〉,
E rrt == {(ri , r j ) | ∃u m ∈ U , ∃u n ∈ U , ∃t ∈ T : (u m , t , ri ) ∈ E, (u n , t , r j ) ∈ E}

.

The edge weight of the RRt network is defined as:
w : E rrt → Ν ,
∀e = ( ri , r j ) ∈ E rrt , w(e ) :=| {t : (u m , t , ri ) ∈ E , (u n , t , r j ) ∈ E , u m ∈ U , u n ∈ U } |

These 6 simple networks have the potential to be used in addressing several interesting
research aspects [334, 342, 343] including community identification, ontology
generation, and user and document recommendation. To be more specific, UUt can be
used to reveal user social networks evolving from same/similar topics (tags). RRt helps
identify resource networks evolving around same/similar resources. TTu and TTr can tell
us how tags are associated with each other through usage by the same users or on the
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same resources; this information can further provide opportunities in tag meaning
disambiguation. RRu may help identify “high quality” resources assuming higher quality
resources get more annotations. And UUr may help identify “power users” of tagging
systems, assuming the more resources a user annotates, the higher level of expertise she
has.
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3.4

3.4.1

TAGGING DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING

Collecting Delicious Tagging Data

As one of if not the most popular social bookmarking services, Delicious has attracted a
great deal of interest because its tagging data provides tremendous research opportunities.
In our research, we also used Delicious data. Previous researchers [228, 295, 347] have
used crawlers to collect bookmarking data from Delicious. Recently, Delicious has
decided to disable crawler usage from third-party applications so that this method became
infeasible. Other projects such as [127] used RSS feed to extract the bookmark data. In
my research, I make use of JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) 27 feeds provided by
Delicious together with Jackson, which is a Java JSON-processor to obtain bookmark
data over a certain period of time. JSON is a lightweight data interchange format easily
used in browser-based mashups and other server-side applications. The returned JSON
feeds are parsed to extract the key components of the tag data and the data is stored at a
local MySQL database real time. The stored tagging data consists of bookmarked
resources identified by their URLs, the Delicious user identification of taggers who
created the bookmarks, and the tags used for each of the bookmarks. Other tagging
information includes the date and time when the bookmark is created, the description of
the bookmarked resources, which is resource metadata generated by resource

27

http://json.org
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creators/publishers, and the note put down by the taggers during annotation if it exists.
Simple measurements such as the orders of each tag in a bookmark and the number of
tags used for a bookmark are also calculated and stored. Due to the fact that Delicious
limits the number of bookmarks to be obtained at each JSON retrieving attempt, it takes a
wide time span for us to collect raw bookmark data of the desired size.
For research purposes in this dissertation, we conducted two rounds of Delicious
data collection. The first round covers April 2009 to June 2009. During this period of
time, every half hour the feed collection program we developed automatically started and
retrieved the 100 most recent bookmarks. In this round of collection, we focused on
several all-time popular domains on Delicious covering disparate aspects of life. This is
done by defining “must-contain tags” in the JSON feeds used. The tags we used to
represent the 9 different domains are: “art,” “blog,” “business,” “design,” “education,”
“food,” “travel,” “science,” and “software.” The summary of this round of collection is
listed in Table 3-2. In the second round of Delicious data collection during March 2010,
we collected tagging data without making distinction between domains. This data set
contains 127,781 unique URLs, 70,017 unique tags, and 87,539 unique taggers.
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Table 3-2: Descriptive Statistics of Collected Delicious Data
Domains
Art
Blog
Business
Design
Education
Food
Science
Software
Travel

NOB*
91,903
82,471
86,412
138,103
67,708
72,929
64,336
105,847
80,190

NOUU**

NOUR***

36,954
38,083
34,258
53,383
27,498
30,460
26,407
45,005
34,371

56,122
58,385
49,831
65,964
39,103
47,066
35,298
55,112
51,841

NOT****
511,867
377,905
517,211
784,039
374,374
292,224
341,227
641,098
316,293

NOUT*****
27,434
28,258
29,880
26,970
22,554
18,521
21,609
27,181
20,261

*Number of bookmarks
**Number of unique users
***Number of unique bookmarked resources
****Number of tags
*****Number of unique tags

3.4.2

Cleansing Collected Delicious Tagging Data

As we discussed before, the tagging data can be very “untidy” due to the free-form
tagging practice. Therefore, before actually starting the data analysis, data cleansing is
performed. First of all, we removed bookmarks that have only one tag and bookmarks
that contain resources that have been annotated less than 10 times. Tags that are used less
than 5 times are also not in the range of our consideration. In addition, the portion of
taggers who made less than 5 bookmarks is discarded. Tags that are shorter than 2 letters,
as well as tags that contain some non-alphabetical symbols are removed from the data set
too (i.e., ?, @, #, $, !, &, *, (, ), [, ], +, etc.). Other symbols such as “/”, “-“, “_” are not
removed in the cleansing procedure because these symbols are often used by taggers for
creating “compounding tags,” i.e., concatenate single words together to form a
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“statement” which will still be recognized by the system as one tag as long as there is no
space existing in between.

3.4.3

Preliminary Analysis of Cleansed Delicious Tagging Data

Following the tagging data cleansing procedures discussed in the previous section, we
implemented a program in Java to go through all the collected data stored in MySQL
database and obtained the set of cleansed data with nonsense tags, rarely used tags and
seldom annotated resources removed. The statistics of the cleansed data are summarized
in Table 3-3. The statistics suggest that application domains such as blog, food, and travel
contain a large proportion of bookmarks that have only one tag. These bookmarks are not
really useful for tag reuse because the amount of information provided by just one tag is
too limited. As a matter of fact, further analysis reveals that among the bookmarks that
have only one tag, that tag is usually the domain name, i.e., “blog,” “food,” and “travel.”
Obviously, these words are too broad to provide any useful information about the actual
content of the resources. Also, there is no tag-tag co-occurrence to analyze for these
bookmarks. These “tag-sparse” bookmarks are not created with consideration of future
retrieval of the resource; rather, the single tag is used as a simple label. For each domain,
we calculated the average number of tags per bookmark and the results are displayed in
Figure 3-2.
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Table 3-3: Descriptive Statistics of Cleansed Delicious Data
Domains

Art
Blog
Business
Design
Education
Food
Science
Software
Travel

% of
Bookmarks
with 1 Tag
7.07%
12.71%
5.62%
5.19%
6.29%
14.04%
8.00%
4.44%
19.57%

% of Tags
Used Less
Than 5
Times
82.84%
83.57%
81.28%
80.53%
82.40%
80.61%
81.37%
79.84%
80.42%

% of
Resources
Bookmarked
Less Than 10
Times

# of
Unique
Tags
After
Cleansing

7.81%
13.61%
6.64%
5.54%
9.23%
14.16%
7.94%
4.78%
17.77%

1,837
1,794
2,186
2,106
1,671
1,813
1,701
2,455
2,187

#of Unique
Resources
After
Cleansing
51,737
50,436
46,523
62,310
35,492
40,403
32,497
52,478
42,630

Figure 3-2: Average Number of Tags per Network for All Domains
The data suggests that taggers who annotate resources in the software domain are more
specific about the details. Domains like “food” and “travel” often contain bookmarks
with fewer tags, probably because these two domains are so common to our everyday
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life; or because the taggers who annotate these resources are less technically oriented and
are less interested in being able to find these resources later. For all domains, most of the
tags (~80%) have been used less than 5 times, which is consistent with the long tail
effect, i.e., only a small number of tags enjoy great popularity and most of the tags occur
much less often. Within a specific domain, the distribution of number of tags per
bookmark follows power law distribution as shown in Figure 3-3 using the “travel”
domain as an example.

Figure 3-3: Number of Tags per Bookmark Distribution in Travel Domain
In the travel domain, the highest number of tags used on a single bookmark is 25. But
such diligent taggers are rare; in more than half of the bookmarks, the number of tags
used is less than 5. Distributions of number of tags per bookmark in other domains are
illustrated in Appendix A. It is also observed that among all the domains, “software” has
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the lowest percentage of tags used less than 5 times; this may be attributed to the fact that
within a certain period of time there will be prevalent hot topics in software and tags
relevant to these topics are used often.
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3.5

DIFFERENT TYPES OF TAGS

As the core of tagging data, tags used on Delicious for annotation are the first thing we
look into. For each of the 9 application domains, we collected the 100 most often used
tags and summarized the results in Appendix B. For every domain, the number one most
used tag is the name of the domain itself. For example, “travel” is the top tag used in all
travel-related bookmarks. This attests to the fact that one major function of tagging is
categorization. Domain name as a tag labels the bookmark for its content at the highest
abstraction level; more tags may be added to the bookmarks for extra information with
more details about the content. Using the travel domain as an example, in more than half
of the bookmarks (54%), “travel” is the first tag assigned, followed by “photography”
(1%).
Golder and Huberman in [126] identify 7 functions tags perform for bookmarks as
follows: (i) Identifying what (or who) it is about; (ii) Identifying what it is; (iii)
Identifying who owns it; (iv) Refining categories; (v) Identifying qualities or
characteristics; (vi) Self reference; and (vii) Task organizing. The first 4 functions have
social values attached to them if tags are made public to others because these tags can
help other users with key information about the bookmarked resources. The fifth one,
“identifying qualities or characteristics,” is personal since these abstract and objective
measures of a resource rely heavily on the tagger’s education background, social status
and other factors. What one tagger considers “funny” may not appear so to many others.
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However, if we know the person who makes the “funny” comment has similar status and
interests with us, we might trust his opinion and actually gain something from his
bookmarks. The last two functions are “selfish” ones which exist solely for personal
benefit of the tagger. Looking at the tags we retrieved from Delicious, using “travel” as
an example, we can identify tags of these functions. “vacation,” “hotel,” “flights,” and
“food” are popular tags indicating what the resources are about—key elements we care
about in any kinds of traveling. Tags like “blog,” “photos,” and “news” refer to the nature
of the resources. The tag “france” used with “europe” refines the geographical location.
Tags like “funny” and “cool” are often seen as the taggers’ evaluation of the resources,
while tags like “toread” and “import” are completely worthless to others. This “tag
function taxonomy” helps us understand the motivations of the taggers, i.e., from
metadata creators’ perspective, it answers that question why a specific type of tags is
assigned. After browsing a web resource, a tagger thinks of tags that in her mind would
best capture the essence of the resource and saves it in the bookmark. However, the
mindset of metadata consumers is different from that of the metadata creators. They
choose to go through other people’s bookmarks rather than hunting interesting things by
themselves, hoping to “pick the others’ brains.” Tag consumers have no interests in other
people’s personal tags; usually they are looking for things from a set of specific
application domains hoping these findings can bring some value to them.
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From our collected Delicious data, it is observed that most frequently used tags
from different domains share a distinctive set in common. This set of tags is not domainrelevant and they give insights into what values the bookmarked resource can bring from
several aspects such as: (i) Could the resources help you get free things or good deals? (ii)
Could the resources help you learn how to do things? and (iii) What do other people think
of this resource? A list of examples of such tags is provided in Table 3-4. In addition to
tags that have values, we also notice there is another set of tags which are not domainrelevant and help to describe the format of the bookmarked resources. It could be a
“blog,” a “book,” a “magazine,” a “video” clip, a song in “mp3,” or an “image” or
“photos.”

Table 3-4: Examples of Tags and Their Potential Value to Others
Potential Values
Save money
Save effort
Learn things
Get ideas
Bring joy

Sample Tags
free, deals, cheap, budget, opensource, freeware,
download
tips, howto, guide, tools
tutorials, lectures, courses, showcase
inspiration, ideas, resources, reference
cool, fun, funny, interesting

Based on our observation, we summarize here that from a tag consumer’s
perspective, tags created by others can bring benefits by revealing information on: (i)
Which application domain and/or subfields/topics in the domain is the resource about? (ii)
What values can we expect to gain from the resources? and (iii) Which format is the
resource in? Therefore, all tags from the flat tag space are not created equal and they
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should NOT be kept in one large common pool to be searched. If tags can be organized
into three distinctive sets along these three lines, the original flat tag space will have
structure added to it. The resulting structure can help create more meaningful queries than
using a set of consecutive tags.
Another feature we observed after dividing tags into the three broad categories is
that tags about the values and types of the resources are domain-independent. Resources
from any domain can bring certain value to the users and may be in any form. Therefore,
these tags occur much more often than the tags describing the domain content. Imagine
we have a tag-tag co-occurrence network in which each node represents a tag, and an
edge between two nodes indicates that the connected tags are used on a common resource.
Then we could expect that tags describing resource values and types are connected to a
larger number of nodes than tags that are domain-specific, in other words, these tags
should occupy more “central” positions in the network. In order to verify our speculation,
we applied SNA techniques on tag-tag co-occurrence networks extracted from our
Delicious data, which will be explained in detail in Section 3.6.
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3.6

ANALYZING

THE

TAG-TAG

CO-OCCURRENCE

NETWORK

TO

DIFFERENTIATE TAGS

Based on our preliminary empirical study of the Delicious data, we believe that tags are
not created equal and therefore should not be treated so. Different types of tags annotate
different aspects of the bookmarked resources, and they can be used as dimensions on
which resources can be labeled and searched against. Tags that capture the resources’
value and type are domain-independent and are applicable to any application domain;
therefore, we expect to see them more often and we hypothesize that they co-occur with
tags capturing resource content from many domains.

3.6.1

Defining Different Types of Tags

Some tags describe the presentation format of the resources and we name them Resource
Type tags. For example, a web resource may be textual, such as a blog entry or an emagazine. It may be a graphic such as paintings, photos, or illustrations, or multimedia
such as an audio or a video clip.
Some tags describe the reason the resource is worth tagging, which suggests the
potential value of the resource. We name these tags Resource Value tags. For instance, a
resource may provide tips to save money and/or effort by providing services and tools.
Some resources help the user acquire problem-solving skills. Other tagged resources
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provide opinions or reviews in various forms. These two facets are domain-independent
and the collected tag data sets suggest they remain stable across domains. For example,
our collected Delicious tag data sets indicate that for every resource domain, the “top”
(popular) tags often include Resource Type tags such as “blog” and “graphics” and
Resource Value tags such as “howto,” “free,” “gadget,” and “tutorials.”
The tags that capture the topics of the resources are named Content tags and they
are domain-dependent. For each resource domain, Content tags describe various aspects
of the application domain. For example, in the “travel” domain tags are often used to
annotate web resources in terms of transportation and accommodation, i.e., these are the
two things people care about most when they travel. Furthermore, tags often describe the
types of accommodation and transportation, such as air transportation, which in turn has
elements including “ticket,” “airfare,” and “airline”; car travel may include terms such as
“rental.”

3.6.2

Differentiation between Types of Tags

As described in Section 3.3.2, the TTr network is defined in graph theory terms as:

TTr = 〈T × T , Ettr 〉,
Ettr = {(t i , t j ) | ∃u m ∈ U , ∃u n ∈ U , ∃r ∈ R : (u m , t i , r ) ∈ E , (u n , t j , r ) ∈ E}
The edge weight of the TTr network is defined as:

.
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w : E ttr → Ν ,
∀e = (t i , t j ) ∈ E ttr , w( e ) :=| {r : (u m , t i , r ) ∈ E , (u n , t j , r ) ∈ E , u m ∈ U , u n ∈ U } |

.

In the TTr network each node represents a tag, and a link between two tags suggests they
have been used together for annotating at least one resource. The weight on the link
indicates the number of times these two tags have been used together by any tagger on
any resource.
Because Resource Type and Resource Value tags are domain-independent and
can be used with Content tags from any domain, we have reason to believe that in a tagtag co-occurrence network, connections from Resource Type or Resource Value tags to
Content tags occur often. From another perspective, Resource Type and Resource Values
tags as nodes are more “central” than Content tags. In SNA, the degree of being “central”
in a network can be measured by centrality measurements in many forms [117]. Our
hypothesis is that in the TTr network, Resource Value and Resource Type tags have
higher centrality measures than Content tags. Since Resource Type and Resource Value
tags are domain-independent, we use Delicious tag data collected with no consideration
of the application domains for the purpose of this hypothesis testing.

3.6.3

Centrality Measures

In SNA we often use centrality measures such as degree, closeness, and betweenness to
highlight the differences between important and non-important actors of a network. In
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this analysis, we analyze the degree centrality [117], betweenness centrality [117], and
the Eigenvector centrality [45, 274]. Closeness centrality is not applicable because the
network of interests is not connected. Our TTr network can be modeled as a graph

G ( N , L) , where N = {n1 , n2 ,.....n g } is the set of nodes, L = {l1 , l 2 ,.....l l } is the set of lines.
Therefore, g is the number of nodes and l is the number of lines in the network.
When using degree centrality, central actors are those who have the most ties to
others in the network. The degree centrality of an actor is defined as:

C D (ni ) = d (ni ) = xi + = ∑ xij = ∑ x ji .
j

j

Considering the size of the graph, degree centrality can be normalized as : C D ' (ni ) =

d ( ni )
.
g −1

When using betweenness centrality, an actor is central if it lies between other
actors on their geodesics. A geodesic is the shortest path between any two actors. Let gik
be the number of geodesics linking two actors i and k. The probability of communication
using gik is 1/gik assuming all the geodesics are equally likely to be chosen for the path.
The actor betweenness for ni is simply the sum of estimated probabilities over all pairs of
actors not including the ith actor. The betweenness centrality is defined as:

C B (ni ) = ∑ g jk (ni ) / g jk ∈ [0,
j <k

( g − 1)( g − 2)
].
2
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To normalize the betweenness centrality: C ' B (ni ) =

C B ( ni )
∈ [0,1] .
( g − 1)( g − 2) / 2

Eigenvector centrality is also a measure of the importance of a node in a network.
In conventional centrality measures, all nodes are considered equal in terms of their
contribution to the measure. But in Eigenvector centrality, relative scores are assigned to
nodes in the network based on the principle that connections to high-scoring nodes
contribute more to the score of the node than connections to low-scoring nodes. Google’s
PageRank [248] is a variant of the Eigenvector centrality measure. In the TTr network,
not all tags are equally important, therefore, using Eigenvector centrality is more
appropriate because it provides us with better insights into the network structure. Let xi
denote the score of the ith node. Let Aij be the adjacency matrix of the network. Hence,
Aij = 1 if the ith node is adjacent to the jth node, and Aij = 0 otherwise. For the ith node,
let the centrality score be proportional to the sum of the scores of all nodes which are
connected to it. Hence xi =

1

λ

∑ xj =

j∈M (i )

1

λ

N

∑ Ai , j x j where M (i) is the set of nodes that
j =1

are connected to the ith node, N is the total number of nodes, and λ is a constant. In
vector notation this can be rewritten as X =

1

λ

AX , or as the eigenvector equation

AX = λX . In general, there will be many different eigenvalues λ for which an

eigenvector solution exists. However, the additional requirement that all the entries in the
eigenvector be positive implies that only the greatest eigenvalue results in the desired
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centrality measure. The ith component of the related eigenvector then gives the centrality
score of the ith node in the network. To find this dominant eigenvector, power iteration
[56, 101] is the most often used algorithm.

3.6.4 Preparation of the Network

After the data cleansing, the next step would be constructing the network using the
tagging data collected and stored in the MySQL database. The constructed network needs
to be in formats that can be imported into certain SNA packages for further analysis. In
our case, we developed a Java program that can construct bipartite graphs and write the
graphs in network files recognizable to Pajek [25]. We chose to use Pajek because it has
the ability to transform a two-mode network into one-mode networks, i.e., it can reduce
the bipartite graph we input into simple graphs. Pajek is open-source, it has a reasonable
amount of support available online, and it incorporates many SNA techniques and
visualization tools. Moreover, the Pajek network data formats can be recognized by other
SNA packages such as UCINET [51]. Using this set of procedures, we obtained the 6
one-mode networks defined in Section 3.3.2. The network of interest in this part of study
is the TTr network; the descriptive statistics of this network are listed in Table 3-5.
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Table 3-5: Descriptive Statistics of TTr Network
Number of vertices (n): 4608
----------------------------------------------------Arcs
Edges
----------------------------------------------------Number of lines with value=1
0
75573
Number of lines with value#1
0
33751
----------------------------------------------------Total number of lines
0
109324
----------------------------------------------------Number of loops
0
0
Number of multiple lines
0
0
----------------------------------------------------Density1 [loops allowed] = 0.0102972
Density2 [no loops allowed] = 0.0102995

3.6.5 Calculate the Centrality Measures

UCINET is used to obtain all the centrality measures. The TTr network in Pajek format
can be imported into UCINET and easily transformed into UCINET format. UCINET can
calculate Eigenvector centrality in addition to the degree and betweenness centrality that
we wanted. The calculated results can be output into other formats for further analysis
and processing, such as graphing, statistic analysis, and hypothesis testing.
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3.7

HYPOTHESIS TESTING ON DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN TYPES OF
TAGS USING CENTRALITY MEASURES

Based on our definition of the types of tags as well as extensive empirical study of the
tags collected, we extract sets of Resource Type tags and Resource Value tags and leave
the rest as Content tags. For the tags in the TTr network, we rank them in descending
order of centrality measures and the first 1,000 tags are used for hypothesis testing. The
fact that not all tags are used in the hypothesis testing seems biased but it is proved to be
a reasonable approach. First of all, measures follow power law distribution, and with the
ranking decrease most of the tags have very small centrality measures. Another reason is
that Resource Type and Resource Value tags tend to appear higher in the centrality
ranking than Content tags for all types of centrality measures. Studies have shown that
after 1,000 tags in the ranking, Resource Type and Resource Value tags rarely appear.
The proportion of Resource Type and Resource Value tags drops as the centrality
measure decreases as seen in Table 3-6. The same phenomena apply to betweenness
centrality and Eigenvector centrality as seen in APPENDIX C: PROPORTION OF
RESOURCE TYPE AND RESOURCE VALUE TAGS Therefore, this simplification
does not affect the hypothesis testing results.
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Table 3-6: Proportion of Resource Type and Resource Value Tags
Degree Centrality
Ranking Range

# of Resource
Value Tags

1-100
101-200
201-300
301-400
401-500
501-600
601-700
701-800
801-900
901-1000

# of Resource # of Content Tags
Type Tags

22
16
17
20
9
6
18
6
9
6

21
22
7
8
8
9
5
7
2
1

43
38
24
28
17
15
23
13
11
7

In the hypothesis testing, we compare Resource Value and Resource Type tags together,
i.e., Non-Content tags against all tags, Non-Content tags against Content tags, and
Resource Value against Resource Type tags. For betweenness centrality and Eigenvector
centrality, we conducted F-tests and t-tests on both the normalized and un-normalized
measures. Degree centrality is an exception because the normalized degree centrality of a
valued network is not appropriate.

3.7.1 Hypothesis Testing Using Degree Centrality

The degree centrality of tags follows power law distribution as seen in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4: Tag Degree Centrality Distribution

Most of the tags have relatively very small degree centrality, while a small portion of the
tags are really “popular” and have more ties to the other tags in the network. Maximum
degree centrality is 13,033 and the minimum is 1. Mean is 113 with standard deviation of
453. The list of hypotheses we tested is provided in Table 3-7.
Table 3-7: Summary of Degree Centrality Hypotheses
Code
H1 / H1’
H2/ H2’
H3/ H3’
H4/ H4’
H5/ H5’
H6/ H6’

Hypothesis
The variance of degree centrality of Non-Content tags is equal to that of all
tags
The variance of degree centrality of Non-Content tags is equal to that of
Content tags
The variance of degree centrality of Resource Value tags is equal to that of
Resource Type tags
The mean of degree centrality of Non-Content tags is equal to that of all tags
The mean of degree centrality of Non-Content tags is equal to that of Content
tags
The mean of degree centrality of Resource Value tags is equal to that of
Resource Type tags

The results of the hypothesis testing are summarized in Table 3-8.
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Table 3-8: Hypothesis Testing on Degree Centrality Results
H1

n1=219, n2 = 1000

Samples

X 1 = 704.07, X 2 = 429.90, s12 = 1319352, s 22 = 201734
H2

Rejected?*
Fs
Samples

Yes
1.65
n1=219, n2 = 781

X 1 = 704.07, X 2 = 353.02, s12 = 1319352, s 22 = 631071
H3

Rejected? *
Fs
Samples

Yes
2.09
n1=129, n2 = 90

X 1 = 702.37, X 2 = 706.50, s12 = 1689340, s 22 = 802048
H4

Rejected?
Fs
Samples

*

Yes
2.11
n1=219, n2 = 1000

X 1 = 704.07, X 2 = 429.90, s12 = 1319352, s 22 = 201734
H5

Rejected? **
ts
Samples

Yes
3.32
n1=219, n2 = 781

X 1 = 704.07, X 2 = 353.02, s12 = 1319352, s 22 = 631071
H6

Rejected? *
ts
Samples

Yes
4.25
n1=129, n2 = 90

X 1 = 702.37, X 2 = 706.50, s12 = 1689340, s 22 = 802048
Rejected?
ts

No
-0.03

*P<0.0001
**P<0.0005

The results support that the variance and mean of degree centrality of Non-Content tags
are significantly higher than all tags considered together or just the Content tags.
However, there exists no significant difference between Resource Type tags and
Resource Values tags in terms of the degree centrality mean.
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3.7.2 Hypothesis Testing Using Betweenness Centrality

The betweenness centrality of tags follows power law distribution approximately as seen
in Figure 3-5. About 15% of the tags have betweenness centrality of 0, which means
these tags are not on any of the geodesics, i.e., they are very isolated in the network.

Figure 3-5: Tag Betweenness Centrality Distribution

For betweenness centrality, we tested both un-normalized and normalized measures, and
the hypotheses we tested are summarized in Table 3-9.
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Table 3-9: Summary of Betweenness Centrality Hypotheses
Code

Hypothesis

H1/H1’

The variance of un-normalized/normalized betweenness centrality of NonContent tags is equal to that of all tags
The variance of un-normalized/normalized betweenness centrality of NonContent tags is equal to that of Content tags
The variance of un-normalized/normalized betweenness centrality of
Resource Value tags is equal to that of Resource Type tags
The mean of un-normalized/normalized betweenness centrality of NonContent tags is equal to that of all tags
The mean of un-normalized/normalized betweenness centrality of NonContent tags is equal to that of Content tags
The mean of un-normalized/normalized betweenness centrality of
Resource Value tags is equal to that of Resource Type tags

H2/H2’
H3/H3’
H4/H4’
H5/H5’
H6/H6’

The hypothesis testing results on un-normalized betweenness centralities are listed in
Table 3-10. Testing on normalized betweenness centralities presented the same results
and are listed in APPENDIX D: HYPOTHESIS TESTING RESULTS ON
NORMALIZED BETWEEN CENTRALITY OF TAGS
The results show that for both un-normalized and normalized betweenness
centralities, the variance and mean of centrality measures of Non-Content tags are
significantly higher than all tags considered together or just the Content tags. However,
there exist no significant differences between Resource Type tags and Resource Values
tags in terms of the degree centrality mean and the variance.
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Table 3-10: Hypothesis Testing on Un-normalized Betweenness Centrality Results
H1 Samples
Rejected?*
Fs
H2 Samples
Rejected? *
Fs
H3 Samples
Rejected?
Fs
H4 Samples
Rejected? **
ts
H5 Samples
Rejected? ***
ts
H6 Samples
Rejected?
ts
*P<0.0001
**P<0.005
***P<0.0002

n1=205, n2 = 1000
X 1 = 29943, X 2 = 15618, s12 = 4640285031, s 22 = 1999156387
Yes
2.32
n1=205, n2 = 795
X 1 = 29943, X 2 = 11919, s12 = 4640285031, s 22 = 1255496249
Yes
3.70
n1=130, n2 = 75
X 1 = 31666, X 2 = 26959, s12 = 4761945355, s 22 = 4476669010
No
1.06
n1=205, n2 = 1000
X 1 = 29943, X 2 = 15618, s12 = 4640285031, s 22 = 1999156387
Yes
2.89
n1=205, n2 = 795
X 1 = 29943, X 2 = 11919, s12 = 4640285031, s 22 = 1255496249
Yes
3.66
n1=130, n2 = 75
X 1 = 31666, X 2 = 26959, s12 = 4761945355, s 22 = 4476669010
No
0.48
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3.7.3

Hypothesis Testing Using Eigenvector Centrality

The Eigenvector centrality of tags follows power law distribution as seen in Figure 3-6.

Figure 3-6: Tag Eigenvector Centrality Distribution

For Eigenvector centrality, we tested both un-normalized and normalized measures, and
the hypotheses we tested are summarized in Table 3-11. The hypothesis testing results on
un-normalized Eigenvector centralities are listed in Table 3-12. Testing on normalized
betweenness centralities presented the same results and are listed in APPENDIX E:
HYPOTHESIS

TESTING

RESULTS

ON

NORMALIZED

EIGENVECTOR

CENTRALITY OF TAGS We used UCINET to calculate the Eigenvector centrality.
The output file contains: (i) a table of positive eigenvalues in descending order; (ii) the
percentage and cumulative percentage of the total eigenvalues sum for each eigenvalue;
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(iii) the ratio of each eigenvalue to the next largest; (iv) a list of vertices with their
Eigenvector centrality measures including the normalized one. The normalized
Eigenvector centrality is the scaled Eigenvector centrality divided by the maximum
difference possible expressed as a percentage; (v) the ratio of the largest eigenvalue to the
next largest should be at least 1.5. In our case, the ratio is 1.8.
Table 3-11: Summary of Eigenvector Centrality Hypotheses
Hypothesis
Hypothesis
Code
The variance of un-normalized/normalized Eigenvector centrality of
H1/H1’
Non-Content tags is equal to that of all tags
The variance of un-normalized/normalized Eigenvector centrality of
H2/H2’
Non-Content tags is equal to that of Content tags
The variance of un-normalized/normalized Eigenvector centrality of
H3/H3’
Resource Value tags is equal to that of Resource Type tags
The mean of un-normalized/normalized Eigenvector centrality of
H4/H4’
Non-Content tags is equal to that of all tags
The mean of un-normalized/normalized Eigenvector centrality of
H5/H5’
Non-Content tags is equal to that of Content tags
The mean of un-normalized/normalized Eigenvector centrality of
H6/H6’
Resource Value tags is equal to that of Resource Type tags

The results confirm that for both Eigenvector and normalized Eigenvector centrality of
tags, there is a significant difference between the variances and means of Non-Content
tags and Content tags. In addition, Eigenvector centrality is able to pick up the difference
between variances of Resource Value and Resource Type tags. The Resource Value tags
have higher Eigenvector centrality than Resource Type tags.
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Table 3-12: Hypothesis Testing on Un-normalized Eigenvector Centrality Results
H1 Samples
Rejected?*
Fs
H2 Samples
Rejected? *
Fs
H3 Samples
Rejected? **
Fs
H4 Samples
Rejected? ***
ts
H5 Samples
Rejected? *
ts
H6 Samples
Rejected?
ts
*P<0.0001
**P<0.01
***P<0.0002

n1=222, n2 = 1000
X 1 = 0.019, X 2 = 0.011, s12 = 0.00135, s 22 = 0.0009
Yes
1.55

n1=222, n2 = 778
X 1 = 0.019, X 2 = 0.009, s12 = 0.00135, s 22 = 0.0007
Yes
1.89

n1=146, n2 = 76
X 1 = 0.018, X 2 = 0.020, s12 = 0.00157, s 22 = 0.0009
Yes
1.66

n1=222, n2 = 1000
X 1 = 0.019, X 2 = 0.011, s12 = 0.00135, s 22 = 0.0009
Yes
2.89

n1=222, n2 = 778
X 1 = 0.019, X 2 = 0.009, s12 = 0.00135, s 22 = 0.0007
Yes
3.70

n1=146, n2 = 76
X 1 = 0.018, X 2 = 0.020, s12 = 0.00157, s 22 = 0.0009
No
-0.45
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3.8

EGONETWORK OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF TAGS

Analysis on tag centrality in TTr networks suggests that Non-Content tags occupy more
central positions in the network. Non-Content tags have more connections to other tags
than Content tags, i.e., they will have a larger number of neighbors in the network.
Following this reasoning, we can use another SNA concept—egonetwork—to prove the
“importance” of Non-Content tags in the TTr network. “Egonetworks” [106] are defined
as networks consisting of a single actor (ego) together with the actors they are connected
to (alters) and all the links among those alters. Each of the nodes in a network can be
regarded as an “ego” and therefore its egonetwork is constructed. Egonetworks are also
referred to as neighborhood networks. The “neighborhood” is always one-step in social
network analysis. Techniques that have been used to analyze egonetworks are usually
based on density and connectivity.
For each of the nodes in the TTr network, which is a tag, we use UCINET to
construct its egonetwork and obtain the density and connectivity measures of the network.
Then we compare the density and connectivity measures of egonetworks of Non-Content
tags to those of Content tags in order to see if there exist significant differences. We
tested 8 hypotheses as described in Table 3-13.
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Table 3-13: Hypothesis Testing on Tag Egonetwork Measures
Code
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8

Hypothesis
Egonetworks size variance of Non-Content tags is equal to that of
Content tags
Egonetworks size mean of Non-Content tags is equal to that of
Content tags
Egonetworks size variance of Resource Value tags is equal to that
of Resource Type
Egonetworks size mean of Resource Value tags is equal to that of
Resource Type
Egonetworks density variance of Non-Content tags is equal to that
of Content tags.
Egonetworks density mean of Non-Content tags is equal to that of
Content tags.
Egonetworks density variance of Resource Value tags is equal to
that of Resource Type
Egonetworks density mean of Resource Value tags is equal to that
of Resource Type

Hypothesis testing results on egonetwork size are listed in Table 3-14; results of
egonetwork density hypothesis testing are listed in Table 3-15. Results suggest that NonContent tags are higher in both egonetwork size and density measures than Content tags.
If we are comparing Resource Value against Resource Type tags, then there is no
significant difference between their egonetwork sizes, but the density of Resource Value
tag egonetworks is significantly higher than that of Resource Type tags. Therefore, NonContent tags do have more connections to other tags in the TTr network than Content tags,
which again confirms the important positions they occupy. In addition, the neighborhood
of Non-Content tags is more tightly woven than that of Content tags. Resource Value and
Resource Type tags can be differentiated using their egonetwork density. Resource Value
tags tends to appear in denser neighborhoods.
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Table 3-14: Results of Hypothesis Testing on Tag Egonetwork Size
H1

H2

H3

H4

Samples

n1=230, n2 = 770
X 1 = 222.54, X 2 = 137.24,

Rejected?*
Fs
Samples

s12 = 51585.80, s 22 = 22128.04
Yes
2.33
n1=230, n2 = 770
X 1 = 222.54, X 2 = 137.24,

Rejected? *
Fs
Samples

s12 = 51585.80, s 22 = 22128.04
Yes
5.36
n1=141, n2 = 89
X 1 = 232.80, X 2 = 206.28,

Rejected? **
Fs
Samples

s12 = 58732.36, s 22 = 40366.39
Yes
1.45
n1=141, n2 = 89
X 1 = 232.80, X 2 = 206.28,

Rejected? ***
ts
*P<0.0001
**P<0.05

s12 = 58732.36, s 22 = 40366.39
No
0.90
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Table 3-15: Results of Hypothesis Testing on Tag Egonetwork Density
H5

Samples

n1=230, n2 = 770
X 1 = 37.70, X 2 = 34.16,
s12 = 192.30, s 22 = 220.96

H6

Rejected?*
Fs
Samples

Yes
0.87

n1=230, n2 = 770
X 1 = 37.70, X 2 = 34.16,
s12 = 192.30, s 22 = 220.96

H7

Rejected? **
Fs
Samples

Yes
3.18

n1=141, n2 = 89
X 1 = 32.17, X 2 = 37.06,

s12 = 202.17, s 22 = 236.45

H8

Rejected?
Fs
Samples

No
0.86

n1=141, n2 = 89
X 1 = 32.17, X 2 = 37.06,
s12 = 202.17, s 22 = 236.45

Rejected? ***
ts

Yes
2.41

*P<0.1
**P<0.001
***P<0.01

In summary, through preliminary study of Delicious tags we identified different
types of tags in terms of the kind of information and benefit the resources may bring to
the tag users. Using an SNA approach, we studied the centrality and egonetwork
properties of nodes in the TTr network. Hypothesis testing on these measures confirms
that there exist significant differences between Non-Content tags and Content tags. To be
more specific, Non-Content tags are more “important” and occupy more “central”
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positions in the network because they are domain-independent and are always used in
conjunction with Content tags from any domains. These findings suggest a possible way
to reorganize the tags into some structure in which tags can be differentiated.
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3.9

FACETED APPROACH FOR ORGANIZING TAGS

Using the design science approach as suggested by Hevner et al. in [170], the artifacts we
present in this section include a three-dimensional faceted model to categorize social
bookmarking tags; a relationship ontology to define and categorize various relations
existing implicitly in the tag space; heuristics for organizing tags into facets; and a
prototype system implemented as an instantiation of our proposed faceted framework.

3.9.1 The Faceted Model of Tags

In folksonomy, a web resource carries various labels in the form of tags because taggers
often view the resource from different perspectives for diversified purposes. This social
practice makes conventional taxonomic classification inadequate because a web resource
can fall under many interesting categories. Faceted classification, on the other hand,
allows an object to have more than one classification. Organizing web resources using a
faceted classification scheme makes it possible for users with disparate intents to search,
browse, and navigate through resources. A facet is a clearly defined property or
characteristic of a class or specific subject. To come up with tag facets, we analyzed our
collected Delicious data set. The analysis result confirms previous findings on purposes
of tagging, i.e., to “organize” and “communicate” [220]. In addition, we discovered that
in order to fulfill these two purposes, people often create tags to: (i) Describe the domain
of the resource; (ii) Indicate the type of the resource; and (iii) Highlight the value of the
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resource, i.e., describe the benefits of a resource. These purposes explain why certain
resources are worth tagging and are especially useful for tag users to evaluate the
potential benefits any bookmarked resources may bring to them. This finding gives us
justification to propose a three-facet model as shown in Figure 3-7 for web resource
classification using tags.

Figure 3-7: Faceted Model of Social Bookmarking Tags

3.9.1.1 The Resource Type Facet
Using Delicious tag data collected in domain-specific manners, we identify resource type
tags for each domain. The analysis results suggested there is no difference existing in the
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resource type tags, as well as the inherent structure between the resource type tags across
domains. Therefore, this common structure as seen in Figure 3-8 can be used for any
domains, or without specification of the domain.

Figure 3-8: Simplified Structure of Resource Type Facet

This facet contains tags that are used to describe the format of useful contents embedded
in the annotated resources. Using tags in this facet together with tags describing desired
content, a user can tell the system which specific format of information (data) she is
looking for. The preliminary construction of this facet is based on representative tag data
and common sense. The structure and content of this facet can be updated periodically
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through tag data collection and analysis. Some type of thesaurus can be used to increase
the coverage by providing possible synonyms.
3.9.1.2 The Resource Value Facet
Similarly, the Resource Value facet is invariant to domains and its structure and contents
remain quite stable. The greatest benefit of having this facet is that it can help the tag
users specify the goal of the content discovery task in terms of what benefits are expected.
Using this facet together with the Resource Type and Content facets, the expressiveness
of the query will be greatly improved.
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Figure 3-9: Simplified Structure of Resource Value Facet

3.9.2 Relationship Ontology

Another component of our approach is the relationship ontology. The tag space is a pool
of distilled knowledge generated by taggers. A prerequisite to using this knowledge is to
clearly represent the structure of this body of knowledge, i.e., the concepts as well as
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their relationships. Relationships between concepts/entities are implied by the fact that
certain tags are used together for a specific annotation. An analysis of the tag data set
revealed that the set of relationship types implicitly embedded in the tag space is stable
across resource domains. For the Resource Type and Resource Value facets, the
relationship between tags is very straight Super-sub type relationships such as
“panorama” is a type of “picture” which in turn is a type of “Graphic resource.”
Relationships between tags on the Content facet are more complicated; we designed a
relationship ontology to cover different types of relationships that tie Content tags
together.
Based on classical work in knowledge representation [293] and findings from our
empirical study, we propose a relationship ontology which has the ability to represent the
semantics of relationships between tags as shown in Figure 3-10. In this ontology,
‘Object’ and ‘Process’ are used to represent the topics about which people make
annotations, i.e., when they see interesting resources about certain objects (or entities)
and activities, they create tags to denote them. Some tags are grouped into sets because
the tagger considers them related; therefore, the relationships can be between objects,
between processes, or between object and process. Relationships that are the inverse of
each other are connected by two-sided arrows.
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Figure 3-10: Relationship Ontology to Model Faceted Tag Space

The

relationship

between

objects

can

be

of

two

general

types:

specialization/generalization relationships that describe the hierarchy among entities; and
part-whole relationships that specify the composition of various entities of different
natures. The Class Inclusion relationships are in the nature of IS-A relationships.
“Is_type_of” is the conventional “superclass-subclass” inheritance which is transitive. It
helps to create the hierarchical structure of entities. “Is_instance_of” describes the type of
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specific instance. Within the Part-Whole category [72, 233, 287], mereological partwhole relationships are transitive, as are their inverses. Non-mereological part-whole
relationships are not transitive. The Object-Process relationship associates the objects,
subjects, and materials involved in a process together. The relationship between
processes can be used to describe the decomposition of a process into finer granularity.
The relationships between object and process help represent how certain activities take
place, what people and things participate in the process, and the manner in which they are
related. In traditional categorization schemes, hierarchy is the major relationship. In our
approach, we enrich the relationship type pool with our relationship ontology so that
more relationship semantics can be represented. The flat tag space can thus be organized
into a faceted structure using this ontology. Tag frequencies suggest facets, i.e., topics of
interests. Tag co-occurrence analysis can be used to generate related tag sets; the
relationships from our proposed ontology can be used to augment and describe how tags
in each set are related. Figure 3-11 is an example of such a faceted tag structure in the
domain of “travel.”
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Figure 3-11: Using Relationship Ontology to Organize a Tag Space into Faceted
Structure

3.9.3 Formal Model of the Faceted Structure of Tag Space

A faceted tag space is defined as FTS⊆U×T×R, where U is the set of social bookmarking
service users, T is the set of tags used for resource annotation, and R the is set of tagged
resources. Facets defined in our tag categorization model—Content facet, Resource Type
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facet, and Resource Value facet are represented by Fc, Frt, and Frv respectively. These
three facets are orthogonal, i.e., Fc∩ Frt=∅, Fc∩ Frv=∅, and Frv∩ Frt=∅. For each of the
facets, there exist hierarchies which can be viewed as tree structures. Subfacets are the
nodes which can be located through tree traversal. The location of a node is denoted as
N〈i,j,k,…〉 where i,j,k,…are positive integers used as indexes. The hierarchy depth is the
length of the index list and the numbers in the list indicate the node indexes at each
hierarchy level. For example, N〈〉 with no index means it is at the highest level of the
hierarchy, while N〈1,2〉 is the second subfacet of its parent facet, which is the first
subfacet of the top-level facet. Similar to other hierarchical structures, subfacets have the
property of disjointness and nesting [47]. ∀i,j,∀p: i≠j ⇒ N〈p,i,…〉 ∩ N〈p,j,…〉 = ∅, all
nodes whose notation share an initial prefix are disjoint if the first index after the
common prefix is different. ∀p,j: N〈p,j,…〉 ⊆ N〈p〉 , given a node with prefix p, all nodes
represented by a longer index list starting with the prefix p are subsets of the first node.
For each bookmark, relationships in the tag set can be modeled using our relationship
ontology, tir tj ⇒ r∈RO, where ti and tj are the tags, r is the relationship between them,
and RO is the set of relationships defined in our relationship ontology.

3.9.4 Implications of Using the Faceted Model of Tag Space

The utility of the faceted model is manifold: (i) Since tagging a resource with its type and
value is a common practice, we can incorporate ‘intention semantics’ into the tagging
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process. A simple mechanism can be designed to prompt taggers so they separate NonContent tags from Content tags, and therefore, the function of tags can be recorded,
labeled, and thus becomes machine readable; (ii) users can formulate queries by using the
facets. This is superior to using keyword searches because the keywords can be used
simultaneously from each facet. For example, a user who uses keywords ‘tutorial’ and
‘javascript’ to locate resources on javascript may miss a number of potentially useful
resources, because many other ‘tips’, ‘learning’, ‘books’, and ‘resources’ on javascript
will not be returned by the system. However, if the same user chooses ‘javascript’ from
the Content facet and ‘help learning’ from the Resource Value facet, she may discover
more interesting results, where ‘help learning’ is a subfacet under Resource Value and it
can further have its own subfacets such as ‘tutorial/tutorials’, ‘tip’, ‘howto’,
‘resource/resources’, etc.
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3.10 CONSTRUCTING TAG SPACE INTO FACETED STRUCTURE

Figure 3-12 describes the major steps we undertook to reform a flat tag space into a
faceted structure. The construction of the faceted structure requires generating facets and
their corresponding subfacets as well as organizing these facets and subfacets into a
meaningful structure.

3.10.1 The Construction Procedures

The first step was conducted in a data-driven approach and the second step used our
relationship ontology. Tags and their structures for the Content facet vary by domain;
therefore the construction for each domain was as follows. We first used the data set to
create a tag co-occurrence network. Using a network analysis technique as described in
Section 3.10.2, we then conducted a pcore decomposition [26] of the co-occurrence
matrix which was very sparse. The tags in high-order subgroups served to generate major
topics in the various domains. We then apply hierarchical clustering using Ward’s
method [321] (normalized corrected Euclidean as a measure of dissimilarity) on clustered
results (high-order cores) to identify possible subgroups. This helped identify major
cohesive groups of tags; each group had tags that were much more closely linked to each
other than to tags outside the group. The relationships between subgroups and the
relationships between subgroups and their parent groups were then labeled using our
relationship ontology. This procedure was repeated for each of the subgroups, and a
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comprehensive structure of tagged topics in the domain was constructed with relationship
semantics explicitly defined. Finally orphan tags that did not belong to any of the
subgroups identified by pcore decomposition were allocated to the Content facet by
domain experts aided by some knowledge bases such as well-established domain
ontologies; their relationships were also defined using the relationship ontology where
applicable. This process helped define the structure of the content facet. This analysis and
construction process also confirmed that our relationship ontology was capable of
capturing the relationship semantics between most tags in our data set. As stated earlier,
we confirmed by empirical analysis of the data set that tags describing the Resource Type
and Resource Value facets and their structures did not vary across domains. Therefore,
the structure of the Resource Type and Resource Value facets were generated empirically
and reused for every domain. Special cases of tags in the Content facet are temporal and
spatial tags, i.e., tags used to capture time and geographical elements of the annotated
resources. Tags that indicate year, such as “2009,” are often observed and are very easy
to extract. Geographical tags can be identified and organized using certain ontology or
other types of knowledge base.
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Figure 3-12: Faceted Tag Space Construction

Once the facet structures were defined, using a Java program we implemented, we
automatically assigned each bookmarked resource and its tags to one or more specific
position(s) in the faceted structure. For example, a travel website with tags that indicated
airfare comparison and hotel reviews was allocated to multiple positions in the faceted
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structure: Resource ValueÆ Save Money, Seek Opinion; Resource TypeÆWebsite;
Content FacetÆAir travelÆAirfare; and Content FacetÆAccommodationÆHotels.

3.10.2 An Example of Content Facet Construction

Using the “travel” domain as an example, we explain the procedures in constructing the
Content facet in this section. We use Pajek for analyzing the networks. Pajek (Slovene
word for Spider) is an open-source program, for Windows, for analysis and visualization
of large social networks [25, 333]. The two most common data formats Pajek takes are
network (vertices, arcs and/or edges) and matrix. However, Pajek cannot handle a matrix
that has more than 100 rows/columns. The limitation of the network data format is that
Pajek can handle networks up to 9,999,997 vertices. The network of study is the TTr
network generated from collected “travel” domain Delicious tag data; descriptive details
of this network are listed in Table 3-16.
This network is a valued network which means there are values associated with
links between any two vertices. In this case, the value on the edge suggests how many
times these two tags have been used together in one bookmark in the “travel” domain by
any taggers. This value varies significantly and the vertex degree distribution follows a
power law pattern as seen in Table 3-17 and Figure 3-13.
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Table 3-16: Delicious Travel Domain TTr Network
Number of vertices (n): 1827
----------------------------------------------------Arcs
Edges
----------------------------------------------------Number of lines with value=1
0
48531
Number of lines with value#1
0
43705
----------------------------------------------------Total number of lines
0
92236
----------------------------------------------------Number of loops
0
0
Number of multiple lines
0
0
----------------------------------------------------Density1 [loops allowed] = 0.0552654
Density2 [no loops allowed] = 0.0552957

Table 3-17: Delicious Travel Domain TTr Network Line Values Distribution
Lowest value of line: 1.0000
Highest value of line: 5468.0000
Line Values
Frequency
Freq% CumFreq CumFreq%
-------------------------------------------------------------------------(
...
1.0000]
48531
52.6161
48531
52.6161
(
1.0000 ...
608.4444]
43633
47.3058
92164
99.9219
(
608.4444 ... 1215.8889]
46
0.0499
92210
99.9718
( 1215.8889 ... 1823.3333]
16
0.0173
92226
99.9892
( 1823.3333 ... 2430.7778]
2
0.0022
92228
99.9913
( 2430.7778 ... 3038.2222]
3
0.0033
92231
99.9946
( 3038.2222 ... 3645.6667]
2
0.0022
92233
99.9967
( 3645.6667 ... 4253.1111]
2
0.0022
92235
99.9989
( 4253.1111 ... 4860.5556]
0
0.0000
92235
99.9989
( 4860.5556 ... 5468.0000]
1
0.0011
92236 100.0000
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Total
92236
100.0000
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Figure 3-13: Delicious Travel Domain TTr Network Vertex Degree Distribution

The domain theme “travel” is the center of the TTr network. Tags that co-occur with
“travel” at high frequency while having little connection to tags other than “travel” can be
considered essential to “travel” and therefore can provide hints to the key issues relevant
to travel. For example, we examined the tags and edges removed together with “travel”
and a very simple structure emerges when we single out vertices connected by highvalued edges, as seen in Figure 3-14. We can see clearly that major aspects we would
think of when we think of “travel” are listed in this structure.
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Figure 3-14: Simple TTr Network Structure Emerged from Removal of Tag "travel"

3.10.2.1 Value Core Partition Using Pajek
The notion of core was introduced by Seidman in 1983 [284]. Let G = (V , L) be a simple
graph. V is the set of vertices and L is the set of lines (edges or arcs). n =| V | and

m =| L | . A subgraph H = (C , L | C ) induced by the set C ⊆ V is a k-core or a core of
order k if ∀v ∈ C : deg H (v ) ≥ k and H is a maximum subgraph with this property. The

core of maximum order is also called the main core. The core number of vertex v is the
highest order of a core that contains this vertex. The degree deg(v) can be the number of
neighbors or other types of values depending on the nature of the graph. When analyzing
large networks, the identification of cohesive subgroups can help partition the large
network into smaller parts, which are easier to handle. Finding the k-core is one way of
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finding cohesive subgroups. In Pajek, an O(m) algorithm for core decomposition is
implemented. However, the network of interest is a valued network in which the strength
of the relation can be measured by the values on the edges. Therefore, degree of a vertex,
which means the number of vertices it has connection to, is not an accurate illustration of
the connectivity between vertices. A modified concept based on core—pcore--is more
appropriate for valued networks [26, 27].

Let N = (V , L, w) be a network, where

G = (V , L) is a graph and w : L → IR is a function assigning values to lines. A vertex
property function on N, or a p function for short, is a function p(v,U ), v ∈ V ,U ⊆ V with
real values. Vertex property functions can be of various forms as follows: Let N (v )
denote the set of neighbors of vertex v in graph G, and N (v,U ) = N (v) I U ,U ⊆ V .
There are various forms of p function as follows:
1) p1 (v,U ) = degU (v)
2) p2 (v,U ) = in degU (v)
3) p3 (v,U ) = out degU (v)
4) p4 (v,U ) = in degU (v) + out degU (v)
5) p5 (v,U ) = ∑u∈N ( v ,U ) w(v, u ), where w : L → IR0+
6) p6 (v,U ) = max u∈N ( v ,U ) w(v, u ), where w : L → IR
7) p7 (v,U ) = number of cycles of length k through vertex v
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The first property function is equivalent to the general k-core. And the fifth vertex
property function is working with the sum of line values. The subgraph H = (C , L | C )
induced by the set C ⊆ V is a pcore at level t ∈ IR if ∀v ∈ C : t ≤ p (v, C ) and C is the
maximal such set. Pajek also implemented pcore decomposition using sum of line values,
named Value Core. The t value can be defined in two different ways: Setting the first
threshold and the step by which t will increase, or by using a vector in which the desired t
values are indicated. The distribution of line value sum of the nodes in the travel domain
TTr network is illustrated in Table 3-18 and Figure 3-15.

Table 3-18: Vertex Line Value Sum in Travel TTr Network
Dimension: 1826
The lowest value:
The highest value:

0.0000000
18348.0000000

-----------------------------------------Sum
827346.0000000
Arithmetic mean:
453.0920044
Median: 123.0000000
Standard deviation: 1262.6462820
Vector Values
Frequency
Freq% CumFreq CumFreq%
-------------------------------------------------------------------------(
...
0.0000]
30
1.6429
30
1.6429
(
0.0000 ...
2038.6667]
1716
93.9759
1746
95.6188
(
2038.6667 ...
4077.3333]
43
2.3549
1789
97.9737
(
4077.3333 ...
6116.0000]
17
0.9310
1806
98.9047
(
6116.0000 ...
8154.6667]
10
0.5476
1816
99.4524
(
8154.6667 ... 10193.3333]
2
0.1095
1818
99.5619
( 10193.3333 ... 12232.0000]
4
0.2191
1822
99.7809
( 12232.0000 ... 14270.6667]
1
0.0548
1823
99.8357
( 14270.6667 ... 16309.3333]
1
0.0548
1824
99.8905
( 16309.3333 ... 18348.0000]
2
0.1095
1826 100.0000
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Total
1826
100.0000
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Figure 3-15: Vertex Line Value Sum Distribution of Travel TTr Network

Applying the Value Core method on the “travel” TTr network using t0=0 and step
by 100, we were able to obtain 8 clusters. We extracted the highest-order valued core
containing 29 vertices. Among these 29 vertices, 7 of them are Non-Content tags. After
removing these Non-Content tags, the extracted cluster can be visualized using Pajek
drawing tools as seen in Figure 3-16.
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Figure 3-16: Travel TTr Network Value Core Result

This cluster is a very cohesive subgroup of important vertices from the TTr network
since each tag represented by a vertex in this cluster occurs most frequently with other
tags. This is a straightforward illustration of what aspects of “travel” taggers are
constantly tagging about and also provides the “skeleton” of the Content facet in the
“travel” domain. As we can see here, “transportation” (airline, airfare, tickets, flight),
“accommodation” (hotels), “reasons for traveling” (vacation, holiday), “things to do
when traveling” (shopping, tour), “hot spots for traveling” (Europe), and “services for
traveling” (Web2.0, online, search) are the major topics, which makes perfect sense.
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3.10.2.2 Hierarchical Clustering
In hierarchical clustering the goal is to produce a hierarchical series of nested clusters,
ranging from clusters of individual points at the bottom to an all-inclusive cluster at the
top. A diagram called a dendrogram graphically represents this hierarchy and is an
inverted tree that describes the order in which points are merged (bottom-up view) or
clusters are split (top-down view). One of the attractions of hierarchical techniques is that
they correspond to taxonomies in many domains. Another attractive feature is that
hierarchical techniques do not assume any particular number of clusters. Instead any
desired number of clusters can be obtained by ‘cutting’ the dendrogram at the proper
level. There are two basic approaches to generating a hierarchical clustering: (i)
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering starts with the points as individual clusters and, at
each step, merges the closest pair of clusters. This requires defining the notion of cluster
proximity; (ii) Divisive hierarchical clustering starts with one all-inclusive cluster and, at
each step, splits a cluster until only singleton clusters of individual points remain.
In Pajek, hierarchical clustering is often used together with Blockmodeling [97,
318, 351] as tools for checking the structural features of a network that allows for
exceptions or error, i.e., empirical data that is less than perfect. Pajek clusters vertices
according to their structural equivalence into positions by using hierarchical clustering. In
terms of measure of dissimilarity, there are 6 options implemented in Pajek as follows:
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1) d 1 (u , v) =

| Nu + Nv |
,
1st max deg ree + 2nd max deg ree

1st

maxdegree

and

2nd

maxdegree are the largest degree and the second largest degree in network,
respectively
2) d 2 (u , v) =

| Nu + Nv |
, N v is a set of input, output or all neighbors of vertex
| Nu U Nv |

v

3) d 3 (u , v) =

| Nu + Nv |
| Nu | + | Nv |

4) d 4 (u , v) =

max(| N u \ N v |, | N v \ N u |)
, \ stands for set difference
max(| N u |, | N v |)

5) d 5 (u, v) =

n

∑ ((qus − qvs ) 2 + (q su − q sv ) 2 ) + p ⋅ ((quu − qvv ) 2 + (quv − q vu ) 2 )

s =1
s ≠ u ,v
n

6) d 6 (u, v) = ∑ (| q us − q vs | + | q su − q sv |) + p ⋅ (| q uu − q vv | + | q uv − q vu |)

,

s =1
s ≠ u ,v

dissimilarities d 5 and d 6 are based on some matrix Q =| quv | on vertices.
The basic agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm is described as follows:
1) Compute the proximity graph, if necessary
2) Merge the closest (most similar) two clusters
3) Update the proximity matrix to reflect the proximity between the new cluster
and the original clusters
4) Repeat step 2) and 3) until only a single cluster remains.
The key step of this algorithm is the calculation of the proximity between two clusters,
and this is where the various agglomerative hierarchical techniques differ. Any of the
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cluster proximities can be viewed as a choice of different parameters (in the LanceWilliams formula) for the proximity between clusters Q and R, where R is formed by
merging clusters A and B:
p ( R, Q ) = α A p ( A, Q ) + α B p ( B, Q) + β p ( A, Q) + γ | p ( A, Q) − p ( B, Q) | .
This formula says that after you merge clusters A and B to form cluster R, then the
distance of the new cluster, R, to an existing cluster, Q, is a linear function of the
distances of Q from the original clusters A and B. Comparison of these methods in terms
of the Lance-Williams formula is discussed in [181, 305] as summarized in Table 3-19.

Table 3-19: Lance-Williams Formula

The default method used in hierarchical clustering is Ward. Pajek also offer other choices
of methods as described in Table 3-20.
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Table 3-20: Various Hierarchical Clustering Methods Used in Pajek
Clustering Method
General

Method Description
The user gets to determine the value of the coefficients in
the Lance-William formula
Minimum
The proximity of two clusters is defined to be minimum
(or Single Link)
of the distance (maximum of the similarity) between any
two points in the different clusters
The proximity of two clusters is defined to be maximum
Maximum
(or Complete Link or of the distance (minimum of the similarity) between any
two points in the different clusters
CLIQUE)
Average
The proximity of two clusters is defined to be the average
(Group average)
of the pairwise proximities between all pairs of points in
the different clusters. More specifically, it can be
expressed
as
∑ proximity( p1 , p2 )

proximity(cluster1, cluster 2) =

p1∈cluster1
p2∈cluster 2

size(cluster1) * size(cluster 2

Ward

The proximity between two clusters is defined as the
increase in the squared error that results when two
clusters are merged

Squared Ward

Squared of Ward

In this study, we used the corrected Euclidean (d5) and corrected Manhattan (d6)
as the dissimilarity measures. Once the dissimilarity matrix is obtained, different
hierarchical clustering methods are used including the Single Link, Complete Link,
Group Average, Ward, and Squared Ward as described in Table 3-20. The results suggest
that the Single Link method does not provide distinct clusters for both dissimilarity
measures; neither does the Complete Link method. The Group Average method performs
a little better and the Squared Ward method is insensitive to the dissimilarities compared
to other methods. The Ward method gives the best result so we used the Pajek default
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method for all the analysis. In addition, when using the Ward method, d5 generates better
clustering results than d6 in the sense that clustering results from using d5 display more
meaningful subgroups, i.e., tags that are semantically similar are very often grouped
together, which helps us create the structure of tags in the Content facet.
In this section, we use the “travel” domain as an example of how to apply the
hierarchical clustering method on value core decomposition results to come up with the
structure of tags in the Content domain. An example of the resulting dendrogram is listed
under APPENDIX F: DENDROGRAM FROM HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING OF
HIGH ORDER CORES IN TRAVEL DOMAIN

Figure 3-17: Hierarchical Clustering on Travel TTr Network Dendrogram Example
1
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Figure 3-18: Hierarchical Clustering on Travel TTr Network Dendrogram Example
2
We segmented the resulting dendrogram into segments as seen in Figure 3-17 and
Figure 3-18. Stemming from the major topics in the “travel” domain suggested by the
value core decomposition results in Figure 3-16, we can observe more details under each
major topic. These tags can be organized under their corresponding subtopics, which are
further organized under the major topics. During all the organization tasks, tags are
associated with higher-level tags or topics using relationships from our proposed
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relationship ontology. Step by step, the structure of tags in the Content facet can be
created.
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3.11 PROTOTYPE SYSTEM

As proof-of-concept, we applied our proposed techniques to collected Delicious tag data
and reorganized the flat tag space into faceted structures enriched with semantics of
various relationships. The reorganized tag space in faceted hierarchical structure is
implemented into a search tool named FASTS (FAcets Structured Tag Space) using the
Flamenco28 framework.
Flamenco stands for FLexible information Access using MEtadata in Novel
COmbination. It is a search interface framework with the primary design goal of allowing
users to move through large information space in a flexible manner without feeling lost
[159, 160, 162, 164]. A key property of the interface is explicit exposure of category
metadata to guide the user toward possible choices and organize the results of keyword
searches. The interface uses hierarchical faceted metadata in a manner that allows users
to both refine and expand the current query, while maintaining a consistent representation
of the collection’s structure [103, 104, 341]. This use of metadata is integrated with freetext search, allowing the user to follow links, add search terms, then follow more links
without interrupting the interaction flow [161]. Flamenco is open-source and it can be

28

http://flamenco.berkeley.edu/
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customized to users’ needs. It is implemented in Python and uses the Webware
application toolkit29. The software architecture of Flamenco is illustrated in Figure 3-1930.

Figure 3-19: Flamenco Software Architecture
Once Flamenco is downloaded and installed, the next step is to provide Flamenco
with the metadata of the searchable collection in tab-delimited file format. The input to
Flamenco includes: (i) Name and definition of a list of attributes whose values will be
displayed with the searchable items. In our case, the attributes will be the URL of the
bookmarked resource, the resource description, the number of times the URL has been
bookmarked, and the top 5 tags used on this resource; (ii) Identifier, name, and
description of the list of top-level facets, i.e., Resource Value, Resource Type, and facets
along the Content facet dimension; (iii) A list of searchable items with their
corresponding attribute values. In our case, a bookmarked resource is a searchable item;
(iv) For each top-level facet, structure of the faceted hierarchy, i.e., each of the top-level

29
30

http://www.webwareforpython.org/
Adopted from http://flamenco.berkeley.edu/prereq.html
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facets and their children facets; (v) For each facet, a list of resources that has tags
belonging to this facet; (vi) Optional information can be given, for example, in terms of
how the returned qualifying items are ordered for display. A Java program is
implemented to extract and write all the required information into .tsv files which then
are fed to Flamenco.

Figure 3-20: FASTS Front Page for the Food Domain
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Figure 3-21: FASTS Intermediate Page for the Food Domain
Figure 3-20 and Figure 3-21 are screenshots of the implemented FASTS system.
Using FASTS, users can browse through the faceted structure of the tag space distilled
from Delicious. Using the facet structure navigation, hierarchy expansion and drilling
mechanism built into FASTS, users can construct complicated queries based on the
underlying relationships defined in our ontology. There are query previews behind each
facet that reveal the number of qualified resources for that facet and avoid navigation to
“dead ends.” Subfacets, if applicable, can be viewed by pointing the cursor on a facet.
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Clicking on a facet helps narrow down the users’ search and browse choices. For
example, a user who is interested in locating recipes using a specific cooking method will
be able to find out that the collection of “food” related web resources contains more than
2,000 recipes bookmarked with “cooking method” tags and that it covers 9 different
cooking methods. This set of over 2,000 resources is mapped to the facet structure from
where the user can drill down to find out that there are 21 recipes under the cooking
method “stir fry” and 36 recipes are presented in multimedia—such as a video clip. Thus
the user is able to narrow down her selection using one or more facets to enhance her
search capability. In the process, some tag disambiguation is also achieved. For example,
a resource in the “food” domain (tagged by food) with the tag ‘java’ is interpreted as
describing a type of coffee instead of a programming language.
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3.12 SUMMARY

In this chapter, we address the first general research question “How do we augment the

tag space with semantics to facilitate web content discovery?” We propose and
validate a comprehensive framework to organize flat tag space into a faceted hierarchical
structure utilizing semantics hidden in the tag space. The resulting structured tag space
makes it possible for tag users to implicitly formulate more flexible and powerful queries
to retrieve desired annotated web resources through specifying and refining the
anticipated value of, the specific media type of, and the content topic of the resources.
To answer the question “What semantics are embedded implicitly in the tag

space of social bookmarking services and how do we extract these semantics?”, we
conduct preliminary study on Delicious tagging data and the study reveals phenomena
such as the different potential benefits tags imply a resource can bring to a metadata user
and that tags are used and grouped together with a rather stable set of implicit
relationships. In order to validate the proposed faceted model of tags, we construct the
tag-tag co-occurrence network over common resources and use centrality measures to
differentiate types of tags. Hypothesis testing on the centrality measures of tags support
the proposal—tags can be divided into three orthogonal facets including Resource Value,
Resource Type, and Content facets. Resource Value and Resource Type tags are domainindependent and occupy central positions in the tag-tag co-occurrence network, while
Content tags are domain-specific. In addition, the set of stable relationships hidden in the
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tag space is extracted and represented in proposed relationship ontology. The relationship
ontology helps organize tags into their facets.
To answer “How can we use the extracted semantics to reorganize the flat tag

space into a structure that enables and promotes efficient search on social
bookmarking services?”, we propose heuristics to organize the tags into faceted
hierarchical structure employing SNA techniques. We instantiate the proposed
framework based on Delicious data. A prototype system of a searchable faceted
hierarchical tag space is implemented as a proof-of-concept. Users of this system have
the ability to formulate ad hoc queries by defining search criteria over the major facets.
The hierarchy embedded in the tag space can help improve the recall of the search results.
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CHAPTER 4

AUGMENTING THE SOCIAL FUNCTIONS OF
SOCIAL BOOKMARKING SERVICES

Bookmarking services become “social” when a substantial number of service users
decide to make their bookmark collections “public.” As a result, all these public
bookmarks form a large pool of “distilled knowledge” for tag users. One major use of the
shared bookmarks is to enable tag-based search; for example, users can locate a list of
web pages that are relevant to a specific topic such as “web design.” Tag-based search is
an appealing way to exploit the “wisdom of crowds,” i.e., web resource metadata
generated by social bookmarking service mass users. Because each bookmarked resource
is manually labeled by the users with tags indicating their contents and features, it is
expected that more “accurate” results can be returned. Despite the fact that the
effectiveness of tag-based search is seriously jeopardized due to the missing semantics in
the tag space, bookmark data can still greatly enhance conventional web search tools
because it has the following features: (i) Bookmarks often cover more recent web
resources before they can build up enough rank to be returned by a search engine, (ii)
Bookmark tags often contain metadata, such as characteristics of the resources, users’
personal opinions on the resources, or the type and the value of the resources, which
cannot be found elsewhere, (iii) The number of times a resource has been bookmarked is
an implicit measurement of the popularity of the resource. Studies [337] have confirmed
the merits of using social bookmarking to facilitate web search.
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In addition to tag-based searching on social bookmarking service sites, browsing
and navigating are often used to discover useful resources and sometimes generate
findings serendipitously. This browsing practice helps a user get updates on interesting
fields and identify interesting resources, topics, and even other users. These findings can
in turn help create clues for more searches, which a user may not encounter otherwise.
Considering the volume of information available from social bookmarking services,
browsing can be tedious. But the task may be simplified if a user has a target set of topics
or users to follow. This is when the “social” aspect of social bookmarking comes in
handy. Social bookmarking services such as Delicious allow their users to form networks.
By adding other users into her network, a user is able to follow other users’ bookmarks as
long as they are made public. This feature can greatly refine the browsing scope and
potentially promote communication and collaboration between users if members of a
user’s network are indeed people of similar interests. In this section of my dissertation
work, we collected and analyzed real tagging data and network data from Delicious to
understand the nature of networking and sharing on social bookmarking services.

4.1

USING DELICIOUS NETWORKING FEATURES

Delicious provides its users with the option of “networking” within the Delicious user
community. As a user, you have the option of adding other users to your network either
when you discover a user whose bookmarks look interesting to you (Figure 4-1) or you
already know some other users on Delicious by their user names (Figure 4-2).
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Figure 4-1: Adding a User to Network from Her Bookmark Page

Figure 4-2: Adding a User to Network with Her User Name
The bookmark collection of your network consists of the bookmarks from all of your
network members. From this network collection, you will be able to see which network
member bookmarked what resource at what time with what tags. The network can be
made public or set to be private. If it is private, only members in your network may view
your network bookmarks. When some other users add you into their network, they
become your fans. If they happen to be in your network too, you become mutual fans.
There are at least two benefits you can gain through creating such an explicit network on
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Delicious. First, if you would like to share your resources and tags with others, you can
add them to your network or ask them to become your fans and your collection will be
available for them to view. This usually happens if you know who they are already.
Adding such a known user is simple—providing Delicious with her username is
sufficient. Second, if you have a user whose bookmarks interest you and you wish to
follow her activities, you can join her network. This can be done only if you know how to
find such a user. The process of how an interesting user is identified may vary and is
often complicated. At each user’s personal bookmark page, you will have the option of
adding her to your network if the content on her bookmark page seems interesting. But
how you arrive at her bookmark page can vary depending on your browsing habits. You
may have arrived there by pursuing a tag, a resource, or another user, or a combination of
all these methods.
For each user who chooses to create a network and make it public, Delicious
provides access to her network data. This includes the users who are added to her
network along with the date/timestamp, and her fans along with the date and timestamp.
The network data provides no hints on how the network is put together and does not
reveal the mechanism of community formation on social bookmarking services. For
example, a user who has a large network may have several interests and may be an avid
bookmark browser and constantly find other users worth following; or it could just be
because she knows a lot of other users from established relationships through other
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channels and wants to share her collection with them. The real value of social
bookmarking stems from making everyone’s bookmarks available because what each
user finds interesting and thinks of as a valuable resource can be used by others as a
reference. Hence we argue that the “social” value of social bookmarking services can
only be fully realized if users are socializing and forming networks based on bookmarks
and not only because they already know the users with whom they explicitly network.
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4.2

USER-USER NETWORKS ON DELICIOUS

When using Delicious, users can associate with others in two distinctive ways: (i) When
two users use the same tag or bookmark the same resource, they are implicitly connected
to each other through the common tags or resources; (ii) When a user decides to add
others to her network or she decides to become a fan of others, she is making an explicit
connection to others by constructing a “community” to encompass everyone she is
interested in. The explicit user-user network can be viewed and explored through
Delicious interfaces, while the implicit user-user network remains hidden from the
service users in the tag space.

4.2.1

Implicit User-User Networks

Implicit user-user networks are hidden in the tag space based on common tags or
resources, which usually are good indicators of shared interests. The two implicit useruser networks can be modeled using graph theory as described in Section 3.3.2.
Bookmark data generated on social bookmarking services can be modeled as a tripartite
graph

H (F ) = V , E

where

V =U UT U R

and

E = {(u , t , r ) | (u , t , r ) ∈ F }

.

U = {u1 , u 2 , u3 ,........u k } is the set of taggers; T = {t1 , t 2 , t3 ,........tl } is the set of tags; and
R = {r1 , r2 , r3 ,........rm } is the set of resources.

The UUt network is formally defined as:
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UUt = 〈U × U , Euut 〉,
Euut == {(ui , u j ) | ∃rm ∈ R, ∃r n ∈ R, ∃t ∈ T : (ui , t , rm ) ∈ E, (u j , t , rn ) ∈ E} .
The edge weight of the UUt network is defined as:
w : E uut → Ν ,
∀ e = (u i , u j ) ∈ E uut , w ( e ) :=| {t : (u i , t , rm ) ∈ E , (u j , t , rn ) ∈ E , rm ∈ R , rn ∈ R} | ,

i.e., the number of tags the two users have in common.
The UUr network is formally defined as:

UU r = 〈U × U , Euur 〉,
Euur == {(ui , u j ) | ∃tm ∈ T , ∃t n ∈ T , ∃r ∈ R : (ui , tm , r ) ∈ E, (u j , tn , r ) ∈ E} .
The edge weight of the UUr network is defined as:
w : Euur → Ν ,
∀ e = (u i , u j ) ∈ Euur , w( e ) :=| {r : (u i , t m , r ) ∈ E , (u j , t n , r ) ∈ E , t m ∈ T , t n ∈ T } | ,

i.e., the number of resources the two users both bookmarked.

4.2.2

Explicit User-User Network

The explicit user-user network created by the users can be modeled as a directed graph,
i.e., a digraph Gd < U , L > consists of two sets of information, a set of nodes
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U = {u1 , u2 , u3 ,....u g } and a set of arcs L = {l1 , l 2 , l3 ,....l L } . Each node represents a
Delicious user. Each arc is an ordered pair of distinct nodes, lk =< ui , u j > representing a
network connection between two users. The arc < ui , u j > is directed from ui (the origin
or the sender) to u j (the terminus or receiver). The direction of an arc can be used to
differentiate two types of explicit networking methods. If user ui adds user u j to her
network, ui becomes a fan of u j . Since ui is the initiator of the connection, the
corresponding arc is < ui , u j > . Similarly, if u j becomes a fan of ui , then there exists an
arc < u j , ui > .
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4.3

DELICIOUS IMPLICIT USER-USER NETWORK ANALYSIS

We collected a large tag data set from Delicious during a specific time period in 2010
using JSON feeds. Our data set had 127,781 unique URLs, 70,017 unique tags, and
87,539 unique taggers. During the data cleansing phase, tags that contained two or fewer
letters or any special symbols were removed; tags that were used less than 10 times and
resources that were bookmarked less than 5 times were deleted.

4.3.1

Vertex Degree and Clustering Coefficients of UUt and UUr Networks

Using the data collected from Delicious, we constructed a tripartite graph. Complex
graph reduction and folding were conducted using both homegrown java programs and
social network analysis packages [50, 333]. The information embedded in the UUt and
UUr networks reveals how Delicious users are implicitly linked to each other via
annotations of common resources or because of using shared tags. These linkages are not
directional and are good indicators of “common interests” between users. The UUt
network we describe in this paper contains 3,448 nodes and 2,585,426 edges, with a
network density of 0.437. The UUr network we describe in this paper contains 2,295
nodes and 8,999 edges, the network density is 0.003. This indicates that the UUt network
is much denser than the UUr network because associations based on common tags occur
more often than associations based on common resources. Because tag meaning can be
ambiguous, we argue that bookmarking the same resource is a better indicator of
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common interests than using the same tag. For both networks, vertex degree distribution
follows power law distribution as seen in Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4.

Figure 4-3: Vertex Degree Distribution of UUr Network from Delicious

Figure 4-4: Vertex Degree Distribution of UUt Network from Delicious
We also studied the clustering coefficient of the implicit user-user networks. The
measures we used are CC1 and CC2 . CC1 is the clustering coefficient considering only 1neighborhood and it is defined as CC1 (v) =

2 | E (G1 (v)) |
. CC2 is the clustering
deg(v) ⋅ (deg(v) − 1)
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coefficient considering 2-neighborhood and it is defined as CC2 (v) =

| E (G1 (v)) |
. deg(v)
| E (G2 (v)) |

denotes degree of vertex v . | E (G1 (v)) | is the number of lines among vertices in 1neighborhood of vertex v . | E (G2 (v)) | is the number of lines among vertices in the 1and 2-neighborhood of vertex v . MaxDeg is the maximum degree of the vertex in a
network. If deg(v) ≤ 1 then all coefficients for vertex v are 0. The descriptive statistics of
the clustering coefficients of the UUt and UUr networks are summarized in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1: Delicious Implicit User-User Network Clustering Coefficient
UUt
CC1

Maximum
Minimum
Average
Standard Deviation
Variance

1
0
0.7318
0.0946
0.0090

CC2
0.976
0
0.2500
0.2295
0.0527

UUr
CC1

1
0
0.3809
0.3546
0.1257

CC2
0.202
0
0.0075
0.0204
0.0004

The distribution of both CC1 and CC2 clustering coefficients of the UUt and UUr
networks are obtained and summarized in Figure 4-5 through Figure 4-8.
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Figure 4-5: Delicious UUt Network CC1 Distribution

Figure 4-6: Delicious UUt Network CC2 Distribution
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Figure 4-7: Delicious UUr Network CC1 Distribution

Figure 4-8: Delicious UUr Network CC2 Distribution
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For both the UUt and UUr networks, CC1 appropriately follows skewed normal
distribution and CC2 follows power law distribution. As seen in Figure 4-7, in the UUr
network, 710 (30.9%) vertices have 0 clustering coefficient and 370 (16.1%) vertices
have 1 clustering coefficient. The 30.9% vertices with clustering coefficients of 0 are the
users who are associated with only one other user through common resources. The
situation with the vertices having clustering coefficients of 1 is more complicated. If a
vertex has a clustering coefficient equal to 1, it means its 1-neighborhood is a complete
graph, i.e., every vertex is connected to every other vertex. This suggests existence of
some very tightly connected subgroups that have minimum connection to “outsiders.” A
closer look at the vertices with clustering coefficient 1 suggests that the vertex degree is
less than 10 for most of them (88%), i.e., we can see some very small isolated subgroups
in the UUr network. Also, we obtained structures of isolated subgroups of larger sizes; an
interesting example of such a subgroup is seen in Figure 4-9. All the users in this tight
community have very similar user names, and further examination reveals that all the
users in this group have the exact same bookmark collection. It is obvious this subgroup
is created by some user through creating many copies of a single identity for some
mysterious reason and therefore has no value whatsoever to other tag users or for our
research purpose. However, not all isolated subgroups of relatively larger sizes are trivial.
There are small communities formed on “shared interests” such as the one depicted in
Figure 4-10.
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Figure 4-9: Example of a Trivial Isolated Subgroup in UUr Network

Figure 4-10: Example of a Meaningful Isolated Subgroup in UUr Network
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Tracing the resources bookmarked by the users in this subgroup, it is discovered all of
them shared one resource in common—http://www.iecss.com/, a website that provides a
downloadable list of Internet Explorer user agent style sheets. This resource is annotated
by many users frequently using tags such as “css,” “ie,” “browser,” “webdesign,”
“reference,” “ie6,” etc. Css style sheets used for web design is a common topic of interest
for all 16 users and is the theme of this subgroup.

4.3.2

UUr Network Centrality Analysis

Centrality analysis of networks can help identify the “important” users in the user-user
network. The distribution of vertex betweenness centrality of the UUr network is in
Figure 4-11. Delicious users who have high betweenness centrality measures reside on
many of the geodesics and, therefore, are more likely to act as the “gate keepers” between
other cohesive smaller subgroups. Therefore, considering a user with high betweenness
centrality and its 1-neighborhood, the users in the neighborhood are connected to each
other in certain ways. By applying clustering techniques to the 1-nieghborhood, we can
reveal the structure of the neighborhood by identifying certain cohesive subgroups. As a
result, instead of knowing a central user is connected to many other users, we can find out
a central user is connected to several other groups. More importantly, each of the groups
may have a common interest through shared resources, which may tell us what topics the
central user is interested in.
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Figure 4-11: Delicious UUr Network Betweenness Centrality Distribution

The Girvan-Newman (GN) algorithm was developed by Girvan and Newman as
described in [124, 237]. Hierarchical clustering is one of the most important branches of
clustering analysis. There are two broad categories of clustering techniques. GN takes the
divisive approach which starts with one, all-inclusive cluster and at each step split a
cluster until only singleton clusters of individual points remain. In the GN algorithm, we
start with the network of interest and attempt to find the least similar connected pairs of
vertices and then remove the edges between them. By doing this repeatedly, the network
is divided into smaller and smaller components. This dividing process can be stopped at
any stage and the components are taken to be the network communities. The GN
algorithm distinguishes itself from other conventional divisive hierarchical clustering
techniques in two distinctive aspects: (i) How to determine which edges to take out.
Usually in divisive hierarchical clustering, the algorithm looks for the most weakly
connected vertex pairs and the edge between this pair is removed. In the GN algorithm,
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the edges to be taken out are those that exist mostly “between” other vertices, in other
words, these edges can be considered responsible for connecting many pairs of others; the
measure is called “betweenness.”; (ii) In conventional divisive methods, the closeness
between all nodes are calculated once, and the edges are removed one by one in
increasing order of closeness between the two nodes that edge connects. In the GN
algorithm, the betweenness measure after removal of each edge will be recalculated
before the next round of edge removal. The algorithm can be described as follows:
1) Calculate betweenness scores for all edges in the network
2) Find the edge with the highest score and remove it from the network
3) Recalculate betweenness for all remaining edges
4) Repeat from step 2).

In [237], the authors explored using shortest-path betweenness, random-walk
betweenness, and current-flow betweenness in GN. The recommendation based on
experimental study results is to use shortest-path betweenness because it is the quickest to
calculate. To find shortest-path betweenness, which is called “edge betweenness” in GN,
the algorithm finds the shortest paths between all pairs of vertices and counts how many
run along each edge. The GN algorithm also implements a measurement to quantify the
goodness of the community structure, called “modularity.” Consider a particular division
of a network into k communities. A k x k symmetric matrix e is defined with its elements:
eij represents the fraction of all edges in the network that link vertices in community i to
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vertices in community j. The trace of this matrix Tr e = ∑i eii gives the fraction of edges
in the network that connect vertices in the same community; high value of the trace
indicates good division. The row (or column) sums is defined as ai = ∑ j eij which
represents the fraction of edges that connect to vertices in community i. In a network in
which edges fall between vertices without regard for the communities they belong to,
then eij = ai a j . The modularity is defined as: Q = ∑ (eii − ai2 ) = Tr e - ||e2||, where ||x||
i

indicates the sum of the elements of the matrix x. This quantity measures the fraction of
the edges in the network that connect vertices of the same type minus the expected value
of the same quantity in a network with the same community divisions but random
connections between the vertices. If the number of within-community edges is no better
than random, then Q=0. In practice, values for such networks typically fall in the range
from about 0.3 to 0.7. Typically, Q will be calculated for each split of a network into
communities as moving down the dendrogram and look for local peaks which suggest
particularly satisfactory splits. The GN algorithm is implemented in NETDRAW [49].
In this part of the study, we studied users in the UUr network with high
betweenness centralities. For these users, their 1-neighborhood is extracted and the GN
algorithm is applied on it. Among the clustering results, we take the one with the highest
“modularity” for further analysis. For example, 1-neighborhood of the user with the
highest betweenness centrality, “bizpro566,” generates a community structure with a high
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goodness measure (Q=0.790) after GN divisive hierarchical clustering, as in Figure 4-12.
Clustering results from some other “important” users in the UUr network can be found in
APPENDIX G: GIRVAN-NEWMAN HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING RESULTS ON
1-NEIGHBORHOOD OF IMPORTANT USERS FROM THE UUR NETWORK . Using
the GN analysis results, major clusters in a user’s 1-neighborhood can be identified. For
each cluster, the most frequently used tags on the resources shared by the users in the
cluster can be used as indicators of topics of interest in the cluster. In this way, for an
important user, we could transform its 1-neighborhood clustering results into a “topic
map” as shown in Figure 4-13 for user “bizpro566.”

Figure 4-12: GN Clustering Results of 1-Neighborhood of “bizpro566” from UUr
Network
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Figure 4-13: Map of Interested Topics of User "bizpro566"
Similarly for user “limiano”, topic map can be constructed using the same method as see
in Figure 4-14.

Figure 4-14: Map of Interested Topics of User "limiano"
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4.4

DELICIOUS EXPLICIT USER-USER NETWORK ANALYSIS

Delicious provides the functionality of forming explicit user networks at the user’s will.
We collected data on these network members and fans. For each of the 3,448 users
identified from the bookmark data collected from Delicious, we obtained their network
and fans if the information was public. Among the 3,448 Delicious users, 363 (10.53%)
of them have set their network information to be private. About half of the users (51.93%)
who set their network to be public have non-empty networks, i.e., they have added one or
more users to their network. In addition, 71.83% of the users we examined have fans, i.e.,
a majority of the users have been added to other users’ networks at least once. For users
who have non-empty networks and fan groups, most of the networks (72.28%) and fan
groups (77.53%) have a size of 10 or less. The largest user network has 822 members,
and the largest fan group has 466 members. The distribution of network and fan group
sizes follows the power law distribution as seen in Figure 4-15 . There is no obvious
connection between a user’s network size and fan group size, i.e., a user with a large
network does not necessarily have a lot of fans. Similarly, having a large number of fans
is not an indicator of a large network. For example, the user “angusf” from our collected
data who has the largest fan group (446), has a network of only 48 members. Users who
have large networks usually are trying to follow many other users’ bookmarks, i.e., there
are a lot of resources interesting to them. On the other hand, users with large fan groups
have many followers; this often happens because their bookmarks are found valuable by
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others. Large network owners are therefore either “quantity-oriented” or have “broad
interests.” Large fan group owners are probably “quality-oriented” or “trend-leaders.”

Figure 4-15: Delicious User Explicit Network Size Distribution
Unlike the implicit user-user network generated from common tags or resources,
the explicit user network from Delicious is directional. User A and user B can be linked if
A is in B’s network, or if B is in A’s network or both, as shown in Figure 4-16. Links
with an arrow in black are directional, starting from the user who initiates the networking
request. Links in blue are non-directional, suggesting the connection is mutual.
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Figure 4-16: Delicious Explicit User-User Network
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4.5

DELICIOUS IMPLICIT VS. EXPLICIT USER-USER NETWORKS

The implicit UUr network is extracted from Delicious bookmark data. Nodes in this
network are the social bookmarking service users. An edge between two users indicates
that they have both annotated a common resource, and the weight on the edge indicates
the number of such common resources. Based on the reasonable assumption that users
find the same resource worth bookmarking and therefore share some interests in common,
we consider the UUr network as a valid approach to identify groups of users who are
similar to each other in terms of their bookmarked contents. If Delicious users are
networking with people of similar interests and identify these people through tracing
common resources, then we can expect a considerable amount of overlap between the
implicit UUr network and the explicit user network. The UUt network can also be
extracted from Delicious bookmark data. Nodes in this network are the social
bookmarking service users. An edge between two users indicates that they both have used
one or more tags for annotation, and the weight on the edge is the number of such
common tags. Based on the assumption that users who are using similar sets of tags for
bookmarks have common interests, we expect a considerable amount of overlap between
the implicit UUt network and the explicit user network.
In the constructed UUr and UUt networks from collected Delicious bookmark data,
for each node which represents a user, its network neighborhood consists of other users
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who are most likely to share common interests based on the resources and the tags.
Therefore, the neighbors are expected to be in a user’s explicit network if the user is
actually adding other members with the same interests into her explicit network.
However, by conducting a simple comparison between members of a user’s implicit
network against the members of the user’s explicit network, we discovered that there is
minimal overlap. This finding sheds doubt on the assumption that users are forming their
networks based on common interests through finding other “attractive” users by browsing
public bookmarks. In order to prove this is the case, we look into details of a user’s
explicit network in order to discover the extent of overlap between a user’s resources and
tags and those of her explicit network members.

4.5.1

Comparison of Users’ Resources to Those of Their Network Members

We obtained the explicit network data for each user in our Delicious data set. From this
data, we derived a list of top “networkers” who have the largest 100 networks on
Delicious and further analyzed them as follows. For each of these 100 network owners,
we obtained the list of 100 users who were most recently added to the network. Then for
the network owner and her recent network members, we obtained their most recent 100
bookmarks respectively. (This number was smaller when a user’s entire collection had
less than 100 bookmarks.) Bookmarked resources of a network owner were then
compared to those of each of her recent network members to see if there were common
resources.
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The comparison results suggest that most of the time they have few or no
resources in common, as seen in Figure 4-17. For the 100 top “networkers” we analyzed,
3 of them do not share any common resources with recent network members. In addition,
more than half of the network owners (53%) have some resources in common with less
than 10% of their recent network members. In other words, a user’s UUr network, i.e., her
associations with other users based on common resources, has minimal overlap with the
user’s explicit network on Delicious.

Figure 4-17: Resource Sharing between Delicious User and Her Explicit Network
Members
Even when a network owner does share resources with some of her network members,
the size of this overlap is minimal as shown in Figure 4-18. Half the time the common set
has a size of 3 resources or fewer. Data also suggests there are occasions when there is
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100% resource overlap between a network owner and a network member. However,
further exploration revealed that in all these cases, the network owner added herself into
the network as well. The 100% overlap thus turns out to be trivial.

Figure 4-18: Maximum Number of Common Resources between a Delicious User
and Her Explicit Network Members
The analysis results show that in most cases, a network owner shares no common
resources with her network members. Therefore, we have reason to believe that most
network owners are not adding other users to their respective networks based on shared
resources. In addition, we specifically looked into the network of users who have high
betweenness centrality in the UUr network. Such users are residing on a large number of
edges between other users and have the potential to be discovered and added to networks
by more users. But the explicit user network data does not support this hypothesis. In fact,
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most of the users who have higher betweenness centrality in the UUr network do not have
a large explicit network. Out of the 100 users who have the highest betweenness
centrality in the UUr network, only 4 of them have network size ranked in the first 100
among all the users. Then the obvious questions are what motivate users to add others to
their networks and on what grounds is the connection based?

4.5.2

Comparison of Users’ Tags to Those of Their Network Members

From all the users in our collected Delicious data set, we selected the users who have the
50 largest explicit networks. For each of these top-50 explicit network owners, we
obtained their entire tag usage history, as well as the tag usage of all their network
members and fans. This data contains all the tags created by each user and, for each tag,
the number of times it was used by this user for bookmarking any resource. Once again,
we did a pairwise comparison of the tags of a network owner and tags of her explicit
network

members.

An

excerpt

of

analysis

results

is

presented

in
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Table 4-2. For each of the top-50 “networkers,” the results reveal the following patterns:
(i) the average number of tags a user shared with her network members; (ii) the average
percentage of tags a user shared with her network members; (iii) the minimum, maximum,
and standard deviation of the number of tags a user shared with her network members.
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Table 4-2: Common Tags between Users from Explicit User-User Network
User

5xnew
Alexandra1970
aseman
bizpro566
cecinobre79
cgittings
cyberlabe.fr
deep_kannan
dembe01
district6
eduwilliam
eemilyvr1
fogfish
fritz
guim
haloefekti
ilovedoyle
jahmount
Jaqaboo
jcberk
jessesaves
jilbean3
joevans
johnfaig
joscab
KateKendall
kleverson
ksablan
loisont
m_garrett
madmagz
mandarine
marc0047
migaboy
nicoladagostino
oh_nein
paulb
randommind
robert32
rosefirerising
sueannmiller
thedlab
TheInfiniteNow
TheLibrarianEdge
wealthinfo
williamcouch
wnpxrz
Xuemeibookmark
yehnay
zigorou

Avg
399.49
96.00
138.55
91.18
260.42
250.52
310.42
421.10
102.23
217.78
264.02
5.70
340.33
335.63
175.47
74.10
21.14
442.80
88.03
52.05
172.80
113.47
142.45
134.18
127.11
259.04
276.10
128.47
253.60
187.14
72.91
156.50
311.54
190.54
2.00
161.01
320.94
134.85
205.11
365.10
41.02
334.80
2.38
243.60
258.92
396.05
321.80
208.82
71.43
444.83

Shared Tag Count
% Avg
Min
6.43%
1
1.54%
29
1.89%
1
13.16%
1
14.21%
1
4.83%
1
9.32%
1
11.80%
9
11.55%
1
13.25%
1
3.79%
7
11.18%
1
8.08%
1
7.01%
6
13.22%
1
7.83%
1
13.22%
1
8.26%
3
21.42%
1
24.32%
2
12.92%
1
26.09%
1
1.58%
1
25.85%
7
20.77%
1
10.48%
7
5.78%
1
23.36%
7
12.93%
1
11.65%
4
16.80%
1
31.36%
2
6.74%
1
2.48%
1
0.20%
1
13.22%
3
9.24%
2
20.71%
1
24.95%
5
5.32%
1
6.04%
1
11.77%
1
0.34%
1
10.92%
1
9.77%
1
6.50%
2
13.12%
1
9.01%
1
0.54%
1
13.61%
1

Max
2104
166
1333
393
1094
1741
1342
1502
494
1636
1213
19
1593
1509
602
391
52
1349
341
128
635
351
983
334
456
1083
1889
344
1167
658
286
360
1873
2001
4
567
1110
346
402
2727
337
1526
6
1143
1058
1865
1278
875
331
1210

Std
405.90
49.17
221.90
82.07
191.73
320.16
252.82
333.73
120.81
260.83
262.93
4.09
337.53
323.97
155.27
61.31
12.81
319.38
72.72
30.46
141.08
80.73
231.86
70.81
98.25
227.21
301.13
78.38
214.65
160.86
59.81
86.37
311.40
298.78
1.15
131.52
267.15
82.80
102.97
383.01
63.62
334.76
1.21
236.83
197.29
373.60
259.06
171.51
71.92
291.41
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To understand the degree of a network owner’s sharing of common tags with her explicit
network members, the distribution of percentage shared is analyzed as shown in Figure
4-19. The highest percentage of shared tags between a network owner and her network
members is approximately 30%. For most network owners, the tag overlap is less than
10%.

Figure 4-19: Distribution of Average Shared Tag Percentage between a Delicious
User and Her Network Members
In addition, we also discovered the same pattern exists for shared tags between a network
owner and her fans, as seen in Table 4-3 and Figure 4-20. Based on these results, we
conclude that a user is often not in another user’s network because of their interest in
“common tags.”
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Table 4-3: Common Tags between Delicious User and Her Fans
User

5xnew
aseman
bizpro566
cecinobre79
cgittings
cyberlabe.fr
deep_kannan
dembe01
district6
eduwilliam
eemilyvr1
fogfish
fritz
guim
haloefekti
ilovedoyle
jahmount
Jaqaboo
jcberk
jessesaves
jilbean3
johnfaig
joscab
KateKendall
kleverson
ksablan
loisont
m_garrett
madmagz
mandarine
marc0047
migaboy
nicoladagostino
oh_nein
paulb
randommind
robert32
rosefirerising
thedlab
TheInfiniteNow
TheLibrarianEdge
wealthinfo
williamcouch
wnpxrz
Xuemeibookmark
yehnay
zigorou

Avg
152.42
164.79
54.22
191.09
442.00
243.91
111.00
67.82
111.50
173.93
6.30
314.49
280.29
173.52
75.57
7.00
239.63
90.67
45.12
174.53
75.83
115.86
81.61
259.88
291.05
102.02
227.40
231.57
61.33
107.78
245.88
358.10
1.75
125.92
261.74
127.48
129.14
338.67
454.22
2.67
232.08
183.93
374.58
375.00
80.71
43.68
440.42

Shared Tag Count
% Avg
Min
2.45%
4
2.24%
3
7.82%
3
10.43%
3
8.52%
41
7.32%
1
3.11%
102
7.66%
1
6.78%
1
2.50%
1
12.35%
1
7.47%
2
5.85%
2
13.08%
3
7.98%
1
4.38%
7
4.47%
2
22.06%
3
21.08%
1
13.05%
2
17.43%
2
22.32%
2
13.33%
1
10.51%
4
6.09%
4
18.55%
1
11.60%
12
14.41%
1
14.13%
9
21.60%
1
5.32%
12
4.67%
9
0.18%
1
10.34%
4
7.54%
1
19.58%
2
15.71%
13
4.94%
1
15.97%
1
0.39%
1
10.40%
3
6.94%
4
6.15%
1
15.29%
10
3.48%
1
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Figure 4-20: Distribution of Average Percentage of Shared Tags between Delicious
User and Her Fans
Because users on social bookmarking services do not have any norms to follow, they
often create tags that are misspelled, meaningless to others, or specific for certain
personal needs. These idiosyncratic tags are not likely to be used by others and therefore
may contribute to low tag sharing between users. In order to remove the “noise” caused
by such irregular tags, we conducted another series of tag usage comparisons between a
network owner and her explicit network members, only this time we compare their 20, 50,
and 100 most frequently used tags instead of all tags. The results are illustrated in Figure
4-21. The grand average percentage of shared tags between a network owner and her
explicit network members does increase when we confine the comparison to most
frequently used tags, but once again the best case is less than 20%.
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Figure 4-21: Grand Average Percentage of Shared Tags between Explicit Network
Owner and Network Members
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4.6

FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS OF COMPARSION BETWEEN EXPLICIT
AND IMPLICIT USER-USER NETWORKS

The value of social bookmarking services can be classified into two categories, i.e.,
“personal” and “social.” The bookmarking services can help users gain “personal” value
including convenience of accessing and organizing bookmarks. After “personal” values
have been realized, users start to consider creating and gaining “social” values by
participating in activities such as subscribing to favorite users and subjects or building a
network [256, 257]. Building a network is a quick way to find other social bookmarking
service users with shared interests, thus allowing users to organize a community around
their interests and share bookmarks with each other. In this way, the potential to find
useful resources can be maximized by harnessing the efforts of other people [173]. The
motivation behind the study described in this chapter is to understand how Delicious
users establish their network. Naturally, for anyone who is interested in utilizing the
“social function” of social bookmarking services, the first step is to find appealing users.
The candidate network members may be previous acquaintance or, more practically,
discovered through browsing, navigation, and searching bookmarks based on
bookmarked resources or bookmark tags.
A bookmark is the primary channel through which social bookmarking service
users socialize with each other. Common bookmarked resources and tags are the
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indicators of possible “resemblance” between users. Our results suggest that it is not
likely that most of the Delicious users are networking with people who share the most
common resources or tags with them.

Rather they are probably simply connecting

through other channels such as “friendship” ties. Based on our findings in this study, we
conclude that the “social” aspect of “social bookmarking” is not fully realized. A user’s
personal gain can be greatly enhanced if she has an effective method to access the right
group of “common interest” users. However, the sheer volume of content available on
Delicious makes it impossible for a user to effectively find such a group manually. She
can follow a resource, a tag, or a user, but it is difficult for her to process the information
and comprehensively find all other users who share her interests because Delicious pages
only provides a snapshot view of a limited numbers of recent updates. Therefore, we
believe some kind of “holistic view” of other users’ bookmarking activities can be very
helpful. Instead of just knowing that “user A bookmarked this resource B with tag C,” we
recommend that the social bookmarking system implement some type of “personal
networking recommendation system.” This function could prompt each user with
information including but not limited to: (i) a list of users who share the largest number
of resources with you; (ii) a list of users who share the largest number of non-trivial tags
with you; (iii) a list of users who share explicit network members with you. We believe
that this kind of information can motivate users to expand their explicit network and the
resulting networks can benefit all members.
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4.7

STUDY OF EXPLICIT USER NETWORK STRUCTURE

Delicious provides JSON feeds containing a requested user’s network members and fans,
i.e., who a user is pursuing and who are pursuing this user. We parsed returned JSON
feeds results to gather data on the Delicious explicit user-user network. Starting from a
random user, we crawled the complete network graph in a breadth-first search (BFS)
manner. The resulting directed network graph contains 444,080 distinctive Delicious
users, and 1,119,475 arcs between these users. We intend to use this sample graph as
representative of the complete Delicious user network; its representativeness is justified
according to [205]. In this study by Leskovec and Faloutsos, they discussed how to derive
a representative sample out of a large graph in terms of which sampling method to use
and how large the sample size should be. The goodness of the sample is measured by
comparing the sample graph properties to those of the original complete graph. It is
shown that a 15% sample is usually enough to match the properties of the real graph.
Taking into account the fact that there are about 6 million Delicious users, and about half
of them have networks (from previous empirical study), we can say that our sample graph
is representative.

4.7.1

Structural Properties of Delicious Explicit User-User Network

In this section we study several properties of the collected Delicious explicit user-user
network.
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4.7.1.1 Network Reciprocity
The Delicious user-user network can be modeled as a directed graph D = (V , A) with V
as the set of vertices and A as the set of ordered pairs of vertices, called arcs. The
reciprocal link of a directed link pointing from i to j is a link pointing from j to i. A link is
reciprocated if its reciprocal one is present in the network [275]. We can measure the
reciprocity of a directed graph as r ≡

L↔
, where L is the total number of directed links
L

and L↔ is the number of reciprocated links, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 . We calculated the reciprocity of
the sampled Delicious user-user network as 28.11%. The reciprocity measure indicates
the level of symmetry of the links in the network, and it is low compared to offline social
networks [130]. In addition, it is significantly lower compared to other online social
networks. It is discovered in [230] that the reciprocity measure is 62.0% for Flickr, 73.5%
for LiveJournal, and 79.1% for YouTube.
The low reciprocity of the Delicious user-user network suggests that there is a
lack of link symmetry in the graph, i.e., if user A adds user B in its network, it is very
likely user B does not have A as a network member. The low reciprocity is also
consistent with the low graph density (about 5.68E-6), which means Delicious users are
not well connected with each other through the explicit user-user network. This is an
indicator that the networking feature is quite underused in the Delicious community.
Most social bookmarking service users are still using it only as an “accessible
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everywhere favorites list” for personal gain without putting too much thought into
creating “social values” out of the bookmarks. From another perspective, one
interpretation of the low reciprocity is that user networking on Delicious is not as
“friendship-based” as on other social networking sites such as Flickr and LiveJournal. If
“friendship” exists between two users, then they will feel more comfortable and socially
obligated to respond to the networking requests.
On the other hand, this lack of link symmetry can actually be beneficial in some
scenarios. For example, a high degree of link symmetry could make it difficult to identify
“authoritative” users, i.e., those who have a much larger number of fans than network
members. Knowing which users are being tracked down by many others can provide new
browsing/search leads, which currently is not supported by the service. On the other hand,
having fans implicitly attests to a user’s “interestingness” and/or “authority” and is
probably what a user would like others to know of. As a matter of fact, in our sampling
we found out that the number of users who set their fan group to private (invisible to
others) is about ten times less than the number of users who set their network to private.
4.7.1.2 Network Node Degree Distribution
We also examine the graph structure of the explicit user-user network by studying the
distribution of the node degrees. As early as 1999, studies [107] revealed that the degree
distribution on the Internet follows a power law distribution. Since then, research in a
wide collection of domains has identified that same phenomenon of graph degree
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distribution. Examples include graphs defined by the World Wide Web [18, 61, 200],
online friendship and email graphs [2, 95, 197-199, 209], and biological networks [98].
Power law distributions occur in many situations of scientific interest and have
significant consequences for our understanding of natural and man-made phenomena [83].
Mathematically, a quantity x obeys a power law distribution if it is drawn from a
probability distribution p ( x) ∝ x −α , where α is a constant parameter of the distribution
known as the exponent or scaling parameter. The scaling parameter typically lies in the
range, 2 < α < 3 . Because we are dealing with the degree of nodes in a large graph, x
can only take a discrete set of values—positive integers. Therefore, the probability
distribution is p ( x) = Pr( X = x) = Cx −α . If we have a large set of empirical data that we
believe may follow power law distribution, then we need to fit the power law model to
the empirical data, i.e., generate an estimate of the scaling parameter α and occasionally
also of the lower-bound on the scaling region xmin . The most straightforward way would
be conducting least-squares linear regression on the linear form of the power law
distribution log p( x) = α log x + c , where the probability density p(x) can be estimated
by constructing a histogram of the data. The slope of the fit is interpreted as the estimator

)

α . But this method has several serious problems associated with it [83]: (i) The estimate
of the slope is subject to systematic and potentially large errors; (ii) Errors are hard to
estimate because the linear regression assumptions do not hold in this case; (iii) A fit to
power law distribution can account for a large fraction of the variance even when the
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fitted data do not follow a power law distribution, which means a high r 2 is not
necessarily evidence of power law distribution. Therefore, in this study, we are going to
use the method developed by Clauset, Shalizi, and Newman in [83]. First, the maximum
likelihood method is used to fit parameterized power law distribution to empirical data
and calculate the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic. Then a large number of power law
distributed synthetic data sets are generated using α and x min from the distribution that
fits the empirical data best. Each of the synthetic data sets is then fit to its own best-fit
power law model and KS statistics are calculated. The fraction of time the resulting
statistic is larger than the value for the empirical data is defined as the p -value. If p is
large (close to 1), then the difference between the empirical data and the model can be
attributed to statistical fluctuations alone; if it is small, the model is not a plausible fit to
the data. MATLAB is used for the power law fitting and goodness-of-fit calculation.
In the Delicious user-user explicit network, out of the 444,080 distinctive
Delicious users we collected, 318,709 have one or more incoming links and 274,370 have
one or more outgoing links. The fitting results are summarized in Table 4-4.

Table 4-4: Delicious Explicit User Network Node Degree Power Distribution
Parameters
Outdegree α
2.60

Indegree α
2.03

)
Though the calculation gives an acceptable value of α for both indegree and outdegree

to justify power law distribution, corresponding goodness-of-fit suggests that outdegree
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fits much better to a power law distribution than indegree since pin deg ree = 0 and

p out deg ree = 0.875 .
Figure 4-22 and Figure 4-23 show the outdegree and indegree complementary
cumulative distribution function (CCDF) for the Delicious explicit user-user network.

Figure 4-22: Delicious Explicit User Network Outdegree Distribution
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Figure 4-23: Delicious Explicit User Network Indegree Distribution
As the fitting results and the graph suggest, outdegree distribution fits power law
distribution better than indegree. Estimator of the scaling parameter α is very close to
those found on the web [61], but quite different from those of some known online
friendship networks such as Flickr and LiveJournal [230] as suggested in Table 4-5.

Table 4-5: Degree Distribution Power Law Fitting Comparison
Network

Outdegree

α

Indegree

α

2.67
2.09
Web [61]
2.60
2.03
Delicious
1.74
1.78
Flickr
1.59
1.65
LiveJournal
1.63
1.99
YouTube
* Data of Flickr, LiveJournal, and YouTube is adopted from [230]
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First, the Delicious user-user graph is more like the web, where the indegree and
outdegree power law exponents have been shown to differ significantly, while the power
law exponents for the indegree and outdegree distribution from other online social
networks are very similar. This observation is consistent with previous findings that there
is a lack of reciprocity that sets the Delicious user-user network apart from other online
social networks. In Flickr, LiveJournal, and YouTube, a user often knows her linked
users through previous relationships, i.e., the offline social network/communities are
transferred online. Therefore, in these online social networks we often see reciprocal
links because users feel obligated to acknowledge each other. Obviously, this is not so
true with Delicious, probably because the online relationships are not a mirror image of
the offline counterparts, but rather created based on other factors such as common
interests. Second, in the Delicious user-user network, the incoming links are significantly
more concentrated on a few high-degree nodes than the outgoing links. This can be
beneficial when it comes to identifying “authoritative users”—those who have a lot of
followers.
4.7.1.3 Link Degree Correlations
One important property of networks is the correlations between properties of adjacent
network nodes, also known as assortative mixing [236]. In most social networks,
assortative mixing relative to the node degree is observed [238]. This property studies the
tendency for vertices in networks to be connected to other vertices that are like (or unlike)
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them in some way, which is also referred to as 2K-distribution [217]. Assortative mixing
of a network can sometimes provide insights into the network structure, for example,
assortative mixing by a discrete characteristic tends to break the network up into separate
communities.
One of the characteristics we can use to measure pattern mixing is vertex degree
in the network. This is a relatively convenient property to study since vertex degree as a
scalar property is always available as long as a network is available. Through assessing
the assortative mixing pattern on vertex degree, an example of the question we can ask
about the mixing pattern is: Do nodes of high indegree tend to associate with other nodes
with high indegree? Vertex degree mixing patterns can be approximated by the degree
correlation function k nn which is a mapping between outdegree and the average indegree
of all nodes connected to nodes of that outdegree [231, 317]. More formally, the degree
correlation function can be defined as follows [252]: Let k denote the connectivity of a
node in a network. p(k ) is the probability that a given node has k links to other nodes.
Then < k nn >= ∑k ' k ' Pc (k ' | k ) , i.e., the nearest neighbors average connectivity of nodes

with connectivity k , where Pc (k ' | k ) is the conditional probability that a link belonging
to a node that connectivity k points to a node with connectivity k ' and k nn ~ k − v . From
the definition we can see that an increasing k nn indicates a tendency of higher-degree
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nodes to connect to other high-degree nodes, a decreasing k nn represents the opposite
trend.
From the collected explicit network data we constructed the degree correlation
function as in Figure 4-24. Overall, the degree correlation function displays a decreasing
pattern. This is an indication that on Delicious, users with larger networks do not
necessarily network with other larger network owners. A possible explanation to this
phenomenon is that there is a wide range of different interests on Delicious, one user with
large network do not have links to other users with large networks because their
interested domains do not overlap.

Degree Correlation Fucntion knn

Neighbor mean degree

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0
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2
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4

Out-degree

Figure 4-24: Degree Correlation Function knn for the Delicious Explicit User
Network
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4.7.2 Network Dynamics

The user-user network structure on Delicious forms over time. Delicious keeps records of
the time when each network connection is created. We collected the timestamp data as
well and use it to label the arcs in our collected network. This timestamp data allows us to
study how the user-user network evolves over time. For example, how network structure
and properties change when more nodes and arcs are added to the network, i.e., when
more Delicious users start to network within the user community
Leskovec et al. study network growth in [205, 206]. The major observations are
the densification law and shrinking diameters. The densification law observation
indicates that the networks are becoming denser over time with the average degree
increasing. Moreover, the densification follows a power law pattern. The graph
densification can be modeled as e(t ) ∝ n(t ) a , where e(t ) and n(t ) denote the number of
edges and nodes of the graph at time t , and a is an exponent that usually lies between 1
and 2. They studied ArXiv citation graphs, patent citation graphs, autonomous systems
graphs, and author-author affiliation networks derived from ArXiv for their network
dynamics. It was discovered that all networks follow the densification law and their graph
effective diameters decrease over time. The analysis of collected Delicious explicit useruser network data reveals the same pattern as seen in Figure 4-25, i.e., the network
density increases over time and the increase follows a power law pattern. The estimated
)
power law parameter is α =1.06, which is substantially lower than that of the ArXiv
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)
)
network ( α =1.69) and patents network ( α = 1.66). In conclusion, more and more

Delicious users are using the networking function.

Network Densification Over Time
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Figure 4-25: Number of Arcs versus Number of Nodes in Log-log Scale for Delicious
Explicit User-User Network

The shrinking diameter observation says that effective diameter is actually
decreasing as the network grows. However, the data we collected from the Delicious
explicit user-user network does not display the decreasing pattern. This is probably
because the networking function on Delicious is relative new (from 2006) and the time
span is much smaller compared to studies in [206], which may result in unclear patterns.
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4.8

SUMMARY

In this chapter, we address the second general research question “What is the nature of
networking and sharing on social bookmarking services?” In order to answer this

question, we examined two types of user-user networks existing in tag space. One is the
implicit user-user co-occurrence network formed when two users use the same tags or
bookmark the same resources. Another one is the explicit user-user network constructed
by the users themselves based on networking requests.
Social bookmarking tag space has tremendous potential in facilitating effective
web content discovery. This potential can be better exploited if the networking behavior
is common-interests-oriented since user groups based on common interests can refine the
web content search and discovery scope substantially. Therefore, we are interested in
finding out “How are the implicit and explicit user-user networks in social
bookmarking services similar to or different from each other?” because implicit

network reveal user groups with similar interests while explicit network display who are
networking with whom in reality. However, through comparison we found out that a user
has very minimal overlap in terms of tags and resources with others in her explicit
network. Therefore, we conclude that currently the networking on Delicious is not
necessarily “common-interests-oriented”. This can be attributed to the fact that implicit
user-user networks remain hidden from the users. One has no holistic view of who shares
what in common with herself, and therefore, networking based on common interests is
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very impractical at this stage. Based on these findings, we recommend that social
bookmarking services incorporate functions so that implicit user-user networks become
visible and people can make “informed decisions” when it comes to who to include into
the explicit network, which is our answer to “How can the implicit user-user network
be used to develop and enhance users’ networking is social bookmarking sites?” By

doing this, we believe the web content discovery ability using social bookmarking
services can be greatly enhanced.
Furthermore, we studied the structure and properties of the Delicious user-user
explicit network to find out “How social is the networking on social bookmarking
services as compared to conventional social networking sites?” Unlike other online

social networks, the Delicious user network lacks network symmetry, i.e., networking
intention on Delicious is less mutual. However, on Flickr and LiveJournal, user A may
feel obligated to add user B into her network if B has added A due to “social courtesy.”
Therefore, networking on Delicious is less “social” in the sense that users are often
networking with others with no knowledge of their identities. Though discovering
potential network members through browsing the service is plausible, our previous results
suggest that there is still a gap between explicit and implicit user-user networks. Another
feature that distinguishes the Delicious user network from online social networks is the
network degree distribution; the power law fitting suggests parameters quite different
from those of Flickr and LiveJournal, but more similar to that of the web. In addition,
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Delicious users who have a lot of network members do not usually network with other
users who have networks of similar scale. This lack of “chasing-the-powerful-ones” may
be due to the fact that there is no convenient way for a user to identify the “powerful
networkers.”
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Social bookmarking tag space provides an unprecedented pool of “distilled knowledge”
on various forms of web resources by allowing users to create web content metadata in
the form of tags. Effective reuse of the metadata is one of the most important visions of
Web 2.0, and it has been shown that searching tag space can act as a very good
complement to conventional search engines for it often returns useful, novel and timely
hits. It is highly desired that tag space can be queried in flexible and meaningful ways for
the purpose of web content discovery and retrieval. However, the tag space is depleted of
semantics and structure, therefore, tag reuse stays at the very preliminary level of
keyword-based search. Furthermore, the quality of the search is seriously compromised
by the untidiness of tags due to free-form tagging practice. Therefore, there is an urgent
need to reorganize the flat tag space into a structure that will benefit searching for useful
resources. For this dissertation we developed a comprehensive framework to construct a
new tag space in which tags are organized into facets according to their natures. The
content and structure of each of the facets is derived from Delicious tagging data using
heuristics that involve social network analysis techniques. Within each facet, tags can be
structured using relationships from the proposed relationship ontology. This reformed tag
space makes it possible to conduct more effective search. Furthermore, social functions
of social bookmarking services are also examined with the same goal of improving
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content discovery and retrieval. The following sections summarize the contributions of
this research and suggest future research directions.

5.1

SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION

This work makes several important contributions to the improvement of web content
discovery and retrieval using user-generated metadata in the form of tags. First, we
suggest that tags are created with different intentions and these intention semantics can
help locate desired resources in a more effective manner. Therefore, tags should be
categorized according to what values or types of information the tagged resource can
bring to the users. A faceted model that consists of Resource Value, Resource Type, and
Content facets is proposed. The nature of Resource Value and Resource Type tags
determines that these tags are domain-independent and frequently used in conjunction
with tags from the Content facet. This model is validated using social network analysis
techniques on the tag-tag co-occurrence network. Centrality measure hypothesis analyses
confirm that Resource Value and Resource Type tags have significantly higher centrality
measures than Content tags. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt at
using quantitative approaches to categorize different type of tags.
Second, we have proposed a relationship ontology to represent and capture the
relationship semantics hidden in the flat tag space. Empirical study of Delicious tagging
data proves that this relationship ontology has comprehensive coverage. Hierarchies and
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structures can be added to the tag space by organizing tags using relationship ontology.
Well-defined and represented relationship semantics makes it possible for the machine to
reason and therefore it is able to generate better search results on tag space.
Third, we have developed a set of heuristics to reform the tag space using the
faceted tag model and relationship ontology. The whole process heavily involves network
analysis techniques to generate candidate tags to be organized. More specifically,
network partition algorithms are run to find out which tags are closely associated with
each other based on how frequently two tags are used together for annotating a resource.
Therefore, how the tags are organized is determined by the massive tagging activities
rather than some objective judgments made by a single person.
Fourth, we have shown the feasibility and usefulness of our approach by
developing the prototype system, FASTS. FASTS is a search tool with web interface
which allows users to search bookmarked resources through a combination of browsing,
query formulation, query refining, and results filtering. FASTS is implemented on the
faceted hierarchical structure of tag space which we reconstructed from Delicious tagging
data following our proposed framework.
Fifth, we studied the social aspects of social bookmarking though analysis of the
implicit and explicit user-user networks. We suggest that in addition to searching the tag
space, another efficient way to find desired resources is to find a group of people who
have similar interests and explore their bookmarks and network with them to keep them
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and their bookmarks in the loop. However, this cannot be done easily at this time because
there is no straightforward way to find such a group of users. Our network analysis
results suggest that current Delicious users are not networking with people who are using
similar tags or who are tagging a similar set of resources. Therefore, we point out this is a
change social bookmarking services should consider making—help users identify those
who are similar to them so that “birds of a feather can flock together.” This change can
bring profound benefits to the social bookmarking community.
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5.2

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

There are several interesting extensions of this research, which we are just starting to
explore. First, Delicious as a general social bookmarking service is different in some
aspects from other more specialized bookmarking tools such as CiteULike. We are
interested in exploring some other bookmarking sites to see the appropriateness of our
framework. Different tagging behavior may result in different tag space and we are
interested in the major differences and how they affect the feasibility of our solution.
Another line of work we are considering is to apply the social network analysis
techniques on some other networks that emerge from Web 2.0 applications.
Understanding the formation and dynamics of these networks have potential values in
promoting collaboration and encouraging information sharing.
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APPENDIX A: NUMBER OF TAGS PER BOOKMARK DISTRIBUTION

Number of Tags per Bookmark Distribution in Art Domain
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Number of Tags per Bookmark Distribution in Business Domain
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Number of Tags per Bookmark Distribution in Education Domain
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Number of Tags perBookmark Distribution in Science Domain
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APPENDIX B: MOST OFTEN USED 100 TAGS ACROSS DOMAINS

Travel
Travel
vacation
hotel
reference
maps
guide
flights
blog
hotels
photography
tools
food
tourism
tips
europe
search
airlines
shopping
web2.0
culture
cheap
airfare
nyc
community
Japan
design
map
world
airline
art

Software
software
tools
opensource
mac
windows
free
freeware
programming
development
linux
osx
web
design
web2.0
apple
download
utilities
video
tool
reference
online
security
productivity
iphone
music
technology
howto
webdesign
apps
blog

Science
science
education
research
technology
reference
biology
math
video
physics
space
resources
health
astronomy
psychology
news
interactive
history
environment
evolution
blog
brain
games
learning
art
interesting
nature
teaching
chemistry
design
tools

Food
food
recipes
cooking
recipe
health
blog
nutrition
diet
reference
shopping
restaurants
restaurant
baking
howto
organic
travel
blogs
dessert
vegetarian
diy
environment
sustainability
vegan
gardening
local
green
nyc
tips
design
agriculture

Education
education
resources
learning
technology
teaching
web2.0
reference
science
tools
research
video
free
online
school
games
elearning
blog
math
interactive
e-learning
history
kids
writing
books
language
english
university
design
reading
tutorial
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holiday
london
social
tickets
inspiration
history
accommodation
france
deals
photos
italy
trip
usa
flight
business
adventure
photo
restaurants
camping
international
online
free
train
fun
blogs
news
hiking
paris
newyork
china
tours
cool
transportation
reviews
architecture

business
tutorial
computer
audio
graphics
management
tips
mobile
photography
backup
internet
collaboration
java
microsoft
google
downloads
education
macosx
visualization
php
applications
games
editor
ubuntu
hardware
resources
photo
cms
network
utility
browser
firefox
social
sysadmin
python

visualization
culture
fun
photography
philosophy
free
animals
cool
videos
medicine
future
books
article
programming
mathematics
nasa
online
religion
politics
kids
computer
software
energy
neuroscience
web2.0
genetics
humor
earth
engineering
images
reading
school
inspiration
statistics
music

photography
fitness
community
FoodBlog
culture
home
bread
chocolate
search
cake
healthy
garden
inspiration
science
tools
farming
pizza
kitchen
business
funny
meat
chicken
breakfast
fun
bbq
vegetables
eating
video
reviews
japan
dinner
art
wine
dining
coffee

collaboration
software
howto
videos
literacy
college
blogs
tutorials
media
art
lessonplans
culture
wiki
programming
opensource
business
curriculum
children
lessons
library
lectures
web
inspiration
politics
community
edtech
internet
training
twitter
news
teachers
academic
social
fun
psychology
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budget
transport
health
geography
spain
california
holidays
research
howto
packing
australia
tour
information
money
restaurant
india
google
resources
events
accomodation
visualization
mobile
Education
bus
music
canada
cycling
hostel
outdoors
Car
web
Asia
video
bike
gps

desktop
flash
media
application
community
twitter
research
photoshop
plugin
database
code
webdev
server
email
storage
tech
search
pdf
mp3
tutorials
list
library
marketing
art
news
image
usb
dvd
projectmanagement
testing
networking
gtd
wiki
ipod
app

lessonplans
food
funny
lessons
information
weather
search
blogs
magazine
articles
howto
business
geography
diy
geek
photos
economics
data
media
lectures
social
socialstudies
academic
animation
innovation
maps
climate
tech
toread
activities
writing
green
english
library
experiments

humor
guide
cheese
japanese
storage
shop
web2.0
Free
photos
london
fruit
sugar
drink
grilling
pasta
politics
gourmet
farm
lifehacker
life
Raw
online
news
education
cookies
gifts
indian
cuisine
social
activism
budget
eat
kids
lifehacks
resources

music
teacher
google
tips
socialmedia
mathematics
courses
ideas
socialnetworking
health
literature
pedagogy
activities
physics
classroom
development
resource
productivity
visualization
environment
study
government
podcast
audio
ebooks
innovation
information
search
assessment
socialstudies
mit
future
economics
students
biology
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Design
design
inspiration
webdesign
web
art
blog
css
graphics
typography
portfolio
resources
tools
tutorial
photoshop
illustration
free
tutorials
reference
photography
graphic
fonts
development
tips
flash
architecture
web2.0
usability
gallery
business
software
howto
shopping

Business
business
marketing
design
tools
blog
startup
management
tips
web2.0
web
entrepreneurship
socialmedia
inspiration
freelance
internet
social
webdesign
money
technology
online
news
software
finance
media
twitter
reference
work
strategy
economics
productivity
advertising
research

Blog
blog
blogs
design
inspiration
art
webdesign
technology
web2.0
news
photography
web
wordpress
music
blogging
tools
marketing
culture
tips
fashion
humor
business
resources
social
reference
illustration
media
education
articles
food
tutorial
funny
socialmedia

Art
art
design
inspiration
illustration
photography
blog
portfolio
artist
graphics
culture
gallery
video
music
photo
cool
webdesign
images
drawing
fun
photos
graphic
typography
reference
artists
painting
fashion
history
architecture
animation
magazine
shopping
blogs
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visualization
programming
fashion
blogs
webdev
cool
logo
images
font
icons
agency
interface
html
technology
video
javascript
wordpress
magazine
home
layout
color
photo
marketing
furniture
culture
illustrator
fun
website
jquery
advertising
templates
studio
photos
showcase
animation

development
career
howto
entrepreneur
resources
innovation
community
free
blogs
ideas
google
education
jobs
socialnetworking
home
networking
article
culture
collaboration
facebook
search
video
blogging
politics
shopping
ping.fm
tweecious
music
ecommerce
trends
seo
startups
programming
branding
economy

internet
howto
fun
politics
community
tutorials
programming
software
computers
twitter
video
free
magazine
development
writing
typography
css
photo
photos
graphics
portfolio
tech
seo
advertising
books
research
cool
architecture
recipes
google
mp3
socialnetworking
daily
ideas
science

visualization
photoshop
free
resources
technology
community
web
flash
tools
media
interactive
tutorial
illustrator
education
film
books
comics
humor
sculpture
tutorials
museum
science
creative
crafts
web2.0
funny
diy
posters
photographer
graffiti
howto
research
digital
games
shop
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branding
generator
diy
patterns
online
ideas
designer
interactive
graphicdesign
community
creative
shop
logos
vector
icon
type
print
books
download
iphone
tool
music
artist
freelance
social
resource
research
interior
opensource
media
education
news
themes

advice
small
statistics
mobile
journalism
writing
freelancing
iphone
photography
books
art
opensource
creativity
psychology
tech
network
leadership
job
government
presentation
website
communication
corporate
service
magazine
legal
cards
toread
consulting
articles
funding
investing
future

cooking
online
graphic
download
travel
trends
productivity
photoshop
style
diy
teaching
interesting
images
article
search
rss
visualization
reviews
gallery
journalism
flash
health
shopping
history
crafts
geek
webdev
themes
learning
blogger
entertainment
games
security

nyc
creativity
online
news
software
installation
advertising
writing
paper
programming
ideas
japan
internet
arte
craft
social
designer
print
home
wallpaper
movies
urban
vintage
flickr
interesting
business
streetart
color
london
graphicdesign
retro
pictures
furniture
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APPENDIX C: PROPORTION OF RESOURCE TYPE AND RESOURCE VALUE
TAGS

Betweenness
Centrality
Ranking Range
1-100
101-200
201-300
301-400
401-500
501-600
601-700
701-800
801-900
901-1000

# of Resource
Value Tags

Eigenvector
Centrality
Ranking Range
1-100
101-200
201-300
301-400
401-500
501-600
601-700
701-800
801-900
901-1000

# of Resource
Value Tags

22
16
17
20
9
6
18
6
9
6

22
16
17
20
9
6
18
6
9
6

# of Resource # of Content Tags
Type Tags

21
22
7
8
8
9
5
7
2
1

43
38
24
28
17
15
23
13
11
7

# of Resource # of Content Tags
Type Tags

21
22
7
8
8
9
5
7
2
1

43
38
24
28
17
15
23
13
11
7
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APPENDIX D: HYPOTHESIS TESTING RESULTS ON NORMALIZED BETWEEN
CENTRALITY OF TAGS

H1’

Samples

H2’

Rejected?*
Fs
Samples

H3’

Rejected? *
Fs
Samples

H4’

Rejected? *
Fs
Samples

H5’

Rejected? **
ts
Samples

H6’

Rejected? *
ts
Samples
Rejected?
ts

*P<0.0001
**P<0.005
***P<0.0002

n1=205, n2 = 1000
X 1 = 0.293, X 2 = 0.153, s12 = 0.444, s 22 = 0.191
Yes
2.32

n1=205, n2 = 795
X 1 = 0.293, X 2 = 0.117, s12 = 0.444, s 22 = 0.120
Yes
3.70

n1=130, n2 = 75
X 1 = 0.310, X 2 = 0.264, s12 = 0.455, s 22 = 0.428
No
1.06

n1=205, n2 = 1000
X 1 = 0.293, X 2 = 0.153, s12 = 0.444, s 22 = 0.191
Yes
2.89

n1=205, n2 = 795
X 1 = 0.293, X 2 = 0.117, s12 = 0.444, s 22 = 0.120
Yes
3.66

n1=130, n2 = 75
X 1 = 0.310, X 2 = 0.264, s12 = 0.455, s 22 = 0.428
No
0.48
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APPENDIX

E:

HYPOTHESIS

TESTING

RESULTS

ON

NORMALIZED

EIGENVECTOR CENTRALITY OF TAGS

H1’

Samples

H2’

Rejected?*
Fs
Samples

H3’

Rejected? *
Fs
Samples

H4’

Rejected? **
Fs
Samples
Rejected?

n1=222, n2 = 1000
X 1 = 2.680, X 2 = 1.560, s12 = 27.037, s 22 = 17.441
Yes
1.55
n1=222, n2 = 778
X 1 = 2.680, X 2 = 1.291, s12 = 27.037, s 22 = 14.306
Yes
1.89
n1=146, n2 = 76
X 1 = 2.574, X 2 = 2.882, s12 = 31.344, s 22 = 19.006
Yes
1.66
n1=222, n2 = 1000
X 1 = 2.680, X 2 = 1.560, s12 = 27.037, s 22 = 17.441
Yes

***

H5’

ts
Samples

H6’

Rejected? *
ts
Samples
Rejected?
ts

*P<0.0001
**P<0.01
***P<0.0002

2.89
n1=222, n2 = 778
X 1 = 2.680, X 2 = 1.291, s12 = 27.037, s 22 = 14.306
Yes
3.70
n1=146, n2 = 76
X 1 = 2.574, X 2 = 2.882, s12 = 31.344, s 22 = 19.006
No
-0.45
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APPENDIX F: DENDROGRAM FROM HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING OF HIGH
ORDER CORES IN TRAVEL DOMAIN

270
APPENDIX G: GIRVAN-NEWMAN HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING RESULTS ON
1-NEIGHBORHOOD OF IMPORTANT USERS FROM THE UUR NETWORK

User “limiano” with Q=0.642

User “ichineselearning” with Q=0.674

User “mandarine” with Q = 0.507
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User “j.c.” with Q = 0.513
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